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ABSTRACT

lndividual saving has always been regarded as a vital component of

Canadians' retirement incomes. This study focuses on the income tax de-

ductions for contributions to registered employer-sponsored (Rpps) and

individual (RRSPS) pension funds. These deductions were introduced to

promote personaì saving, thereby reducing the pubì ic support required by

the retired popuìation. However, the use of income tax incentives or

,tax expenditures' to pursue governments' social pol icy objectives may

confl ict with redistributive objectives (vertical equity) and the per-

ceived fairness (horizontal equity) of the Personal income tax.

For this reason, tax expenditures -- including the RPP and RRSP de-

ductions -- have become a focal point in discussions of canadian tax re-

form. Proponents of a comprehensive tax base argue that tax expendi-

tures should be curtai led on both equi ty and efficiency grounds' A

gradual ist approach to broadening the income tax base requi.res that in-

dividual features of the income tax be examined and ranked in terms of

their effect on the vertical and horizontal equity of the income tax'

and their effectiveness in achieving their stated objectives' This

study examines the RPP and RRSP deductions in light of these criteria'

To examine the vertical equi ty questions, the study calculates the

distribution of the RPP/RRSP tax expenditures, and utilizes a cìass of

progressivity indices to compare them with other major categories of in-

come tax expenditures. Both the RPP and RRSP deductions are found to be



moderately regressive, with RRSPs having a large effect on the prog-

ressivity of the personal income tax. Neither deduction appears to be a

particularly important factor among taxfi lers achieving extreme income

tax reduct i ons.

The horizontal equity effects of these deductions are examined by the

use of 'tax mob i I i ty' measures. The resul ts appear to i nd i cate that

RPPs do not contribute in a large way to the horizontal inequities cre-

ated by the personal income tax. RRSPs seem to have a larger impact in

this regard. These results are somewhat inconclusive since the measures

used are insensitive to smal I changes in the taxfi lers' rankings.

A review of the relevant theoretical I iterature on individual saving

behaviour suggests that the design of the RRSP incentive is such that

the effect may be infra-marginal for a large portion of the taxfi lers

using this deduction. This implies that an equal revenue income tax cut

coul d repl ace the RRSP wi thout major affects on personal savi ngs.

Cross-sectionaì tests urere not inconsistent with this conjecture, al-

though shortcomings in the data must temper any conclusions in this re-

spect. With one exception, empirical studies also suggest a reìatively

smaìl effect for the incentive on the Canadian personal savings rate.

The study also found that the revenues foregone as a result of the

RRSP deduction were concentrated among taxfi lers who would not I ikely

requi re means-tested reti rement i ncome support. These tentative resul ts

suggest that a curtai ìment of the RRSP deduction and a reaì location of

the revenues gained merit further study.
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Chapter I

t.l PROVIDING F0R RETIREII1ENT : l40TlVES 0F CANADIAN PUBLIC P0LICY

Canadian public involvement in the area of retirement income support

has been influenced by two different and often opposing motives. During

the early part of this century, as it became apparent that a significant

portion of eìderly non-working peopìe did not have adequate resources to

provide for themselves, various groups began to press for government in-

voìvement. The earl iest publ ic responses urere motivated by the bel ief

that each household is responsible for providing for its own retirement

needs. Accordingly, programs brere initiated to encourage personal sav-

ing through interest rate subsidies. This motivat¡on is still present

in more recent programs to encourage personal saving through income tax

i ncent i ves.

The second impetus, Which Bryden caì ls renvironmentaì want,rr stems

from the continuing poverty among the retired elderìy and skepticism

concerning the willingness or ability of a ìarge portion of the popula-

tion to accumulate sufficient funds to provide for their retirement

needs. These concerns led to the introduction of universaì and pubì ic

means-tested pensions. These two motives have frequently been in con-

flict and to a large degree this conflict has shaped the present config-

Bryden, Kenneth, '0ld Aqe Pensions and Pol icy l'lakinq in Canadal
HcGi I I-Queens Universi ty Press, Hontreal-London 197\, p. I

-t
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urat i on of ret i rement i ncome programs.

Since the introduction of public old age pensions in 1927, the idea

that society has some responsibility for the welfare of the elderly has

become widely accepted. Nevertheless, there is sti I I a strong sentiment

that individuals, through personaì saving, shouìd provide for their re-

t i rement years . (nt I east for any consumpt i on above that requ i red for

rdecentr survivaì.) tne ambivalence between public and personal respon-

sibi I ity in this matter has resulted in the introduction and subsequent

enrichment of several savings incentive measures alongside the increas-

ing use of direct income transfers.

The present study wi lì examine several aspects of the two most sig-

nificant of the private savings incentive measures : the employer spon-

sored Registered Pension Plans (npps) and the voluntary individual Reg-

istered Retirement Savings Plans (RRSPs) . Both of these brere original ly

designed to encourage the accumulation of funds specifically designated

to provide income in retirement. Both measures employ income tax de-

ductibility as the primary incentive to encourage their use. ln other

words, persons using these instruments are able to save out of pre-tax

income rather than out of post-tax income.

The widespread use of these measures has important impl ications for

both the income tax and retirement income system in Canada. The income

tax system is affected primarily in the area of equity, âs the use of

these instruments alters both the vertical equity (progressivity) and

the horizontal equity (tfre relative tax burdens of otherwise similar

taxpayers) of the persona I i ncome tax. The ret i rement i ncome system

wi I I be affected if RPP/RRSPs generate additional personal saving, ãs



krro*, (a) l'row much add i t iona I sav i ng

viding the tax concessions; and (c)

'gram sav i ngs '

accentuated in that the working population wiìl be a

relative to the people they wi I I have to support. Aì

proach emphasizing 'ful ly funded' pensions requires a

nO\¡¿.

I .z CURRENT I SSUES AF F EcT I NG RPPS AND RRSPS

I ? ] RPP/RRSPS AND RETIRE¡1ENT NEEDS
l.L. t

The declining birth rate and the consequent aging of the population

has drawn much attention to the rapidly increasing costs of providing

for retired people. The proportion of the totaì population of Canada

represented by retired peopìe is expected to increase from about 1! per-

cent at present to approximately 25 percent wi thi n 50 yearsz. Thi s

translates into an even greater proportion of the voting population.

The implication is that with the greater poìitical power of this segment

of society the standard of living demanded by retired people will in-

crease the cost of meeting their requirements more than proportionally

to their increase in numbers.

Under a system of direct income transfers to the

in the percentage of reti red people impl ies higher

el der ì y, an i ncrease

þerson"l savings reduce the cost

S¡stem. To assess the magnitude

2 Economic Development Advisory Board,
P l ans , l,J i nn i peg , 1976, p.26 .

3

of the means-tested components of the

of this impact, it is necessary to

i s generated; (b) the I costs' of pro-

the subsequent tax recovery and pro-

taxation. This is

smal ler proportion

ternatively, an ap-

h i gher sav i ng rate

The Future of Pr i vate Pens i on
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Canadian governments have opted for a combination of both methods of

financing retirement incomes. 0n the one hand, a variety of programs

provide direct income support for retired Canadians:

l. the 0ld Age Security pension (0AS) is a universal demogrant,

virtual ly everyone over age 6l receives the same benefits;

the Guaranteed lncome Supplement (as well as a variety of similar

provincial programs) provide income and/or means tested payments¡

and

all levels of governments have implemented a host of programs

(both universal and income-tested) in order to assist retired

Canadians in meeting basic I iving costs: drugs' property tax-

es,rents, health care, transportation, etc.

0n the other hand, Canadian governments have also introduced a vari-

ety of schemes to force (Canada Pension Plan) and encourage (RRSPs/

RPPs) Canadians to save for their retirement. The effect of these meas-

ures, particularìy those which are intended to encourage saving, are the

thrust of this study.

ln either case it is important to determine what the retirement needs

of individuals are. Caìvert3, among others, has argued that tai loring

the pension benefits more carefully to actual retirement needs would re-

sult in significant savings to the 0AS and CPP programs. lt also seems

reasonable to expect that a welì designed retirement income system might

dampen the demands made by the elderly as their numbers and pol itical

i nf ì uence i ncrease.

2.

3.

Ël

ìì
¡lì':

!ìi
,iìl
lì_:

lìì

li
i:
i:i

ì..ìl
lì:l

ìr

...'5. ...
!::\ì.:l

3 Calvert, Geoffrey N. Pensions and Survival: The Cominq Crisis of È1on-

ev and Ret i rement, F I nanc i al Post Book s 1977, pp. 68tf.
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These considerations are also relevant to a 'ful ly fundedr pension

plan approach. The higher rate of personal savings required under this

approach, savings which are effectively locked into pension funds, aìso

impl ies a reduction in current disposable income.

It may well be that the government will, from time to time, desire to

influence the rate of personal savi ngs. However, there may be other

more flexibìe and more efficient methods of pursuing this end than

through permanent income tax preferences for pension savings. Further-

more, if RPP/RRSP's are seen as incentives specifically for retirement

savi ng, then i t i s important that these i ncentives be tai lored to

achieve their intended result. ln other words, not only are the incen-

tives inefficient if they do not affect the rate of saving, they are

also inefficient if they continue long after their intended purpose, (ie.

sufficient savings for an adequate retirement income), is achieved.

1.2.2 II,IPACT OF RPPS/RRSPS ON EQUITY OF PERSONAL INCOI4E TAX

Since the RRSPS/RPPs are integrated with the personal income tax sys-

tem :- specifical ly, contributions are deductible and earnings in

RPP/RRSP funds are not taxed -- the size of the saving incentive is re-

lated to the level of income, and affects the progressivity of the per-

sonal income tax. The equity effects of these provisions on the person-

al income tax have been subjected to a considerable amount of criticism

and are a major focus of the present study.

ln recent years, discussion concerning the equity aspects of various

income tax provisions have aìmost exclusively used the'tax expenditurel

concept. ln Canada, this idea has been popularized by the National
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Counci I of Welfare and the 'Canadian Taxation Journal'. The term 'tax

expenditurer refers to the concept that when the government grants a tax

concession, for whatever purpose' it is granting a subsidya.

one of the most vocal critics of these measures has been the National

Council of Welfare. ln a 1979 report'The Hidden Weìfare System Revi-

sited', the Counci I offered the fol lowing assessment of the tax provi-

sions relating to RRSPsS:

0n the surface, RRSPs may seem reasonable. They encourage
saving for retirement and, their defenders argue' reaìly just
defer tax ( since the tax saved on the deduction is supposedly
only postponed unti I after retirement when tax is col lected on
the income which the contributions made possible.)

Closer inspection, however , shows that these rationales make
I ittle sense in terms of either equity or efficiency. ln the
first place, few people are in the same marginal tax bracket
after reti rement as dur i ng thei r worki ng years; most are i n

Iower brackets. The tax loss due to the deduction, therefore,
is not ful ly recovered

Horeover, the comb i nat i on of deduct i ons wi th the
2O'Á-of -earnings I imit on contributions (so that low and moder-
ate-income workers can't even sheìter the same amount as the
rich) means that the tax savings are overwheìmingly skewed in
favour of the weaìthy. ln fact, the annual tax benefits to a

person in the highest tax bracket can be as large as a ìow-in-
come pensioner is expected to live on for a year from the com-
bined 0ld Age Security and Guaranteed lncome Supplements.

As shown by the fol lowing tabìe, the extreme concentration of
benefits at the top of the income scale is dramatic. Almost
$7 out of every $lO went to the highest-income l0Z of tax fil-
ers and, in fact, more than haìf the benefits went to the top
52. þJhi le RRSP contributors who were among the lowest-income
50oó of tax fiìers celebrated their $148.1+7 average tax sav-
ing, contributors who were among the iuop i% enjoyed the com-
fort of Sl,449. l3 in savings -- ten times as much.

Brooks,N. rljlaking Rich People Richer¡, Saturday Night, July l98l ' p.32

National Counci I 0f Helfare, The Hidden Welfare System Revisited, 0t-
tawa, 1979, pp. 1 3, 1 4 .



INCOT,IE GROUP

B0TTOI4 5oz
6TH DEC I LE

7TH DEC I LE

8TH DECILE
gTH DEC I LE

IOTH DEC I LE

AVERAGE TAX SAVING
FR0t'1 RRSP ' S lN 1976

s
I 48 .47
233.95
298.66
355.28
\67.02

t,168.64

zjt 1 976 RRSP

TAX EXPEND I TURE

o.
6

t.8
2.5
4.6
7.5

t4.8
69 .0

Tax expenditure analysis as appl ied to equity considerations appears

to consist of estimating the value of various concessions and their dis-

tribution among different income groups. While the idea of a tax exPen-

diture is intuitively simple, measuring the value of any particuìar tax

preference is beset by numerous conceptual and computational difficul-

ties. For exampìe, the data published annualìy by Revenue Canada in

Taxation Statistics general ly serves as the basis of most tax expendi-

ture estimates. This data is not arranged in a manner which faciìitates

accurate tax expend i ture ca I cu I at i ons 6 .

6 The main problem in calculating the value of tax expenditures from
data such as that provided in Taxation Statistics arises from the
highly aggregated nature of the tables. This means that the marginal
tax rates of the beneficiaries of any particular preference cannot be

accurately calculatea. These and other technical problems associated
with measuring tax expenditures are discussed in greater detail on pp.
l+8-64 of the present study.
See, for example, Smith, R. S. Tax Expenditures : An Examination of
Tax lncentives and Tax Preferences in the Canadian Federal lncome Tax
System, Canadian Tax Foundation' 1979.
See also l'laslove, 11 . rTax Expenditures,Tax Credits and Equityr Chapter
7 in How 0ttawa Soends Your Tax Doììars, Toronto, .l98.l.

Also, hlational Counci l of Welfare, The Hidden Welfare Svstem. Himeo-
graphed llethodology Appendix, 1976.

A somewhat better method of calculating tax expenditure distributions
was used by Kesselman, J.R. inrNon-Business Deductions and Tax Expen-
ditures in Canada : Aggregates and Distributions', Canadian Tax Jour-
gl- f'larch-Apr i l, 1977 .

Ttre Government of Canadars 1979 'Tax Expenditure Accountr appears to
contain the first comprehensive Canadian tax expenditure estimates us-
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Since the tax expenditure concept is so widely used and is crucial to

the conclusions developed, the present study examines in detai ì the as-

sumptions required in order to make 'tax expenditure' calculations and

the effects various assumptions have on the results. The equity of the

tax expenditures flowing through the RRSP mechanism are considered from

both the horizontal and vertical perspectives. 'Horizontalr equity re-

fers to the differences in the income tax liabilities of individuals in

the same circumstances and with the same incomes. rVertical¡ equity re-

fers to the relative changes in the after-tax income induced by the per-

sonal income tax system. Chapter I I I of this study addresses the effects

of the RPP/RRSP on both of these aspects of the equity issue.

1 .2.3 r r.lPACT 0F RPP/RRSP PRoV I S I oNS 0N PERSoIÂL l4vl Xt XArE

The second major concern of the present study is the effect of the

RPP/RRSP provisions on the aggregate personal saving rate. During the

debate in the House of Commons in llfJ, the then l4inister of Finance'

(the Hon. Hr. D.C. Abbott), expressed concern that a tax incentive such

as the RRSP would not necessari ly lead to any radditional savingr but

wouìd rather prompt 'changing the form of assets' from equity to fixed

i ng d i saggregated mi crodata.
A more limited study, dealing specificaìly with the revenue and dis-
tributionaì effects of the 1972 income tax reforms, was pubì ished in
1978: Al len, J.R., Poddar, S.H. and LePan, N.D. "The Effects of Tax
Reform and Post-Reform Changes in the Federal Personal lncome Tax'
1972-75", @ Vol. 26, Jan-Feb, 1978, PP. l-30.
This study used a micro-simulation model simi ìar to the one used in
the present study. The data base, a cross-section of Canadian tax
f i I ers was, however, much I arger.
The Qntario Department of Finance also publ ished the results of their
micro-simuìations of the same changes rrThe Equity and Revenue Effects
in0ntarioofPersonallncomeTaxReform,1972-|975,,'9!@
Studies, No..l3, Apri I 1977.
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interest securities?. The 1966 Royal Commission on Taxation was also

uncertain about the nature of the response to the concessionss.

There is no conclusive evidence one bray or the other that
changes in the interest rate of the magnitude that would be
invoìved for low and middle income individuals would have any
effect on their rates of personaì saving. Al lowing high in-
come individuals to deduct their retirement saving from in-
come, and postponing the the taxation of income earned by the
assets acquired with this saving, would be equivalent to an

extremely large increase in the interest rates on their re-
tirement saving. There can be no doubt that this would en-
courage upper income individuals to change their form of sav-
ing. However, there is no way of knowing whether they would
save the tax reduction or spend ¡t. Probably they would do
some of both.

We are incl ined to bel ieve that, in the past, ì iberal retire-
ment saving provisions have had indirect positive effects on
saving by low and middle income individuals that probably were
as important as, or more important than, the direct effect on
the rate of return from such saving. These provisions have
encouraged the establ ishment of pension plans, perhaps to a

great extent as a substitute for other kinds of saving that
are less generously treated under the tax system. But when
the pension plans are set uP, individuals also become more

'pens i on' cgnsc i ous. Because they are forced to cons i der
their lifetime income patterns, there is a change in the eval-
uat i on of future requ i rements. The d i scount on future i ncome
is reduced, and retirement saving therfore becomes more at-
tract i ve.

Even a relatively recent study of Canadian income tax pol icy (1976)

did not do more than speculate the impact of these programs on the ag-

gregate savi ngs ratee.

Do the reg i stered ret i rement pl ans actual I y i ncrease savi ng?
As far as the lower and middle income groups are concerned,
their savings probably increase as a result of pension plans'
but not so much because of the tax incentive itself as because
of the fact that many such schemes are part of the employment

Debates of the House of Commons, Apriì lO, 1953. (See quotation on
p.9)

Report of the Roval Commission on Taxation, Vol.3, p.414.

Salyzyn, V. Canadian lncome Tax Pol icy- An Economic Evaìuation CCH

Canada Ltd. 1976 (lst Edition), pP.l46-ll+8
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contract and because of the i I I iquidi ty of these commi tted
funds. Lower income groups partícipate much less in regis-
tered retirement savings plans than do the higher income
groups. The high income groups have much stronger incentive
to save through registered retirement plans, but it is not
certain they do not simply substitute this form of saving for
other forms. Under normal circumstances, many saving opportu-
nities for the higher income groups are already avaiìable so
that they may not have any addîtional desire to save, but they
may be prepared to make marginal changes in their portfol ios
to maximi ze net returns. The i ncentive to swi tch from other
forms of financiaì savings is very strong.

Desp i te th i s genera I uncerta i nty about the aggregate effect of the

RPP/RRSP provisions on the saving rate, at least one prominent economic

research institute appears to have suggested that the savings accumulat-

ed under these provisions -- along with the simi lari ly constructed Reg-

i stered Homeownersh i p Sav i ngs P I ans -

ingsro.

are vi rtual ìy aì I addi tional sav-

Personal saving has been increased by changes in the tax ìaw.
During the ì965-69 period, personal savings in Canada averaged
5.9% of personal disposable income. During 197\-78 the aver-
age rate was 10.6 percent. ln .l968 the federal government in-
troduced Registered Retirement Savings Pìans (RnSps) which en-
couraged individuals to save for their retirement by al lowing
them to defer taxes until that time, when their tax rates
would probably be lower. ln 197\ the tax law was amended to
offer a simi lar advantage to people saving to buy a home
(RHOSPs) and in 1976 the law was further amended to increase
the I imits on annual contributions to RRSPs. Annuaì contribu-
tions to these two plans now account for .l.4 percentage points
of the personal savinq rate and thus may account for as much
as 30 percent of the increase in savinqs since the l96Os. By
providing incentives to save. governments triggered a strong
response on the part of Canadians. One of the costs connected
with that increase in saving, however, is that there now are
greater leakages from the normal circulation of funds connect-
ed wi th poì i cy changes, So the mul t i pì i er effects have been
reduced.

r0 C.D. Howe Research lnstitute, Anticipatinq the Unexpected, Hontreal,
1979, p..l04. (tmphasis added) .
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Since the principal justification for introducing the programs and

for retaining them is the belief that personal savings will be higher

than in their absence, it is important that a careful appraisal of this

issue is made. Chapter lV of this study reviews both the theoretical

and empirical work which bears on the degree to which the savings rate

is affected by the RPP/RRSP provisions, and what relationship any addi-

tionaì savings have to the size of the tax subsidy.

Before exami ni ng the i ssues of the equi ty and eff i c i ency of the

RPP/RRSP provisions, it wiìl be helpful to describe the nature of these

mechanisms (in the context of other components of the retirement income

system) in greater detail. This will be done in the next chapter. A

historical summary of how the Canadian retirement income system devel-

oped which shows the underlying phi losophies which ìed to the introduc-

tion of the various instruments wi I I also be presented. A description

of the present components of the system will be given. Finally' Chapter

I I will aìso assess the importance of RRSPs and RPPs in the retirement

income system by reviewing leveìs and and trends in the use of these in-

struments.

I .3 0THER r SSUES

I .3. I THE AGGREGATE ECONOI'II C II4PACT OF PENS ION FUNDS

f,Jhile th¡s study is not concerned with issues in this area' it is,

nevertheless, important to keep these considerations in mind. Pension

funds have grown dramatically over the past decade, and the major impe-

tus for this growth is usuaì ly -- and probably correctly -- attr¡buted

to the RRSP legisìation.
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It is sometimes al leged that pension fund managers are overly cau-

tious in investment decisions, and it appears there are significant dif-

ferences in the way different types of retirement saving instruments in-

vest contributions. The llJ! Task Force on Retirement lncome Pol icy

publ ished the fol ìowing Tablerr:

TABLE I

EST IT'IATED AI.IOUNT AND D ISTR I BUT ION

RET IREI'lENT INCOI'IE VEH ICLES, END
(uDtsTRtBUTt0N)

CLA I T4S

1976

----C0RP0RATE ----
BoNDS EQU I T r ES T4oRTGAGES oTHER

OF

OF

TYPE OF PLAN

AND TOTAL ASSETS

CANADA PENS I ON PLAN

sro.g BrLLr0N
QUEBEC PENS I ON PLAN

S4.o elLLtoN

cLA lf'ls 0N
GOV'TS

ì00

62

8l

15

l0

59

PUBL IC EI4PLOYER PLANS

SSS.I BrLLroN
PR IVATE ET4PLOYER PLANS

S t 8.9 B I LL I oN
RRSPS''$7.5 BrLLr0N
ALL PLANS

S77.r BrLLroN

0

l0

5

21

l0

9

0

15

5

27

15

il

0

5

6

25

59

15

0

I
4

r3

6

6

rr Task Force on Retirement lncome Policy, The Retirement lncome System
in Canada: Problems and Aìternative Policies for Reform, Canadian
Government Publ ishing Centre 1980, p. 78,
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Technical issues such as the vesting and portabi I i ty of pension fund

accumulations may also have an impact on labour mobility and wage set-

tlements. The effect on the economy of changing the savings rate has

already been alluded to and must also be considered, carefully. Again,

whi le these issues are not specifical ly dealt with in this study, they

should be taken into account, pâFticularly if any firm poìicy recommen-

dations are made.



Chapter I I

2., TH5 DEVEl-OPIlENT OF THE CANAD I AN RET I REI'IENT I NCOII1E SYSTEH

The conditions which led to the introduction of public retirement in-

comesupport'werelargelyproducedbytherapidpaceofindustrialand

urban growth in the nineteenth century' I n comPar i son wi th the trad i -

tional crafts and trades, production processes were more special ized in

factories and fewer ski I ls were required of individuaì workers' This

placed a premium on physical speed and endurance and lowered the impor-

tance of exper i ence. I ndustr i al workers' eff i cency decl i ned more rapi d-

ly in their later years, and the age at which they were retired crept

downward as the degree of mechanization increased' compared with their

counter-parts I iving on farms, peopìe I iving in cities found it diffi-

cult to care for their non-working parents. Thus, at the sane time as

the need for post-retirement supPort increased, the capacity of the tra-

ditionaì means of providing this support diminished' The result of

these developments was a rapid increase both in the number of destitute

elderly and in agitation for government action'

lnitiaìly, these trends were not as acute in canada as in more indus-

tr i al i zed countr i es. Neverthel ess, canad i an governments throughout the

present century have faced persistent pressure to act on the issues re-

- t4 -
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lating to retirement incomel2. ln more recent years, increased expecta-

tions for retired life, both in terms of length and activity, as well as

the uncertain effects of inflation and demographic changes have once

again brought the subject to the front of publ ic concern.

Policy making in this area has never been definitely focused. Pro-

grams were introduced in an ad hoc manner and a comprehensive strategy

for deveìoping a set of retirement programs that would efficientìy pro-

vide acceptable retirement income has only recently received considera-

tionl3. Nevertheless, personal savings continue to be seen as a sub-

stitute for programs consisting of transfers to the elderly. Fol lowing

is a historical summary of the development of the major components in

the retirement income system, and where applicable, some comments on the

reason for their introduction.

Bryden, K. op. cit, ch. 3, pp 45-49

ln recent years, a number of studies have attempted to consider the
system in its entirety and have made recommendations accordingly:

Caìvert, Geoffrey N. Pensions and Survival: The Cominq Crisis of
l,loney and Retirement, Financial Post Books, 1977.

Task Force on Ret i rement I ncome Pol i cy, The Ret i rement I ncome System
in Canada: Probìems and Alternative Pol icies for Reform, Canadian
Government Publ ishing Centre, 1980. (This is probabìy the most com-
prehensive and thorough study on this issue).

RoyalCommissionontheStatusofPensionsin0ntario'.8sgig@-
tirement, Government of 0ntario, 1980.

The Federal Government sponsored a Conference on Pensions held in 0t-
tawa on llay 10, l98l at which federal, provincial and private sector
part i c i pants contr i buted.

L2

l3
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2.1 .1 I NCENT I VES FOR PERSONAL SAV I NG

1. Government sponsored annuities were introduced in ì907 to promote

individual savings for retirement purposes. The government mar-

ginally subsidized the interest paid and absorbed the cost of ad-

ministering the annuities. Sales of these annuities were not

formal ly ended unti I 1975.

The introduction of these annuities was seen explic¡tly as a

substitute for old-age pensions at the time. Senator Cartwright,

the 1,1 inister of Trade and Commerce and sponsor of the Annuities

Legislation expressed the fol lowing sentiments on the topic of

pensions and savingsra:

þJhat would be the effect of a scheme of old age pen-
sions on the community at large? How far would it diò-
courage thrift? How far would it discourage seìf-rel i-
ance?

l,ly own impression is that, in a great many cases, such
a scheme wouìd be found to encourage extravagance, and
the result would be that the thr¡fty, industrious work-
ing man would find himself compel ìed ultimately to bear
the burden of his ìess industrious and possibìy disso-
lute companion.

I doubt extremely the expediency of having recourse to
a system of old age pensions, but I do believe there is
a great opportunity for the state to avai I itself of
the machinery at its disposal for the purpose of plac-
ing within the grasp of every industrious man in Canada
the opportunity, ât an easy rate, and at very small
cost to the state, of providing a reasonable annui ty
for his support at an advanced period of life.

r4 Debates of the Senate t9o6-7, pp 331-32.
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2. lncome tax deductible employer sponsored pension plans (RPPs)

were first introduced in ì917 with the first lncome Tax legisla-

tion. An annual deduction ceiling of $3OO was imposed in 1936.

This cei I ing was raised ro 5900 in 19\5, to S1500 in 1954, to

Sz5oo in 1972 and to S35oo in 1976.

Although no specific rationaìe was offered for the speciaì tax

treatment of empìoyee contributions to pension plans (neither at

their introduction nor on occasions when the contribution I imits

were raised) it seems reasonable to conclude that the objectives

were similar to those set out for the Government Annuities pro-

gram; to reduce the need for and the reliance on government pen-

sions.

3. Registered Retirement Savings Plans (RRSPs) were introduced in

the ll!/ federaì Budget in order to extend the beneficial treat-

ment given to employee plans to self-employed persons and those

without substantial employer- sponsored pension plans. lnitiaì ly

a ceiling of IOZ of earned income up to SZ5OO was set for these

plans. This cei I ing was raised to 20"4 of earned income up to

$r+000 in 1972 and to s55oo in 1975.

At the time that RRSPs were introduced, the then llinister of

Finance (the Hon. l,lr. tJ.E. Harris) emphasized that the main rea-

son for introducing the measure was to establ ish equity between

employees who had the opportunity to save out of pre-tax income

through empìoyer-offered pension plans and those who did not.

The lilinister of Finance did, however, comment on the government's

expectations regarding the effect of the program on personal sav-
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ingsrs:

ln subsequent years, if widespread use is made of the
plan ¡t is possible that the annual yield of the income
tax may in future be reduced by as much as S4O miìlion.
Whatever the subsequent loss in revenue may be it can,
however, be regarded as an indication of the volume of
provision being made by Canadians toward freedom from
financial worry at a time when their earning power has
I essened. To me, th i s poì icy makes good sense. lvlore-
over, the broad effect of th i s new pol i cy wi ì I be
anti-inflationary since it wi I I be an encouragement to
increased immediate saving which wi I I be productively
employed. Encouragement such as that now proposed is,
I think, âf,ply justified and wi I ì, I bel ieve, be wel I

received on al I sides.

It is interesting to note that the Government in¡tially re-

sisted introducing the tax deductible, vol untary ret i rement sav-

ings plans and expressed I ittle enthusiasm even for the employer-

sponsored pìans. The most extens i ve debate on the subj ect i n

Parliament took place on April 10, 1953, and during the course of

the debate the then l'li n i ster of F i nance (the Hon. tlr . D. C. Ab-

bott) made a "considered and somewhat detai ìed statement as to

the progress we have made up to this time in considering this im-

portant questionÌ6.r1

statement i I íustrating

RRSPs in 1953.

Fol ìowing are some quotations from this

the governmentrs attitude towards RPPs and

quotations are from Debates of the House
10, 1953; pp. 3702-37o8.

I think it is fair to say that, although the government
is interested in seeing pension plans adopted in indus-
try, the tax postponement feature did not arise out of
a policy designed specifically to give positive ben-
efits to taxpayers. Rather it was adopted to remove
existing tax obstacìes to the reasonabìe operations of
pension pìans. ln view of these facts it is not very
effective, it seems to rìBr to attempt to argue by

15 Debates of the House of Commons Harch ì4, 1957; p.2223.

r6 This and
Debates of

the fol lowi ng
the House of Commons, Apr i I

of
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analogy that, because employees have tax postponement
as a solution to their partícuìar problem, therefore
sel f-empìoyed persons shouìd ì i kewi se have i t i n re-
spect to their voluntary savings.

The impl ications of such a move are extremely far-
reaching. I t is difficult to know what volume of sav-
ings would be attracted by this immediate monetary in-
centive, but I am incl ined to think it would be
extremeìy substantiaì. È1ost peopìe, I think, would
feel they could not readily forgo immediate dolìar sav-
ings of quite substantial proportions in thei r annual
income tax bi ì I if the proposal were adopted. It
should be remembered that the funds devoted toward the
purchase of retirement annuities would not necessari ly
have to come out of additional savings, as is the case
where employees have contributions deducted from cur-
rent wages and salaries. ln the case of the self-em-
pìoyed person, who generally will have some other capi-
tal assets, he could secure the tax saving by merely
changing the form of his assets. He could, for exam-
ple, sell stocks and use the proceeds as an instalment
payment on a retirement annuity. Again, it is not
easy to estimate to what extent there would be a trans-
formation in the form of capital assets now held by the
ordinary citizen. However, whatever the volume of this
switching of assets, it would be significant. I think'
that under our tax structure monetary incentives would
be offered to Canadians to invest their savings in a

direction where the persons uti I izing them would invest
them almost entirely in debt or fixed interest bearing
securities. I am not sure at this stage of Canadars
development I would I ike to take the responsib¡ lity for
directing the savings of the Canadian people away from
equities ¡nto debt securities. To me this would be an

ill-advised polìcy in a country where there is such an

enormous demand for risk capital for the development of
our country and where the opportuni ties for part¡cipat-
ing in the growth and deveìopment of our country are so

i mpor tan t .

I have not taken a final position but the difficuìties'
the inequities sti I I aPPaì I me.

It may be of interest to note that after the Government

changed its opinion and introduced RRSPs in 1957,1'lr. A.K. Eaton

(then an Assistant Deputy l'linister in the Department of Finance)
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gave yet another rat¡onale for their introductionrT:

Broadly considered, the new law may be regarded as a
further step in the averaging of income for tax purpos-
es.

l,lore recent I y, Da I yr 8 has advocated i ncreas i ng RRSP contr ibut ion

limits to expand the income-averaging capabilities of the pro-

gram.

The l166 Royal Commission on Taxation criticized the tax

treatment afforded to RPP and RRSP contributions and urged that

the concessions for such plans should be curtai ledre:

Tax deferment related to the deduction in computing in-
come of payments into such plans should, in general, be
eliminated. lf retained for reasons of social and eco-
nomic poì icy, deferment should be granted on a uniform
basis for compet¡tive types of plans and should be
careful ly defined. ln addition, añy deferment should
not be in a form that would create a lack of neutrality
betureen businesses because it was avai lable only
through some of a number of competing organizations.

The Report recognized that the el imination of tax concessions

for RPPs and RRSPs would not occur20.

We concìude that, in generaì, tax inducements to en-
courage retirement income plans should be retained,
primari ly on the social ground that pìans by individu-
aìs for income maintenance during periods of adversity
or retirement should be encouraged. However, our con-
sideration of the above factors has also led to the
conclusion that deferment of income for tax purposes is
a very valuable concession, and has sufficiently impor-
tant impì ications to warrant placing greater restric-
tions on its utilization than nob/ exist. ln

L1

It Daìy, l'1 icheaì J.
a Life-cycle I'lodel

Eaton, A.K. rRegistered Retirement Savings PIansr ,
Journal llay-June, 1957, p..|79

Canad i an Tax

I9

rThe Role of Registered Retirement Savings Plans in
', Canadian Journal of Economics August 1981, p.420

Report of the Royal Commission on Taxation, Vol. 3, p.409.

¡b¡d. , Vol .1, p.42020
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particular, ¡f the justification for tax concessions is
primari ìy social, the value of such benefits should be
designed primari ly for the low and middle income groups
where encouragement of saving is more socially desira-
ble. To the extent that the tax incentive does have an
impact on the level of saving, it is largely manifested
in the low and middle income groups. We also bel ieve
that it is possible to achieve a less complex and more
rational approach to the taxation of savings pìans of
al I types.

The proposaì for I imiting the amount

igibìe for preferential treatment was

tributions into tax deductibìe plans to

vide a single I ife annuity of SIZ,OOO

of retirement savings el-

to I imi t the I i fet ime con-

an amount that couìd pro-

year I y beg i nn i ng at age

652r.

þlhen the Government publ ished its IWhite Paper¡ setting out

its intentions for tax reform, the recommendations of the Royal

Commission were rejected. lndeed, the income tax concessions for

saving through these instruments were expanded22.

The government bel ieves it desirable to encourage these
personal savings plans for retirement. But it must be
done on an equitabìe basis, availabìe to all and sub-
ject to fai r and reasonabìe I imi ts. The government
also bel ieves that the tax-free trusts for retirement
plans should not be entitled to the credit for corpora-
tion income tax proposed for dividends on shares in
Canadian corporations. Freedom from tax on dividends
and interest and capital gains shouìd be sufficient.

As noted earlier, the Bill introducing the reform proposals in

1972 increased the annual limits from 51500 to SZ5OO for RPP con-

tributors and to S4OOO from 52500 for those who did not contrib-

ute to RPPs. These changes, along with the increase in the maxi-

zr ibid, p. \25

Benson, E.J.
p.21.1969, p.2l

Proposals for Tax Reform, Queenrs Printer, ì969,22
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mum percentage of annuaì

veh ¡ c I es (f rom 1O?e rc ZO%)

able to save only during I

substantial amounts.

22

income that could be saved in these

were instituted so that 'those who are

imited periodsr23 could also accumulate

An interest income deduction which effectively exempted the first

$IOOO of interest income from taxation was introduced by the Hon.

John Turner, then lilinister of Finance, in his Hay 6, 1974 Budget

Address. The measure was introduced as a "very considerable in-

cent i ve for the average Canad i an to save2 a .rr Th i s deduct i on was

later extended to include dividend income and taxable capitaì

ga i ns.

The pension income deduction, exempting the first SIOOO of income

from pension plans (other than the Canada Pension Plan and the

0ld Age Security Pension) or annuities purchased was instituted

in the financial statement of November .l8, 1g7\ in which the Hon.

l'1r. Turner re-introduced the l4ay 6 Budget provisions. This meas-

ure \^ras i ntended to protect the rea I va I ue of pr ivate pens i on

savings2s.

Resistered Homeownership Pìans were introduced in 197\ and are

simi lar to RRSPs in that the contributions are deductible from

otherwise taxable income. Contributions are ìimited to tenants

and the maximum annuaì contribution is S1000 ( t¡re accumulative

deduction is Sì0000). Accumulated contributions are not taxed if

5.

6.

23

24

ib id. p.21

Debates of the House of Commons. t'lay 6, 197\; p.2085.

November .l8, 197\¡ p..l428.2 s Debates of the House of Commons
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they are withdrawn in order to purchase a house. Aìthough this

is not an incentive to save for retirement purposes, accumulating

equity in privately owned homes is probably the single most im-

portant form of saving by lower and middle income Canadians.

2.1 .2 PROV I S I ON OF PUBL I C PENS I ONS

l. Heans tested public Þensions were first introduced in Canada in

1927. Since pensions were recognized as a provincial responsi-

bility, the federal government proposed to pay jOZ of the costs

of provincial means-tested pensions of SZO or less per month.

These pensions were to be paid to persons /0 years or older. The

federaì share was increased to 752 in l93l and by 1937 all lO

provinces were participating in the plan. Periodic increases in

the maximum monthly pension were announced unti I 1951.

Old Aqe Security Pension (0AS) . ln 1951 the means-tested pension

vras replaced by a univeraì, taxabìe pension of $40 per month

avaiìable from age /0. Eìigibility was subject only to a Canadi-

an residency test. Provincial ly administered, cost-shared and

means tested pensions were continued, but were relegated to the

65-70 age group. Periodic ad hoc increases in the 0AS were made

until 1967 when a limited system of annual indexation was intro-

duced. At present the 0AS ìevel is 5542 monthly and is indexed

quarter'l y to the full increase in the CPl26.

2.

26 Although formally rcappedt to 6Z
has not come into effect to date.
fer to the 3rd quarter of 1983).

in 1984 and 5? in 1985, this cei I ing
(nll levels of 0AS, clS and CPP re-
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3. Guaranteed lncome Supplemett (GlS). ln 1965, the pubì ic pension

system was reorganized into two tiers consisting of the 0AS and

an income tested supplementary pension; the GlS. Both were fi-

nanced enti rel y out of federal general revenues. The i ni ti al

levels were set at $30 tor the GIS and 575 for the 0AS and both

have been indexed since 1967 on the same basis. S¡nce 1965, how-

ever, several ad hoc increases have been made to the GIS levels

and these increases have differentiated between single and mar-

ried senior citizens. Two other important developments have also

occured since 1965. First, the age of el igibi I ity was lowered

from 70 to 65 (by one year each year between 1965 and 1970).

Second, a pension, roughly equivalent to the combined value of

the 0AS and GIS -- called the "spousesrallowance" -- is granted

to the surviving spouse of a deceased pensioner if the surviving

spouse i s between 6O and 65.

The GIS was originally intended as a temporary measure that

would automatical ly disappear as the Canada Pension Pìan matured.

Benefits under the GIS were phased out at $0.50 for Sl of outside

income. This means that average monthly income must be approxi-

mately twice as high as the monthly GIS level for a complete

phasing out. Currently the GIS pays up to $255 per month to

single recipients and Sl97 per month to each spouse in the case

of married coupìes. These amounts are aìmost as high as the cur-

rent maximum Canada Pension Plan of $345 monthly. With the GIS

subject to fulì indexing on the basis of CPI increases and the

maximum CPP subject to an indexing factor related to the Average
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Wages and Salary index, average nominal wages will have to in-

crease much faster than the CPI for at least the next decade for

the CPP to replace the majority of GIS payments. At present and

over the medium term future -- barring changes in the CPP formula

-- significant levels of non-publ ic post-retirement income are

required before senior citizens are inel igible for the GlS.

4. Canada Pension Plan (CPP). The Canada Pension Plan (and the

identical Quebec Pension Plan) was introduced in .l965 with con-

tributions beginning in 1966 and benefits in 1967. The plan was

intended to provide basic self-funding pensions for al I empìoyed

and sel f-employed Canadians.

Contributions to the Canada Pension Plan are earnings related

up to a maximum which in turn is reìated to the average level of

wages and salaries. Because the initial indexing of this maximum

fel I behind the level of average wages and salaries, the annual

factor was set at 12.5?¿ for 1975 and subsequent years until the

maximum attains the Canadian average wages and salary leveì.

Contributions are set at 3.6% of maximum pensionable earnings

less an exemption. lf earnings are above the maximum, contribu-

tions are a fixed amount. Contributions are levied between the

ages of l8 and 65 and are income tax deductible.

Benef i ts are cal cuì ated on the earni ngs of the I ast three

working years prior to age 6!. The maximum pension is set al 25?6

of the ìast year's level of maximum pensionable earnings, but is

prorated if the contributor contributed for less than the minimum

number of years (852 of eì igible years) or earned less than the

maximum pens ionabl e amount.
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At present the CPP is not mature since the benefit formula is

theoreticalìy based on each workerrs contribution between ages l8

and 65. Until 20lì, when the workers aged l8 in 1966 retire, it

wi I I be possible for some people to receive ful I benefits with

less than the eventual minimum 40 years of contribution.

The CPP is currently the focus of a great deal of debate; it

is widely bel ieved to be underfunded, and the pol icy of lending

CPP contributions to provincial governments has also come under

attack. lt is highly probable that significant changes will be

made to this program in the future.

5. Prov,i nc i a l l,leans-Tested Pens ions: Dur i ng the .l970' s a number of

provincial governments have introduced income-tested supplemental

pens i ons for pens i oners wi th very I i ttl e i ncome other than the

0AS and GlS. ln general, these pensions are administered by the

federal government; el igibi I ity is establ ished from the informa-

tion submitted on the GIS appì ication forms and the cheques are

printed and mailed with the federal 0AS and GIS payments. The

following Tabìe shows the maximum annual amounts in the provinces

wh i ch have such programs.

ÏABLE 2

I'IAX II4U¡4 ANNUAL LEVELS OF SUPPLEI4ENTAL PENS IONS

PROV I N CE S I NGLE RATE T4ARR I ED RATE

NOVA SCOT I A

ONTAR I O

I,lAN ITOBA
SAS KATCH EWAN

ALBERTA
BR IT I SH COLUI4B I A

219
587
188

300
¡ì40
\67

438
1929
\o5
5\o

2280
r r96
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With the exception. of Alberta, the amounts received are re-

duced by $0.50 for each dollar of outside income: the same rate

as the federal GlS. Whi le these programs guarantee a higher lev-

el of income for senior citizens in these provinces, the combined

federal and provincial payment reduction schedules mean that to-

tal payments are reduced by virtually one dollar for every dollar

of outside income over a range of income that varies wideìy among

prov i nces .

2,1.3 OTHER PROGRAI'IS RELEVANT TO RETIREI4ENT SUPPORT

1. Aqe Exemption. The income tax system has always allowed an addi-

tional exemption for individuals older than the prevai I ing re-

tirement age, (presently 6Ð. Since 1974 this exemption -- along

with other personal exemptions -- has been indexed according to

the previous year's CPl. Beginnning in 1976, tax filers have

also been permitted to transfer unused amounts of the age exemp-

tion (and certain other deductions) from their spouses. For

1983, the age exemption is 52360.

2. Provincial Concessions. Since 1972 all the provinces other than

the l'laritimes have introduced a wide range of income tax credits,

selective provincial income tax reductions and special grants --

usuaì ly in rel ief of property taxation -- with preferential fea-

tures for senior citizens. These credits and grants can be sub-

stantial; in f.lanitoba, for example, it is not unusual for senior

ci tizens to receive aìmost S900 annual ly.
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Quebec, New Brunswick, Èlanitoba and Brit¡sh Columbia have rent

subsidy programs for senior citizens in private accomodation, and

most provinces provide publ ic housing (with income related rent

charges) in conjunction with the federal government.

Provinces with medicare premiums exempt residents over 6! and

several provinces have programs which subsidize senior citizen's

drug purchases.

The prol iferation of programs for senior citizens has introduced a

considerabìe degree of variabi I ity in retirement incomes provided

through the components of the system. As early as 1966 the Royal Com-

misssion on Taxation suggested that some of the components of the system

may be at cross-purposes2?:

The benefits under the various government plans, when combined
with the benefits under employer pension plans, could wel I

mean that the point is being reached where many couples will
have a retirement income as great or greater than their income
before retirement. Unless people put a premium rather than a
discount on future income, we doubt that more generous tax
provisions would induce low and middle income people in Such a
position to increase their retirement saving, unless the with-
drawal privi leges were relaxed to the point where retirement
saving and precautionary saving merged.

As this brief description of the Canadian retirement income system

indicates, a considerable number of additions to the system have been

made since 1966. Considering such factors as the pension and investment

income deductions, age differentiated provinciaì tax credits, grants,

health premium exemptions as wel I as other subsidies, it is not diffi-

cult to develop (hypotheticaì) examples of individuals receiving private

pensions who wi I I have significantly higher after-tax incomes immediate-

I y af ter ret i rement.

2? The Report of Royal Commission on Taxation. Vol. 3, p.415 .
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Such examples would be misleading in at least two important ways.

First, many lower or middle income people do not have generous employer

sponsored pension plans. Second, such examples would necessari ly assume

a long uninterrupted period of employment with a singìe employer. Stud-

ies making more real istic assumptions have shown that very high degrees

of variation wi I ì occur simply because of differences in pension pìans

(ie. benefits may be based on career average earnings, final five years,

five best years, etc.)". Different vesting and portability provisions

also result in large differences in the pensions actually provided under

var i ous pl ans.

As a resuìt of the wide range of possibilities for retirement income

and the variability of actual results within this range, a good deal of

uncertainty about the adequacy and efficiency of the overall system per-

sists. lt is not known whether individual saving is adequate to fill

the gaps where pubìic programs do not provide adeguate incomes. The in-

struments which the government is usi ng to promote addi tionaì saving

(RRSPs,RPPs) are the chief focus of this concern. ln the following two

sections, the tax treatment of these two instruments and the trends in

their use will be discussed.

See, for example,
sions in Ontario'
Status of Pensions

Balcer, Y. and Sahin, 1., rA Study of Private Pen-
in the The Report of the Roval Commission on the

2A

in Ontario. Vol.8, pp. 151-207.
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2.2 DESCRIPTI0N 0F RPP/RRSP PRoVtStoNS rN rNC0i4E TAX ACT

ln the previous chapter, it was noted that the principal feature of

RPP/RRSPs is the deductibi I ¡ty of contributions from income that would

otherwi se be taxabl e. I t i s al so important to recaì I that the i ncome

which accrues within a registered plan -- interest, dividends, capitaì

gains -- is not subject to income taxation. Payments made from an RPP

or income that is eventually derived from an RRSP are fully taxed at the

time they are received by the taxpayer. There are several other impor-

tant features and ruìes pertaining to the taxation of RPPs and to RRSPs

and these are described in greater detai I in this chapter.

2.2.1 REGULATION AND AD¡/tINISTRATION

The rules relating to the registration of pension saving plans eligi-

ble for tax concessions are numerous, compl icated and not of particular

relevance to this study. ln general, to obtain and maintain registra-

tion, plans must have at ìeast 9O'A of their assets (government bonds,

corporate bonds, eguity and mortgages) invested in Canada.

Aìthough an individual can register and contribute to arseìf-admin-

istered' RRSP, the rules are sufficientìy compl icated that onìy a very

smal I number of tax fi lers exercise this option. The vast majority of

contributions are made through plans administered by various financial

institutions. Depend i ng on persona ì preference, a contr i butor may

choose plans with only equity investments, or fixed interest invest-

ments, or mortgages, etc. The variety of plans as well as the range of

fees and their levels (fees levied for administration,sel I ing plans,
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l-Ëermination,etc.) has spawned a smal I industry special izing in counsel

i ng RRSP contr i butors.

2.2.2 LIHITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS

Employee contributions to a RPP are I imited to 53500 annual ly. Em-

ployers are in general subject to the same limitations, but many excep-

tions and additional restrictions also exist. RRSP contributions are

limited to a maximum of 209é of earned income up to an overall limit of

55500. This I imitation appl ies to tax fi lers who are self-employed or

who are employees but do not contribute to an RPP. Where an employee

contributes to an RPP, the limit is 20% of earned income up to a maximum

of $3500.

Earned income includes income from most sources other than interest,

dividends, capital gains and transfers from governments. Wages and sal-

aries are included net of deductions for Unempìoyment lnsurance, union

dues and the employment expense deduction. lncome from self-empìoyment

is included net of operating expenses and capital cost aì lowances.

Excess contributions to an RRSP are not deductible and are subject to

penalties unti I they are withdrawn.

2.2.3 SPoUSAL RRSPS

Since 197\, taxpayers have been alìowed to contribute to an RRSP reg-

istered in their spouse's name.The I imitations on such contributions are

the same as if they were made by the taxpayer on his own behalf.

lf the funds in a spousal RRSP are withdrawn at ìeast three years af-

ter the last such contribution the income is considered to be the
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spousers and is taxed accordingly. This provision enables taxpayers to

make contributions with immediate tax savings determined by their margi-

nal rate, and have the eventual taxes paid calculated at the spousers

(presumably lower) rate. This provision increases the tax reduction --

as opPosed to the tax deferral -- characteristics of the RRSP mechanism.

2.2.4 INCOHE DERIVED FROI,I RPPS/RRSPS

Participation in an RPP entitles an employee to a pension on retire-
ment. Depending on the type of plan, the pension may be an actuarially

pre-determined life pension, or in the case of a money purchase plan, an

annuity purchased by the employerts and empìoyeers accumulated contribu-

tions. The amount of pension will also depend on, among other factors,

the beneficiary's exercising of early retirement or joint I ife (spouses)

options. The entire amount of the pension is taxable, aìthough, as men-

tioned previously, the pension income deduction wi I I apply to the first
SIOOO of each yearsr pension income. Contributors to an RRSp have sev-

eraì options for receiving income from the funds accumulated:

l. The RRSP may simply be de-registered or 'cashed-in,. ln this

case the entire amount wiìì be taxable in that year. lf the

amount accumulated in a given RRSp is large, this option wilì us-

ually not be exercised.

A taxpayer is permitted to establ ish and contribute to an un-

limited number of RRSPs. Any one of these plans may be de-regis-

tered individuaì ly. Thus, if several RRSps are maintained, they

may be de-registered in succesive low-income years. (Examples of

low-income situations cited in promotional pamphlets issued by

ì.;
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institutions offering RRSPs are early retirement, unpaid ìeaves

of absence, extended vacations,etc.)

The use of RRSPs in this way has deveìoped into an important

method of averaging income, and under the progressive personal

income tax rate regime in Canada, of averaging income tax pay-

ments.

The RRSP can be used to purchase either a life or fixed term an-

nuity.

The funds accumulated in a RRSP can also be used to purchase a

Registered Retirement lncome Fund. Under this option the benefi-

ciary receives a benefit equal to an increasing fraction of the

assets remaining in the fund.

The incomes generated under the options described in 2 and J above

are illustrated in Tabìe J on page 33a. The lncome Fund is assumed to

produce a net yield of 82 per annum for 20 years.

2.2.5 OTHER FEATURES

lf a potential RRSP contributor does not have sufficient money on

hand to pay for the RRSP, the money may be borrowed and the interest

paid deducted from otherwise taxable income. (Beginning in 1982, these

interest payments are no longer deductible). Accordingly, contributors

with mortgages or other forms of indebtedness where the interest pay-

ments are not deductible are often advised to borrow money to finance

RRSP contributions and to pay off the other forms of debt as quickìy as

possible. ln this way interest payments that are not deductible from

2.

3.
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TABLE 3

APPROXIMATE ANNUAL RETIREMENT TNCOME
(FOR EACH $1OOO OF RRSP

REGISTERED RETIREMENT INCOME FUND

AGE

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
7A
79
80
81
a2
83
a4
85
86
a7
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

FRACTI ON
OF ASSETS

DISTRIBUTED

1 /20
1/'ts
1/ 1e
1/ 17
1/ 16
1/ 15
1/ 14
1/ 13
't / '12

1/11
1/ 1O
1/e
1/a
1/7
1/6
1/5
1/4
1/3
1/2
't/ 1

NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL

BALANCE
AT START
OF YEAR

1000
1026
1050
107 1

l088
t 102
1111
1114
lrl f

1099
l079
1049
1007
952
881
793
685
555
400
216
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL

R ECE I PTS
DUR I NG

Y EAR

50
54
5a
63
68
73
79
86
93

100
108
'l 17
126
136
147
159
17 1

185
200
216
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL

COMMENCING AT AGE 70
PRocEEDS )

20- Y EAR
ANNU I TY
CERTAIN

't20
120
'120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
't20
120
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL

a
ì/:,

ANNU I TY

LIFE
ANNU I TY

( 20-YEAR )

\

334

10
'to
10
10
10
10
10
10
'to
10
10
to
to
10
10
10
10
10
to
10
10
lo
10
10
10
10

LIFE
ONLY

ANNUITY

150
150
r50
150
150
150
150
'I 50
'I 50
t50
150
150
1so
'I 50
150
150
150
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

t50
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!incomercan be indirectìy converted to a deduction2e.

. Finally, it should be noted that RRSP contributions can be made up to

'60 days after the last day of the taxation year in respect of which they

are made. That is, contributions for l98l can be deìayed almost to the

time when the individual files a tax return for the year. Contributions

and the tax refund (or reduction), are therefore moved much closer to-

gether .

2.3 RRSP USE I N CANADA

By any standard, the growth in the number of tax filers using RRSPs

and in the total contributions has been very rapid. Table 4 on page lAa

below shows the number of contributors and average contributions to the

RRSP and RPP programs since 1958. The Table also shows the number of

taxable fi lers and the total income3o reported on taxable returns for

those years. The ìatter figures must be treated very cautiously since a

number of major changes to the structure of the personal income tax have

introduced fairly s¡gnificant differences to the definition of income

during this period. This change combined with others in deductions, ex-

emptions, tax credits, and the annual indexing introduced in 'lg/4, have

produced discontinuities both in the number of taxable fiìers and the

total income reported on the returns. (See Table 4 on p. 34a).

2e lt might be noted that the November 12, l98l federal Budget -- and
subsequent changes -- proposed to el iminate this strategy after the
ll84 taxation year.

30 Prior to 1962 'total income' did not include most forms of transfer
payments or capi tal ga ins. l,li th the major changes introduced in
1972, one-half of capitaì gains, and in subsequent years, Ul benefits
and Famiìy Allowances were included in income. Changes in the treat-
ment of dividend income also have affected the meaning of 'totaì in-
come.l
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TAXAB L E
YEAR F I LERS

(ooo)

I 958
1 959
I 960
196 1
.t 962
1 963
1 964
1 965
I 966
I 967
1 968
I 969
I 970
1971
1972
1 973
197 4
1 975
1 976
1977
I 978
I 979
I 980

4044
4242
4390
4508
468 1

4927
530't
57 29
6277
6656
6967
7364
7642
7373
808 1

8495
8930
4492
8807
8765
88't 3
9466
9907

TOTAL
I NCOME
($M. )

16225
17 443
I 8578
1 9602
20746
22422
25174
24342
32597
36242
40161
4491 1

49266
53356
62903
7360 1

89640
101684
1 17 297
127725
1 5701 3
16 I964
't 87 198

TABLE 4
RRSP AND RPP USAGE IN CANADA 1958-I98O

RRSP
CONTR I BUTORS

(ooo)

33
NA
NA
NA
66
NA
NA

'l09
137
't52
172
206
249
344
545
758
936

l078
'1291
't425
157 1

1 666
1452

: 1958- l980

¡i:¡i:iiiit:iiä,¡,::: 
:

RRSP
CONTRIBUT I ONS

($M. )

19.O
22.4
27 .A
34.6
40. 5
46. 5
57 .7
a2.o

loo.6
118.9
142.6
178.6
225.2
319.8
645. I
922.6

1243 .7
't524.3
211s.5
2368 .9
2675 .4
3031 .2
36 11.7

SOURCE : TAXATION STATISTICS

RPP
CONTR I BUTORS

(ooo)

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NÂ
NA

199 I
2037
2099
2182
2234
2327
2424
2560
2735
2A7A
3004
3102
3134
3193
3159
3290

RPP
CONTRIBUTIONS

($M. )

259.2
288 .9
336.3
368. 1

390.6
432 .6
47 I .3
513.6
455 .4
507.O
572.O
643. I
727.4
817.3
964.3

'to93. 1

1309.7
1583.7
1966.7
2196 . 5
241A -7
2642.2
30 lo. t

344
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Despite these d¡fficulties, the differences in the rates of increase

between RRSP contr i butors and contr i but i ons and those i n other aggre-

gates shown in the Table are so large that for descriptive purposes,

the discontinuities in the personal income tax structure can be over-

looked. For the entire period shown, the average rate of annual in-

crease in total income reported exceeded the average annual increase in

taxable returns by more than 2.8 times. The rate of increase in con-

tributors was even more rapid; the average annual growth of 20.9% ex-

ceeded the average growth in number of tax fi lers by almost ! times.

The growth rate of average RRSP contributions, however, was somewhat

lower than the growth rate of average total income (5.72 for average

RRSPs vs. 7,3% for total income.) This impl ies that the rapid acclera-

tion in RRSP contributions was caused mainly by'broadening'or increas-

ing participation rather than by rdeepening'or increasing average con-

tributions. This in turn suggests that legislated contribution I imits

may be a'n important factor in the level of RRSP saving. This possibili-

ty is explored in greater detai I later in this study.

The most rapid increase, both in the number of contributors and the

contributions occurs in the 1969-11/l+ period; a period which roughly co-

incides with the most rapid increase in the Canadian personal savings

rate. (The Canad ian personal savings rate increased f rom ! .5'4 i n 1969

to 10.!? in 197\.) The degree to which increased RRSp use was a resuìt

rather than a cause of Canad i ans' i ncreased des i re to save dur i ng th i s

period is discussed in chapter lv. At this point, it might be noted

that a number of attempts to explain the jump in savings have tended,

perhaps too easiìy, to attribute a rcausal' role to RRSps in this mat-
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tertt.

Another observation about the aggregates presented in Table 4 con-

cerns participation rates. Due to the extremely smal I participation

rates at the beginning of the program (contributors were only 0.8? of

taxable filers) the impressive growth rates in the number of contribu-

tors have still not produced very high levels of participation, even by

1977 06.32). As wil I be shown in Chapter I I l, this has important im-

pl ications for the equi ty of the RRSP provi sion. Despi te extensive mar-

keting of RRSPs in recent years, ârì impression that RRSPs are anrexot-

ic' tax shelter sti I I exists. Final ly, it can be seen that the

dístributional aspects of RRSPs have been considerably different than

those of more common deductions. RPPs have risen much less rapidìy.

By 1976 RRSP contributions exceeded the RPP deductions even though RRSP

contributors numbered only sl ightly more than 4oZ of RPP participants.

ln Table 5, (page J6a) the figures presented in Table 4 are disag-

gregated into relative'total incomergroups. Again, the income defini-

tions are not entirely consistent from year to year. To minimize the

affects of these inter-year inconsistencies, individuals fi I ing taxable

returns have been divided into quarti les rather than fixed income

groups. This also reduces the affects of real and inflationary income

increases over the time period. The time period is 1965-1977 as 1965 ¡s

the first year for which Revenue Canada has information on RRSP contrib-

utors by income groupr.32 Though smaller divisions (vingtiìes or de-

3I C.D.Howe lnstitute, op. cit, Montreaì , 1979, p.ì04.
Also; l,Jal I Street Journal, rCanada¡s Pol icies, Tax Laws Help Explain
why I ts Peopl e save l'lore than Amer i cans , , August 8, 1980, p. 13.

Ïhis information is avai lable in unpubl ished Revenue Canada tables.32



LOVJEST HALF
AVERAGE INCOME
AVERAGE FEDERAL TAX
CONTRIBUTORS : % IN GR0UP
C0NTRIBUT0RS : % OF FILERS
AVERAGE CONTRIBUTION
% OF TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS

3RD QUARTILE
AVERAGE INCOME
AVERAGE FEDERAL TAX
CONTRIBUTORS : % IN GROUP
CONTRIBUT0RS : 7"OF FILERS
AVERAGE CONTRIBUTION
,/" OF TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS

HIGHEST QUARTI LE
AVERAGE INCOME
AVERAGE FEDERAL TAX
CONTRIBUTORS : % IN GROUP
CONTRIBUTORS : % OF FILERS
AVERAGE CONTRIBUTION
"/"OF TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS

TABLE 5

RRSP USE BY INCOME FOR SELECTED

I ;1;::;:,;:.:.Li I l.al I
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1 965

$2753
$ l76
12.6
o.48
$224
3.76

$5056
$4l s
15 .8
1.2
$3 1O
6.5

$9227
$1244

71 .6
5.4
$948
89 .8

1 967

$ 2796
$ 183
l3.o
o. 59
$217
3.6

1 969

$3r53
$2r9
12.4
o. 71
$229
3. 37

YEARS 1965- 1979

$5820 $617r
$s58 $652
14.2 17.9
1.7 2.O
$326 $392
7.6 8.1

$10370 $l19.l7
$tss4 $1761
68. I 69.4
6.3 7 .A

$.too3 $11o7
88.8 88.5

197 1

$3962
$332
14.4
1.4
$353
5 .68

1 973

$4663
$29 1

15.7
2.8
$435
5.61

$7352 $8876
$82 r $9s7
18.1 20.9
3.4 7.5
$6 1 3 $669
12.1 1't .5

$13672 $16456
$2 104 $2620
67.1 63.4
12.7 22.6

$1 128 $15e2
a2 .3 82.9

I 975

$6849
$43s
't7 .4
4 .42
$695
8.56

1977

$8528
$506
22.4
7.4
$77A

10.65

364

$l2r09 $14946 $r7265
$129O $1444 $1723

24 . 1 24.5 26 .O
12.3 16.0 I8.3
$932 $1201 $1380
'I 5.9 17.7 19.7

$22090 $2628s $31475
$3516 $3685 $4277
58.5 52.7 54 .1
29 .7 34 .3 38. 1

$1827 $2259 $2357
75.5 71 .6 70.1

1 979

$98s I
$596
20. o
7 .O2
$932
10 .22
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ciles) would be preferable, particularly at upper income levels, the

available information does not permit acceptable divisions beyond the

quarti le level for the years precedi ng 1977 . Despi te these shortcom-

ings, the Table does indicate that both the level and trend of RRSP us-

age var ies significantly among income groups.

Whi le partîcipation rates for RRSPs have increased in aì I groups,

the most rapid growth has occurred among the second highest quartile of

taxable fi ìers. The actual figures are 21.12 in the lowest two quar-

tiles, 21 .5'< in the third quartile, and 1\.9% in the highest quartile.

ln I ight of the relative advantages to h¡gher income fi lers, these re-

sults may seem unexpected. A pìausible expìanation may I ie in the ex-

tremely low ini tiaì participation rates among lower income tax fi lers.

ln contrast, participation rates among higher income groups reached

significant levels quickly. ln 1966, Schoepìein reported participation

rates exceedin1 30% in some income groups33. For 1979, participation

rates do not exceed 65% in any of the income groups reported in Taxation

Statistics. Given the eì igibi I ity rules for the RRSP program, this is

probably cìose to the maximum ì ikely to be obtained3a.

Schoeplein, R.N. 'Taxpayer Participation Under the Registered Retire-
ment Savings Program', Canadian Journal of Economics and Pol itical
Sc i ence, l'1ay 1966 , p ,225

Recall that only tax filers under age 7l are permitted to contrib-
ute, and that only earned income (see Section 2.2.2) is allowed in
determining the maximum contribution. Another important factor for
higher income level empìoyees is the ¡nter-relationship between RPPs
and RRSPs. RPP contributions are I ikeìy to fi I I the entire al lowable
contribution, and in such cases the individual will not be permitted
to contribute additional funds to an RRSP.

33

34
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,: As the participation rate approaches the rsaturationr level for any

part¡cular income group, the only way the contributions can be increased

,is byrdeepeningr or increasing the average level of contribution more

rapidly than in other income groups. Table 5 indicates that on average

this has not occurred. Average annual increases in RRSP contributions

were 10.J".< in the lowest income half of taxable f ilers, 11.32 in the

third quarti le, and 6.7% in the highest quarti le. Two important excep-

tions to this overall pattern occured between 1971 to ì!/J and 1975 to

1977. ln both instances, average contributions in the highest quart¡le

grew by more than the average.contribution in the lowest three quartiles

( 23.6'¿ vs. 1J.JZ f or 1975/77, and 4t.32 vs. t\.JZ f or t97t/13 ) . tr

is significant that in both these instances, the contribution limits

were increased, from $Z5OO to 54000 in 1JJ2 and from S4OOO to S55OO in

1976. Thus, it appears that the ìegislated RRSP contribution I imits

have been an important factor in preventing large degrees of contribu-

t i on 'deepen i ng' .

ln summary, the relatively higher rates of RRSP contributor and con-

tribution growth occuring in the lower income groups appears to be ade-

quately explained by the higher initial participation rates among higher

i ncome groups and the depress i ng effect of statutory contr i but i on I i m-

its.

The figures in Tabìe ! can also be used to analyze the somewhat puzz-

I ing contention of Schoeplein3s and Weitzs6 that the statutory contribu-

3s Schoeplein, R.N.. op. cit., p.227

36 þleitz, H. 'Contributors and Contributions to Registered Retirement
Savings Plans in Ontarior in Vol.8 of Report of the Royal Commission
on the Status of Pensions in 0ntario, 1980, p. 27
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tion ìimits are an important determinant of the partícipation rate for

the RRSP provision. lt is difficult to see how a change affecting the

maximum aìlowable contribution, whether in the maximum rate of contribu-

tion (changed from l0? to 2OZ of earned income in 1)J2 ) or in the abso-

lute upper limit, would induce changes in the rate of participation. An

increase in the maximum aì ìowable contribution from S4OOO to 55500

('|976) couìd not possibly induce an individual with under SZOOOO ot

earned income to begin contributing to an RRSP. Such an individual

would be limmited to a contribution of $4OOO or less in any case, due to

úe 20?ó rule. For a taxf iler able to take advantage of such an increase

in the al lowable contribution ì imit, the addit¡onal tax saving would --

at best -- be proportional to the tax saving on the first S4OO0. Again,

there is no apparent reason why someone unwilìing to contribute $4OOO to

an RRSP would contribute S55OO without an increase in the proportion of

tax sav i ng to tota I contr i but i on 3 7 .

ln the two cases where the maximum al lowable contributions were in-

creased, the ìargest benefits accrued to the highest income quarti le (

in the 1976 change the potential benefits accrued entireìy to this

group). ln both instances, however, the participation rate in the high-

est quartile did not increase more quickly than among the other groups.

This may also be the occasion to comment on another reìated inference

drawn by Weitz from changes in the participation rate3s:

It should be emphasized that the trend.... represents only the
gross inflow into RRSP accounts and not the amount that re-
mains for long term accumulation. Obviously, if the inflow is

Unless the additional publ icity surrounding such increases induces
some tax fi lers to contribute.

l,leitz, H. op. cit. p.127

3?

38
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responsive to tax stimulus
some portion at least must
to wi thdrawal .

(i ncreases i n contr ibution I imi ts) ,
be tax-sheì tered funds and subject

ln fact, all RRSP contributions are tax sheltered funds, and there is no

basis to conclude that an individual who contributed the maximum $Z5OO

in 1971 and increased this to the new maximum 54000 in ìll2 has any in-

tention to withdraw the additional S1500 more quickìy.

The effects of changes in the contribution I imits are

three ways:

important i n

l. The change will have an effect on the overalì distribution of tax

saving resulting from the RRSP provision. Due to this type of

change in 1972, the share of contributions in the highest income

quarti le, as a proportion of total contributions, actual ly in-

creased between ì97.l and 1973.

Given the progressive nature of the Canadian Personal I ncome

Tax (plf), the tax savings are even more 'top heavy' than the

contributions. This is especially true if RRSPs are considered

in isolation from other features of the PIT that are of a'con-

cess i onaryr character .

2. An increase in the maximum may induce a taxfi ler contributing at

the maximum to substitute other forms of holdings for RRSPs. The

examples in the preceding section suggest that for high income

filers' RRSPs are likely to be one of the most attractive savings

options. (fnis is also confirmed by the more sophisticated simu-

I at i ons descr i bed i n Sect i on 4.4) . H i gher RRSP contr i but i ons

theref ore i ncrease the ælaqe, (not necessar i ì y the marg i na l) af -

ter-tax rate of return i n such i ndividual s' savi ngs portfoì io.

.
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Depending on individual preferences among present consumption,

future consumption, and bequests, the change may result in great-

êFr unchanged, or lower levels of aggregate savings among the in-

dividuals affected.

3. lncreases in the contribution I imits can either heighten or di-

minish the program's effectiveness in achieving ¡tsr primary

goals. For example, if the primary purpose of RRSPs is seen to

be an incentive for individuals to save for retirement, increases

in the maximum will probably not affect those groups for which an

adequate retirement income is ì ikely to be a problem. Alterna-

tively, if the primary function is felt to be, for example, in-

come-averaging, such increases are likely to increase the effi-

ciency of RRSPs in fuìfilling this objective.



Chapter I I I

1.I INTRODUCTION

Personal income taxes are the ìargest single source of government

revenue; over 40? of the taxation revenues received by all levels of

government in 1979 were obtained from the PlT. The PIT is also seen as

an important instrument in efforts to redistribute income, and to a

lesser extent, wealth, among Canadians. The I iterature concerning per-

sonal income taxation has long been concerned with these rredistribu-

tiverorrequityraspects of the income tax3e. ln its recommendations

for reform, the l166 Royal Commission on Taxation arguably gave the

greatest emphasis to equity aspects of the tax structure.

Unfortunately, the discussion of equity issues often tends to uti I ize

vague and subjective terminology: 'fairness', 'ability to pay'. To a

large extent, this imprecision may wel ì be unavoidabìe; measures that

seem equitable to some observers wiìì not seem so to others. Neverthe-

less, some definitions, indices and measures have been deveìoped which

allow some of the concepts related to equity to be quantified.

ln virtually aìì of the literature on taxation and equity a distinc-

tion between'vertical' and'horizontaì | equity has been drawn. The'tax

expenditurerconcept has already been briefly discussed in this study.

3e For exampìe, Henry Simons, an early proponent of a progressive income
tax suggested that 'mitigating economic inequal ity' was an important
objective of thi s tax. See Personal I ncome Taxation, Universi ty of
Chicago Press, 1938, p.4.l.

-l+2-
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ih¡s concept is wideìy used as an analytical tool to measure the effects
:'

of various features in the income tax on both the rverticalr and rhori-

zontal' equity characteristics of the system.

This chapter refers critical ly to these studies and thei r tax expen-

diture caìcuìations. ln particular, the RPP/RRSP provisions are exam-

ined in a 'tax expenditure' framework. The effect of these provisions

on the vertical and horizontal equity characteristics of the PIT will be

compared with other preferences in the income tax system.

This chapter extends the use of some indices and other measures of

equity to comparing RPPs and RRSPs with other categories of tax expendi-

tures. These techniques have previously been used to compare the inci-

dence of different forms of taxation and to estimate the effect of vary-

ing incidence assumptions on the distribution of tax burdens. These

techniques permit a more rigorous comparison of the equity effects of

specific categories of tax expenditures. Unfortunately, the existing

estimates of the value of tax expenditures are not amenable to the ap-

pì ication of these measures and techniques. Accordingìy, an alternative

method of measuring tax expenditures is used, and the resuìts are incor-

porated into the devices used to measure and compare the equity implica-

t i ons of the var i ous tax expend i ture stud i es cons i dered .

Sections J.2 to 3.4 will discuss the concept of tax expenditures, the

probìems encountered i n measur i ng thei r value, the data used (and i ts

ìimitations), and the relation of the present to other estimates of tax

edpenditures. This rather lengthy methodological excursion is required

since the issues raised are crucial to the interpretation of the re-

sults.
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r. lt has long been recognized that the distributional effects of vari-
:: :.

:;usprovisionslnthePlT--exemptions'deductions'exclusions'cred-

.its -- differ greatly' The tax expenditure concept has been deveìoped

.¿¡dusedtoquantifytwobasicobservationsconcerningtheusesofthese
'

rlconcess i ons:

ì, l. Assessing the total budgetary pol icy of governments' lt has been

'''' + i anc en¡l other tax measuf es
.. Pointed out that deductions' exemptions' and other tax I

.tt have been used as substitutes for direct government expenditures

..inmanyareas4o.Ataìllevelsofgovernment,theaìlocationof
': direct expenditure items is subjected to a relativeìy intensive

..annuaìreview.ltisoftenfeltthattaxexpendituresshouldaìso
:a

i be examrned more routinely. Tax expenditure budgets are current-

" to fac i I i tate such scrut i nY '

::2.ltisfeltbysomegroups(eg'TheNationalCouncilofWelfare)

..thatthedistributionalcharacteristicsofsomeformsoftaxex-
', penditures -- particularly exemptions and deductions -- are so

'.. ,inequitable' that most of these measures, including the RPP/RRSP

.provisions,shouldbeeliminatedorchangedintodirectsubsidy
1...

.,.Orograms'surreyhasstatedthisviewoftaxexpendituresand
lr'
: ì the use of tax expend i ture accounts most succ i nt I y4 I :

Irlaslove, A.h. 'The 0ther Side of
iu.u. in Canada' in G'B' Doern-and

Government SPending: Tax ExPendi-

Àas I ove, A. l'1. (eds) , The Pub I i c

È,,"iuuiion ot eg,rållt"nt ?pending""::l:?^;.:?7tSubsidies: Pol itical Considera-
W".d" '' d" ' K . -'Tax Expend i tures vs, '
li:i:'Ti'01,"';:i."äi:''':;;;' ðãnåãi"n-i,Àr ¡" por ¡"v, vor . 5, spring

:lì:
a,

i.
ir:
l,:iÌì
ia
:.ì.ì

,1..

;:r:

!.:ì

:r,l

:]a
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1979, pp.2\8-256.
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For the most part, because of the particular tax expen-
ditures utilized, the tax form in which they are usual-
ly constructed (eg. deduction or exclusion measured at
the top marginal rate of the taxpayer) and the distri-
bution among income groups of the types of activities
benefited, the general run of tax expenditures favours
upper-bracket i ndividual s.

I doubt that I could see a situation in which an exclu-
sion or a deduction should be used as a tax expendi-
ture, because of its upside-down effect. I doubt if a
direct program would ever be devised in that fashion.
ln other words, it is very hard for me to see whether
anyone constructing a housing program would say that we
should give , since our top marginal rate is /0 per-
cent, /0 percent of the assistance to a person in that
bracket and only 14 percent of the assistance to a per-
son in the 14 percent bracket and no assistance to per-
sons who are so poor that they don't pay any i ncome tax
at al l. So I cannot see the use of excìusions or de-
ductions....l'lerely having a tax expenditure budget
doesnrt guarantee any necessary change in the tax sys-
tem at all. lt does tend to identify, I think, the tax
equity problems and government budgetary problems that
ex i st. I n the Un i ted States, there have been a few
changes as a result of listing of items as tax expendi-
tures. We have made some progress in deal ing with tax
shelters in the United States.

its November 12, l98l Budget, the federal government attempted

use a tax expenditure study to buttress a major broadening of

the personaì income tax base among higher income groupsaz.

This chapter is concerned with the ìatter use of the tax expenditure

concept; its appl ication to measuring the distributional affects of

ln

to

Apart from the question of whether concerns

the

suchvar i ous preferences.

as those expressed by Surrey and the National Counci I on þJelfare are

valid, as a practical matter it is quite unlikely that comprehensive de-

partures from the personal income taxation structure will take place.

4¡ Surrey, Stanley S. rTax Expenditure Analysis : The Concept and its
Uses' Canadian Taxation, Vol l, No.2, 1979, p.6.

Department of Finance (Canada), Analysis of Federal Tax Expenditures
for lndividuals, November, .l98¡.

i:;:ìiì:.ì..1.ì:i-.:i\

ì:'Ì::ri:.:,.::i.,la:¡

1;.i:ì:.1.1::r.tl::ìj':\t:

:::ri)iiil:i:,:i:ì':ì¡

4z
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.6n".igidity of the basic system is borne out by the federal govern-

mentrs experience with the November 12, ì981 Budget. The changes intro-

rduced in th is Budget brere met wi th suf f ic ient cr it ic ism and oppos it ion

to force almost immediate retractions and a new Budget only seven months

,l'ater . )

, A more pragmatÎc approach to tax reform is suggested by Thirsk, who

ârgu"r that the form of concessions should be evaluated; that is,

whether specific preferences should be constructed as deductions or

credits43. Any gradual ist approach to requity motivatedr tax reform re-

quires a better understanding of the distributional characteristics of

the var i ous concess i ons and some form of I rank i ngr among the d i fferent

provisions in terms of their contribution to perceived equity problems.

Unfortunatel y, the Canad i an tax expend i ture stud i es carr i ed out to date

do not facilitate rigorous comparisons. Although the tax expenditure

concept is not intuitively d¡ff¡cult, empirical measures of the equity

effects of tax expenditures are difficult to develop. The difficulty

stems from two factors; I imitations in the avai labìe data and a number

of conceptual ambi gui ties.

3.2.1 DATA Ltt4tTATt0NS

Prior to the publ ication of

diture Account' virtually aìl

aìly in Taxation Statistics.

the federal governmentrs 1979 'Tax Expen-

studies have used the data pubì ished annu-

Three major studies were publ ished using

data from these publ ications; The National Counci I on þJeìfare's rThe

Thirsk, W.R. 'Credit where Credit is Due: The Choice between Credits
and Deductions under the lndividual lncome Tax in Canada¡, Canadian
Taxation Journal, Vol. 28, No.l (JanlFeb) pp.32-\2, l98O

{3
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Hidden Helfare System' (1976), Kesselman's rNon-Business Deductions and

Tax Expenditures in Canada : Aggregates and Distributionsr (1977)', and

Smithrs rTax Expenditures : an Examination of Tax lncentives and Tax

preferences in the Canadian Federal lncome Tax Systemr (1979) .

In Taxation Statistics, information on income sources, deductions,

exemptions, taxable income, etc. are grouped by 'total' income catego-

ries. ('Total incomer is defined as income as assessed for tax purpos-

es). The amounts of the individual items are given in aggregate for each

group. ln the studies cited above, the average taxable income and an

average marginal tax rate was calculated for each income category. To

calcuìate the value of a tax expenditure for a given deduction , this

average marginal tax rate bras muìtipì ied by the total of the deduction

in each income group. Although the data, as grouped in Taxation Statis-

t'rcs permit to better estimates of tax expenditures, the method yieìds

unrel iable results for several reasons.

l. The method requires that the taxable incomes (and marginal tax

rates) are symetrical ly distributed within each 'total' income

group. ln fact, they are not and the results are biased.

2. ln order to compare the distribution of a given tax exPenditure

among different 'totalr income groups, the distribution of taxa-

bìe income (and marginal tax rates) must be similar -- even ¡f ¡t

is biased -- in every ,total' income group. This requirement is

also violated as as the skew in the distribution of taxabìe in-

come within total income categories is not onìy not uniform' but

shifts in direction from a left skew to a right skew as income

i ncreases.
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3. ln order to compare different tax expenditures within a given in-

come class the various deductions must be uniformly distributed

among tax filers within that class. ln other words, within a

given'total income'group, filers with reìatively high taxable

incomes must use each deduction in the same proportions as people

with relativeìy ìow taxable incomes. Again, this does not usu-

ally occur.

The effects of these difficulties are, to a significant degree, off-

setting and estimates of the total value of a given tax expenditure item

may be reasonably accurate. For example, the effect of a shift in the

taxable income skew described in (2) above means that underestimation of

the value of most tax expenditure items in the higher income classes is

balanced by overestimation in lower income classes. The distributional

conclusions of these studies are, however, highly suspect.

Beginning with the federal governmentrs lgTg tTax Expenditure Ac-

countr, tax expenditures were calculated by direct simuìations on micro-

data fi les. That is, the effect of el iminating particular tax expendi-

ture items is calculated for each individual in a sample of tax filers.
(The sample used in the federal studies is identicaì to the sample from

which the tables in Taxation Statistics are derived, and the provincial

tax expenditure studies publ ished by Saskatchewan and British Coìumbia

uti ì ize these provincesr segments of this sampleo4) . Quebec's l98l

study used a sampìe of returns fi led in that provinceas While this

Hon. Ed Tchorzensk i ,.l8,1982, pp. lO3-5.
Ilinistry of Finance
Budqet, pp. 29-\0.

Quebec l'linistry of

Budqet Speech, Government of Saskatchewan, l'larch

(British Columbia); Background Papers to the l98l

{{

l5
F i nance, Tax Preferences i n the Canad i an I ncome



avoids the problems of aggregation discussed previousìy,

derived in this way are also not totally reìiable.

example, certain forms of income are not assessed and are

49

the es-

not re-

on income tax returns:

the value of household services

his/her fami ly;

performed by the taxpayer or

the imputed rental value of a homeownerrs dwelìing or the capital

gains arising from its sale;

various income or means tested transfer payments; (the Guaran-

teed lncome Supplement, social alìowances. veteran's pensions,

worker's compensation, etc.) ; and

',_ 4. g i f ts and i nher i tances .

r ln some cases, the data can be adjusted for these items. ln most,

however, it cannot. For instancei, ¡t is extremely difficult to assess

the vaìue of imputed rental income or the various forms of accrued but

unreal ized (within the accounting period) income. Furthermore, it is

not clear how such items should be treated even if the relevant informa-

tion were available for each individual in the sampìe.

Still other d¡ff iculties arise from the fact that the data are limit-

ed to a single year. This is of some importance in assessing the value

of tax expenditures that are essential ly deferrals; accrued capi tal

gains, and (of particular importance to this study) RRSPs and RPPs.

, lt should also be noted that these d¡fficulties are also inherent in

the studies using the tables pubì ished in Taxation Statistics. Never-

theìess, the calculations using microdata simulations give more rel iable

2.

3.

Tax System. 0ctober, 198.l, esp. pp. 25-6.



resul ts than those us i ng the

study uses a sample of 1979

these data qual ifications and

tables in Taxation Statistics.

50

The present

tax returns, and is therefore subject to

ìimits.

7. ) -2 UNDEF I NED "N0R¡141" P lT STRUCTURE).-.-
Items incìuded as tax expenditures in the available studies vary

widely. For example, the National Counci I of Welfare included al I per-

sonal exemptions as tax expenditures46, the 1979 Federal rAccount'ex-

cluded the basic personal exemptiona?, and Smith excluded all personal

exemptionsas. Depending on the manner in which tax expenditures are

calculated, the choice of incìusions and exclusions can have a signifi-

cant effect on the individual items. (This is discussed in more detail

in the fol lowing section). Other examples of controversial or uncertain

Itax expenditures¡ include averaging provisionsr potsoÍìal-corporate in-

come tax integration features, and the indexation of rates and exemp-

tions for inflation.

The rate structure itself is a cause of some ambiguity in measuring

the value of tax expenditures. The el imination of a single, relatively

minor item such as, for exampìe, the RHOSP deduction, would not I ikely

trigger adjustments in the rate structure.0n the other hand, if compre-

hensive changes to the tax base are considered, some form of rate ad-

justment must aìso be considered. The el imination of al ì preferences

under the PIT without offsetting rate changes would result in massive

{6 National Council of Weìfare, op cit, p. 29.

47

48

Government of Canada, TaX EXpenditure Account, p.19.

Smith, op cit, pp. 25-30.
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:ìlllair'r'.
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ì.j:,,increases ¡ n persona l i ncome taxes; somewhere i n the order of 50 to
rìì.::ì.ì:: -l

i:_.iþ, rt is most unìikeìy that an increase of this magnitude wouìd be

lùnt"rptated. The most recent attempt at reducing the number of income

|$,"* pref erences , the November 12, I 98I budget was a I so accompan i ed by

..,.,¡,:ut'gntf 
icant rate reduct ions . (The rate reduct ions were est imated to

]ì:.::,':: - .¡ -^^-L-tf ^ß +l.^ affa¡+ nf aliminrl-in¡ ar ^rrrtzilinn rreriattqlì,::àttr"t about one-half of the ef f ect of eliminating or curtail ing various
!ì,1

,ii.ì,.,,¿"Ou"aions) . Simiìarly, the 'simpl if ied' or 'f latter' tax proposals

i:,rlru.."naly under discussion in both Canada and the U.S. suggest that

ii¡.,prref erences should be el iminated in order to make drastic rate reduc-

it:1ì..'tions Poss i bI e'

: lt could therefore be argued that the current estimates of the total

vaìue of tax expenditures are much too high. At one extreme, if tax ex-

penditure elimination was to take the form of a fully rrate compensatedl

or pure rtax reform' exercise with rate adjustments fully compensating

base adjustments, the concept of a tax expenditure budget would be mean-

ingl ess. l,lost current est imates assume the oppos i te extreme of no com-

pensat i ng rate adj ustments.

3.2.3 THE PROGRESSIVE RATE STRUCTURE OF THE PIT

Because the Personal lncome Tax uti l izes a progressive rate structure

with numerous brackets and rates (13 in 1979), simuìtaneously removing a

ìarge number of deductions, exemptions or exclusions can have the effect

of moving a taxfi lerrs taxable income through several tax brackets. For

some tax fi ìers this may mean moving from a non-taxable position into

the highest marginal tax bracket. Normal ly, ìarge shifts are not the

result of a taxfiler using one tax expenditure item but severaì.
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ll, ln order to estimate the value of tax expenditures simultaneously, it

ìis necessary to specífy a benchmark system exactly. Unfortunately, this

rfleans the results will appear to be somewhat more arbitrary. To circum-

vent this, most studies have opted for incremental, succesive measure-

ments. This method, however, produces results which are non-additive

and inconsistent between tax fi lers claiming few deductions and those

claiming manyae. (ln order to use measures and indices to compare the

distributional characteristics of different tax expenditures, it is de-

sirable that the values calculated for the tax expenditures be addi-

tive) .

3.3 pATA AND pEF tNtTtoNS

The present study ut i I izes the l,lan itoba port ion of the data base used

to produce the annual Taxation Statistics publ ication. Specifical ly, it

is a sampìe ( stratified and weighted by region, income, and occupa-

tion) of individuals f iling tax returns in l'lanitoba in 1979. The vari-

ous features of the existing and the'benchmarkr tax system are simulat-

ed for each record and the value of the tax expenditure items are

calculated.

llany of the caveats and qual ifications discussed previously also ap-

ply to the present study. ln particular, the untaxed and unassessed

forms of income (excìusions) listed on page !0 are not included as in-

come in the present study. Although the ì981 federal tax expenditure

study included an estimate of the value of housing exclusions, the pres-

4e This prescription against adding incremental tax expenditures is oc-
casionally ignored: l,lcLaughlin K. and Proudfoot, S.B. rrciving by Not
Taking: A Primer on Tax Expendituresrr, canadian Public Policy, Vol 7,
Spring .l981, pp. 33\-35.



ion. The method is whol ly inappropr iate f or the purposes of th is

Llànt ttraY does not'

owner-occuPi ed homes
l!l'i:.
Liã:.hotun is useful onlY

ì:ì..'ttuaYl '
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(The method used for imputing. the rental value of

to or^rners is very arb i trary. At best, the method

for calculating the aggregate value of this exclu-

Canada, Tax Expenditure Account, pp. l8-.l9.

Canadian lncome Tax Poì icv -- An Economic Evaìuation'
CCH Canada Ltd, 1980 pp. 207-8

ì
iììi

The'benchmark'tax structure used in this study is similar to that

l. The fact that the individual rather than the family is the unit

of taxation does not give rise to a tax expenditure. Thus, the

difference in the income taxes payable between a fami ly where

each spouse earns $ZO,OOO and a family where one earns 540,000 is

not cons i dered a tax expend i ture5 o.

2. The personaì exemptions incorporated in the Canadian PIT are not

tax expenditures. Virtually all proposals for a comprehensive

income tax system contemplate some form of low-income rel ief.

Although it has often been suggested that a tax credit system

would be preferable to the present system of exemptions, Salyzyn

has shown that preciseìy the same distributional results can be

obtained under either systemsr.

3, lndexing of rate schedules and exemptions is not a tax expendi-

ture item. The nominal rate schedule and exemptions appl icable

to the l!/$ taxation year are used for therbenchmark'system.

50 Government of

Sa I yzyn, V.
(zna Eairion)

5l
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l. The general averaging provisions and !-year block-averaging for

farmers and f i shermen are not tax expend i tures. The ractual I

taxes paid in 1979 are recaìculated to reflect their level before

the appl ication of averaging provisions. Although ¡t might be

argued that these provisions couìd legitimateìy be incìuded as

tax expenditures, it is probably inappropriate to do so in a

study uti I izing data from a single year. ln a calculation which

uses income and tax ì iabi ì ity information for several years, it

seems incorrect to attribute the tax saving to a particular year.

5. Capital gains are ful ìy taxable and capital losses ful ìy deducti-

ble on realization as it is impossible to calculate accrued capi-

tal gains or losses. This provision cannot be precisely simulat-

ed. At present, the deduct¡on for capital losses is limited to

S2000. Since information on ìosses larger than this amount is

not avai lable, ful I capi tal loss deductibi I i ty cannot be simulat-

ed for tax fi lers with capital losses larger than 54000. (Since

very few tax fi lers are affected by this I imitation, this is

felt to cause only minor inaccuracies).

It shouìd aìso be noted that limitations on allowable capital

losses may well be necessary in a tax system which taxes capital

gains on real ization. An unl imited and immediate deduction of

capital losses combined with an indefinite deferral in taxation

of capital gains would represent a significant publ ic subsidy of

rdownside'risk. Complete symmetry in the reporting of capital

gains and deductibi I ity of capital losses is appropriate only un-

der an accrual basis of taxing capital gains.
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Provisions formal ly designed to integrate the corporate and per-

sonal income tax systems are considered to be tax expenditures.

The dividend gross-up and tax credit provisions appl icable in

1979 contained a significant element of deliberate over-integra-

tion. Although these provisions were original ly intended to pre-

vent double taxation of dividend income received from corpora-

tions, fron 1976 to 1982 the rates of gross-up and credit were

del iberately increased in order to stimulate investment in Cana-

dian corporations.

The .|966 Royal Commission on Taxation recommended that the

corporate i ncome tax paid on i ncome di str ibuted to i ndividual

sharehoìders be attributed to each sharehoìder according to the

proportion of dividends received. This amount -- which would be

a fa i r I y accurate measure of the corporate i ncome tax actual I y

paid -- would be credited to the individuaì shareholder. The

scheme which was actually employed is much more arbitrary.

Under the Carter criteria, dividends distributed from corpora-

tions which pay no corporate income tax should not be el igible

for special personal income tax treatment. A significant degree

of ¡over-compensation' occurs under the 1979'gross-up¡ and divi-

dend tax credit rules even with respect to corporations which are

taxable. This can be i ì ìustrated by using the approximate aver-

age marginaì (federaì and provincial) income tax rate appl icable

to Canadians in receipt of dividend income (40U) and the average

(federal and provincial) ì979 rate of corporate ¡ncome tax on
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holder receiving dividend income from a rtypical' corporation un-

der a fully integrated system such as recommended by the Royal

:ì:

::i

56

The situation of a rtypicalr share-

in 1979 isCommission and under the actual system in effect

shown below:

c0¡4r4rssr0N

(s)

t00

1979

(s)

100DIVIDENDS RECEIVED

GROSS-UP TO REFLECT

CORPORATION INCOHE TAXES ì30 150

SHAREHOLDERIS GROSS PIT

LIABILITY

DIVIDEND TAX CREDIT

SHAREHOLDERIS NET PIT LIABILITY

52

30

22

6o

56

4

This element of over-compensation is certainly a tax expenditure

item. (fne l98l Federal Budget reduced the dividend tax credit

rate by 9.32) .

It has also been argued that the corporate income tax has more

than simpìy a witholding function; for instance, the taxation of

economic rents in the corporate sector is sometimes suggested as

52 Statistics Canada, 9q!iporation Taxation Statistics 1979, (61-208).
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a justification for this tax. lf this argument is accepted, then

fulì compensation to shareholders of corporate income taxes paid

i s not requi red. Al though corporate - personal i ncome tax i nte-

grat¡on may have a valid place in a normative income tax system,

the integration and incentive features cannot be definitively

separated. This study will treat the entire mechanism as a tax

expend i ture.

The federal government has an extensive record of using capital

cost al lowances to stimulate investment. Although a significant

portion of the capital cost al lowances cìaimed by self-employed

individuals constitute a tax expenditure, the records used in

this study do not contain sufficient detail to calculate the tax

expenditure element of capital cost allowances. Exceptions are

the special provisions appl icable (in 197Ð to canadian feature

f i lms, dr i I I ing (explorat ion) expenses, and i\ul t ipì e Un it Res iden-

tial Buildings (l'luRBS) . The entire amount of capital cost aìlow-

ance claimed with respect to these items is considered a tax ex-

pend i ture.

severaì provisions, particularly RRSPs and RPPs, are frequentìy

regarded as deferrals. ln recognition of the taxes which may

eventual ly be paid on funds accumulated through these instru-

ments, the federal tax expenditure account treated these measures

as an i nterest-free ìoan. The total of the amounts i n the

RPP/RRSP funds (contributions plus investment earnings ìess with-

drawa I s) ì^ras ca I cu I ated and the va I ue of the def erred taxes on

this amount was regarded as an ¡nterest free loan. The tax ex-

pend i ture was the I foregone' i nterest.

:)

8.
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l.Jhatever the mer i ts of th is method may be, it is c lear that

the tax expenditure calculated in this way cannot be disaggregat-

ed to an individual leveì. ldeal ly, the tax expenditure estima-

tion from a deferral provision would involve the fol lowing steps

(us i ng a RRSP contr i but i on) .

a) The value of tax saving from the initial contribution is cal-

culated. S (c)

b) The present value of the non-taxation of the investment income

earned in subsequent years is caìculated. S (e)

The addition to the taxpayers retirement income resulting from

the initial contribution is determined and the present value

of the taxes paid on this income is calcuìated. T(c)

The value of the tax expenditure arising from the initiaì con-

tribution is then simply S(c) + S(e) - T(c).

Unfortunately, the data required to estimate S(e) and T(c) for

individual records are unavai ìable. The present study uses

S (c) as the value of the tax expenditure. ln other words,

RRSPs/RPPs are treated in exactly the same way as deductions

such as charitable donations and union dues which do not con-

tain a deferral element.

c)

d)
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r ln the present study ì4 categories of tax expenditures were simulated

,for each record in a stratified sample of 1979 llanitoba tax filers.

Since the present study focuses on the effect of instruments designed to

,stimulate savings for retirement purposes, only fi lers aged under 6!

were included. ln order to minimize distortions resulting from fi ìers

with incomes primari ly from tax-exempt sources (social al lourances, vet-

èrans pensions,etc.) persons fi I ing returns only to claim provincial

tax credits, students with minimal incomes, and non-working spouses fi l-

ing tax returns in order to claim federal child tax credits were exclud-

ed. 0nly fi lers whose radjusted total incomes' (defined below) were

more than their personal exemptions are incìuded.

These excìusions help to eliminate those tax filers who are in those

phases of their life-cycle when they are most likely to be dissaving. lt

has also been noted that measures of inequality and tax progressivity

(in particular the measures used in the present study) are distorted by

young peopìe with (temporarily) very low incomes and elderìy people ìiv-
ing from their savings. lt is also these groups whích benefit dispro-

port¡onately from non-taxabìe and unreported income transfers and pub-

licly provided in-kind benefits. By restricting the analysis to tax

fiìers who are generally expected to be net contributors in the redis-

tributive system, the conclusions of this study will be somewhat strong-

er.

Aìthough the present study focuses on the RPP and RRSP deduction, it
wiìl be most instructive to compare their equity effects with those of

other provisions in the PlT. The categories of tax expenditure items

simulated are the following.
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I . Deduct i ons from i ncome

a) RPP contr i but i ons

b) RRSP contr i but i ons

c) Deductions related to income from employment (Employment ex-

pense deductions, cPP contributions, ulc premiums, union dues,

moving expenses, chi ld care expenses and tuition fees)

d) RH0SP contr i but i ons

e) Exclusion of one-half of capital gains or losses

f) Gross-up of dividend income and dividend tax credit

s) 0ther deduct i ons from net i ncome (carry i ng charges, i nterest

expenses, al imony payments, IAACs)

h) $iooo deductions for investment and pension income, including

amounts transferred from a spouse.

i) Standard deduction of SIOO, charitable donations,

expenses

j) 0ther deduct ions before taxabl e i ncome (bus i ness

losses from other years)

and medical

and capi tal

k) l'luRBs, drilling funds, and canadian feature f ilm incentives.

Deductions from taxes otherwise payable

a) Federal tax reduction

b) Federal investment and employment tax credits

c) Other adjustments to federal taxes payabìe

Simultaneousìy calculating the value of each tax expenditure in-
volves four steps. First, the total vaìue of the tax expenditure for
each individuaì is determined. ln most cases this is simply the differ-
ence between the amount the individual actually paid in 1g7g, and the

2.

,

.
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,¡!¡¡sunt that would have been paid had the provisions listed above not

.ieen in effect. (In some cases an adjustment to the actual taxes paid

.,is required in order to remove the effects of general or special averag-

,¡ng provisions). Second, the tax expenditures attributable to direct

,reductions of tax payable -- category (2) above -- are determined. Es-

sentially, these are the amounts actually reported. (ln a few cases, it
ris necessary to adjust the federal tax reduction; again, to remove the

'affect of averaging provisions). Third, the dividend tax credit is re-

duced by the Inegative tax expenditurer represented by the increase in

taxable income due to the rgross-up'. Finally, the tax expenditure not

'allocated by the second and third steps; that attributable to deductions

from assessed income, is al located among the individual deductions ac-

cording to the proportion that each deduction is of the total deduc-

tions.

The expenditures calculated in this manner are additive; their sum is

equal to the differences in tax I íabi I ities between the existing and

benchmark tax systems. The l98l federal tax expenditure study calculat-
ed the total value of tax expenditures in a similar fashion, but did not

specify a method of al locating the result among different categories of
tax expenditures. Accordingly, no comparisons betbreen various types of
tax expenditures were made, and the relative contribution to the totaì
tax reduction associated wi th these tax expendi tures could not be as-

signed among the various items.

The value of tax expenditures calculated in this way

(thougn not always) higher than tax expenditures carcu.lated

ly; that is, by adding a deduction back into income and

taxes payable and repeating this process for al I items.

are usual I y

i ncrementa I -

recalculating
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.' ln this study, âl I tax expenditure comparisons wi I I be based on tax

ì'i¡1"r.' 'adjusted total incomer. This amount is calculated by removing

:the gross-up from dividend i ncome received from Canadian corporations,
:"
ladding back the untaxed (or deducted) haìf of capital gains or losses,

-and disallowing any capital cost allowances cìaimed with respect to

ttURBs, dri ì l ing funds or certified Canadian feature fi ìms. These ad-

.justments are made soleìy to improve the comparabi I ity of incomes of

t'ax f i lers with different proportions of income from various sources.

ìunless otherwise noted, the income groups used in the tables in this

Chapter will be based on this def¡n¡tion of income.

The Table on page 62a compares average values for several categories

of tax expenditures calculated for the sampìe described above using both

methods:

The results of the two methods are generåtty quite close in aggre-

gate. The largest differences occur in the measurement of the relative-
ly larger and more infreguently occuring items. The aggregates shown in

the table above also disguise some. considerably more significant differ-
ences within subgroups of tax fi lers (those paying significantly more

or ìess income taxes than is typicaì of their income group).

3.5 PROGRESS I V I TY OF THE P IT,/TAX EXPEND ITURES

3.5. I I,lEASUREI4ENT AND RECENT RESULTS

The framework which will be used to measure the progressivity of the

income tax and to compare the effect of the various categories of tax

expenditures is a class of indices developed by Suitss3 and extended by

s3 Suits, Daniel B. rf,leasurement
ic Review, September 1977 pp.

of Tax Progress iví tyr , Amer i can Econom-
7 \7 -52.



I NCOME
GROUP

1 ST DECI LE

2ND DECI LE

3RD DECILE

4TH DECILE

sTH DECILE

6TH DECILE

7TH DECILE

8TH DECILE

gTH DECILE

19TH VINGTILE

2OTH VINGTILE

TOTAL($M)

TABLE 6

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE VALUES OF SELECTED TAX EXPENDITURE ITEMS
SIMULTANEOUSLY AND INCREMENTALLY CALCULATED

(MANrroBA 1s79)
AVERAGE VALUE PER CONTRIBUTOR ($)

RPP

SIMULT- INCRE-
ÂNEOUS MENTAL

lo

27

42

58

76

108

144

185

280

393

608

30. 3

I

:i;l;
al:i:

1l

27

41

58

75

107

140

180

27 1

381

595

29.5

RRSP

SIMULT- INCRE-
ANEOUS MENTAL

:t:.,,.: ltt
:a::lt

t.:ll:

20

104

174

179

t8l

221

250

304

412

529

987

32.1

*Othen deductions ane MURBS,Fiìms and Dnilling funds

19

100

17 1

175

179

2't4

242

296

397

512

960

31 .2

EMPLOYMENT DEDUCTION

SIMULT- INCRE-
ANEOUS MENTAL

24

54

75

104

126

168

203

235

261

315

400

67 .6

54

75

'to4

126

167

199

231

254

305

389

66. 1

624

OTHER DEDUCTIONS(*)

SIMULT_ INCRE-
ANEOUS MENTAL

303

407

242

740

1254

3697

6.8

290

391

262

723

1 123

3578

6.6
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Kienzles.. These indices are directly related to the Gini ratio and

Lorenz curve commonly used to describe the degree of inequality in the

distribution of income. TherSuits lndex" of the progressivity of a tax

is derived by plotting the accumulated percentage of tax (vertical

scale) against the accumuìated percentage of income (horizontal scale)

in the usual box diagram used for drawing Lorenz curves.

FIGURE I

lOOo/o

N:(
m=.

¡oo o/lo

<n
l-rJx
l-

o

I N COME

ln the diagram above, K is the area under

under the concentrat i on curve (i n th i s case

ressivi ty i ndex i s caìculated as:

sf Kienzle, Edward C. rPost-Fisc
Progressivity with Appì ication to
0uarterly, July, ì!82 pp. 355-368.

the diagonal, L is the area

P) , and the Suits prog-

D i str i but i ons of I ncome: Heasur i ng
the United States.r Publ ic Finance
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S = t-(L/K).

The index varies between I for a completely progressive tax (no tax is

payable by any but the highest income taxfiìer) and -l for a completely

regressive tax (where the lowest income taxfiìer pays the entire tax).

A proportîonal tax will have an S index of 0. The concentration curve

for a proportional tax wi I I I ie on the diagonal and progressive whi le

regressive taxes wi I I have concentration curves lying below (p) and

above (R) the diagonal, respectiveìy. Kienzle has developed an analo-

gous index for expenditures; the curves are drawn and the associated in-

dex (E) is calculated in exactly the same way as (s). The interpreta-

tion of the index is, however, exactly the reverse, with -1, O , I

representing distributions of expenditures which are respectively, com-

pleteìy progressive, proportional and completeìy regressive. The prin-

cipal advantage of these indices -- in contrast to various other types

of indices -- lies in their additivity when they are properìy weighted.

Thus, the progress i v i ty of d i fferent tax reg i mes can be compared, and

the contribution of different preferences to the overal I progressivity

of tax expenditures can be measured.

The use of these indicesr ErS is the case with any summary measure of

progressivity or inequality, is subject to a number of criticisms, limi-
tations, and qual ifications. Some of these caveats have been discussed

by Daviess5.

ss Davies, D. G. rl,leasurement of Tax Progressivity: Comment', @ig
Economic Review llarch 1980, pp.204-207.
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l. Davies criticizes the use of annual income data, noting that

among the lowest income households in any given year the average

propensity to consume is ralmost alwaysr greater than one.

Annual income figures tend to understate the ìong-run
i ncomes of current .l 

ow- i ncome earners, wh i ì e ai tr,e
same time they tend to overstate the I ifetime incomes
of those individuals who currently receive high in-comes. This proposition holds because current low-in-
come recipients consist in a large measure of very
young individuals and older retired persons.

Davies argues that a longer-term, ideal ìy a I ifetime, income

measure should be used to assess the progressivity of the tax

system (and presumably its specific features).

The federa I governmentr s I 98 I tax eipend i ture study has

criticized along similar lines by l4cCracken ê Gunthers6:

been

ln any given year, we wi r r observe some individuars who
have large capi taì gai ns, others wi th large capi taìlosses, some borrowing for new investments, others
sitting on the sidel ine. persons of middle age wi I I no
doubt be contributing to RRSps, p€FSorìs in their later
years uti I izing their portfol io income for retirement.
The rstill photograph' does not tell us much about ine-quity. A more convincing case would require an analy-
sis of the same people over time and a demonstration
that life-cycle tax burdens are inequitable for persons
with similar human and property weaìth.

Davies also criticizes the non-inclusion of in-kind transfers in

income. He argues that these in-kind transfers are largely re-

ceived by the lowest income cìasses and that their omission

makes taxes appear more regressive than they actual ly are. simi-

ìar observations could be made with regard to other exclusions

from i ncome.

s6 l'lccracken, l'1.c. 6 Gunther, p.E. 'The November Budget: A Turning
Point?r Canadian Public policy, Winter 1982, p.ll6

¿.
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It is important to note that these crit¡cisms are not specific to the

indices being used, but rather to the quantities being measured. The

importance of these objections has been significantly reduced in the

present study by eì iminating the elderìy and other fi lers with incomes

less than thei r personal exemptions. These tax f i I ers consti tute the

majority of people in the rdissaving' phases of their I ife-cycles and

also those who receive the bulk of the in-kind public transfers.

0ther problems are particuìar to the index itself. The interpreta-

tion of the indices is not apparent if the concentration curve crosses

the diagonal. Even if the curves do not cross the diagonal, the indices

do not indicate whether a tax or tax expenditure is relatively more or

less progressive in various parts of the income distribution. (An exam-

i nat ion of the concentrat i on curves can, ho\^rever , g ive some i nd i cat i on

of the variation in progressivity over the income range for different

taxes or tax expenditures, pâFticularly in cases where the curves cross

the diagonal).

Despite these shortcomings, the progressivity indices developed by

Suits and Kienzle are used in this study for these reasons.

l. As noted earlier, the concentration curves and summary indices

are directly analogous to the Lorenz curves and Gini ratios com-

monly used to measure the inequaì ity of income distribution.

Thus, these indices have the advantage of employing familiar

methodol ogy.

2. Any measure that summarizes income inequal ities or luax/tax expen-

diture progressivity must be appì ied careful ly. (The present

study has incorporated a number of adjustments to reduce distor-
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tions due to I ife-cycle income fluctuations and publ ¡c in-kind

transfers). lf the limitations inherent in the construction and

interpretation of such indices are understood and accounted for'

summary indices can provide a more useful and clearer reference

for comparing various features of the tax system than more disag-

gregated presentations of data.

The Tabìe on page 67a compares the overaìl distribution of in-

come, personal income taxes (Oot¡r actual and adjusted to remove

the tax expenditures as described in Section 3.4) ' and total tax

expenditures in the 1974 and ì979 taxation years. This Table'

and the others in this chapter, are derived from the sample of

l4anitoba tax filers described in Section 3.3.

The Gini ratios for adjusted total income for this group of

Hanitoba tax filers were O.J6 and 0.35 in 1974 and 1979 respec-

tively. The S i ndex for the adjusted P lT was 0. l! for both

years. The comparable index for the actual PIT was 0.24 in 1974

and 0.21 in l9l9' implying that the PIT system became more re-

gressive between 197\ and 1979. Tax expenditures, taken as a

whole, were significantly more progressive in .l974 than in 1979;

the E indices were 0.07 and 0..l/ respectiveìy".

s? ln 1974, there þ,,as a small range of incomes over which tax expendi-
tures u,ere sl ightly progressive, that is, the concentration curve is
above the diagonal for this range. Accordingìy, the E index for l97l+
must be used cautiously. Nevertheless, the concentration curve for
tax expenditures in .|974 is above the comparable curve for 1979. The
increase in tax expenditures (as a percentage of adjusted total in-
come) was approximately l0l during this period, but, as shown below'
the increases were highly concentrated among the highest income
groups .



ADJUSTED
TOTAL
I NCOME
GROUP

.I ST DECI LE

2ND DECILE

3RD DECTLE

4TH DECILE

sTH DECILE

6TH DECILE

7TH DECILE

8TH DECILE

gTH DECILE

1gTH VINGTILE

2OTH VINGTILE

TABLE 7

COMPÀRISON OF INCOME, PERSONAL INCOME
MANITOBA, 1974 AND 1979

ADJUSTED
TOTA L
I NCOME
( tst a¡

47a42

133472

17937 1

221481

272949

324477

39 1322

457703

557s64

350067

€'62475

ADJUSTED
F EDERAL

I NCOME
TAX ES
( is7 4)

2904

9950

17324

25369

3504 I

46624

5909 1

73237

97583

69t53

163024

ACTUAL
FEDERAL

I NCOME
IAXE S
( 1s7 4)

33

146 |

6943

1 3693

21860

31646

4 1491

53462

72796

5022A

I I5251

A dinect companison between'1974 and 1979 cannot be made in the areaof federal taxes and tax expendjtures due to a tnansfen of 9.143 pencentagepolnts from the fedeFal to provincial goveFnments. This tnansfen wasaffected through adjustments in the rate schedule. (The transfen doesnot affect the prognessivity indices calculated from these data).

TAX/TAX EXPENDITURES
( $ooo )

TAX
EXPEND-

ITURES
( 'tst +'¡

247 1

8489

lo38 I

1 1676

13181

14a52

I 7600

19775

24747

1 8295

47053

ADJUSTED
TOTAL
INCOME
( rsTs)

't57 152

235 1 80

315330

388403

470557

560894

660495

7727 12

9466 1 3

54242a

97 1646

ADJUST ED
F EDERAL

I NCOME
TAXE S
( isTs)

4089

14A 14

26442

39684

54427

71639

92374

I 1 5468

I 55858

I 06938

240446

674

ACÏUAL
FEDERAL TAX
INCOME EXPEND-
TAXES ITURES
( 1s7s) ( 1s7e)

12

2615

I I793

21632

3373 1

4077

12 199

1 4689

I 8052

20696

462A1 25358

61621 30757

78136 37332

10426A 5 1590

7 125A 35685

137403 103043
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is divided into lower

di fferences are more

TABLE 8

c0l{PARlSON 0F PITITAX EXPENDITURE PR0GRESSIVITY: 1974 AND 1979

197/4 1979

S I NDEX
(ADJUSTED PIT)

S I NDEX
(ACTUAL P IT)

E I NDEX
(rRx exprruD rruREs)

LOWER

HALF

0.t5

0.32

-0.0t

H I GHER

HAL F

0.13

0.t3

0.12

LOWER

HALF

0.t6

0. 30

0.02

H I GHER

HAL F

0.ì 3

0.ì0

0.t9

ln both 1974 and 1979, adjusted PlT, actual PIT and tax expen-

ditures Ì^rere more progressive among tax f ilers in the lower in-

come group than among those in the higher income group. The

progressivity of the adjusted PIT remains virtual ly constant be-

tureen 1974 and .l979 for alì groups. However, the actual PIT and

tax expenditures for the higher income group were both more re-

gressive in l!/l than in 197\, tax expenditures dramatical ly so.

The change in the relative importance of PIT tax expenditures for

the various income groups is shown in Tabìe 9.

litrìl\ìS
:ì:ìiìl¡!¡
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rABLE 9

CO''IPAR I SON OF TAX EXPEND ITURES AS U OF

ADJUSTED T0TAL I Nc0l'1E; 1974 AND 1979

ADJ USTE D

TOTAL INCOI'IE

GROUP

lst DECILE
2nd DEC I LE

Jrd DEC I LE

4th DEC I LE

5rh DEC I LE

6rh DEc r LE

7th DEC r LE

8th DEc r LE

9rh DEC I LE

t9th vtNGTtLE
2oth VINGTILE

TAX
EXPEND I TURE
RArE (197\)

(z)

2.97
5.78
5.26
\.79
\.39
4. 14

4.09
3.93
4.04
\.92
7 .16

TAX
EXPEND I TURE ZCH¡NCC
RArE (r979) 197\-1979

(z)

2.59
5.19
\.66
\.65
4 .40
\.52
\.66
4 .83
5.\5
6.13

r0.60

(z)

(12 '79¡(r0.2r)
(l l.4l)
( 2.92)

0.23
9.t8

13.94
22.90
34.90
2t+.59
44.gl

transfer ofì974 rates have been adjusted to reflect
tax points to the provinces in 1917.

the

The Table shows that the increase in value of federaì tax ex-

penditures measured as a proportion of adjusted

1979 compared to 4.82? in lll4 was concentrated

i ncome: j .8J% i n

in the higher in-

come groups. The relative importance

decl ined for the first four deci les.

The increase in tax expenditures

of tax expend i tures actua I I y

wh i ch occured between 1974

and 1979, as wel I as the change in the distribution of benefits

derived from the tax preferences in the PlT, may provide some in-

sight into the federal governmentrs 'tax expenditure reductionl

exercise in its November 12, 1981 Budget. This context is also

useful for a more detai led examination of the components of the

PIT structure in the .l979 taxation year.
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q^6.2 TAX PREFERENCES AND VE

The progressivity of the different categories of tax expenditures

simulated in this study can be calculated individually, showing their

relative impact on the the progressivity of the total system of tax ex-

penditures. The Table on page /0a shows the weighted and unweighted E

indices for l3 of the l4 types of tax expenditure simulatedss. The Ta-

ble also shows the total tax expenditure for each item.

0f these categories of tax expenditures, three are progressive, with

the federal tax reduction being the most progressive. The progressivity

of this item is a direct result of its construction; as taxable income

increases its relative value decl ines from 100? of federal income taxes,

to S2OO, to 9o,6 of federal taxes, and f inally S5OO. Thus, even though

the absolute value of the federaì reduction increases with income, the

proportion of taxes which it offsets decl ines quite rapidly' resulting

in a quite progressive expenditure. The major components in the catego-

ry of deductions from employment i ncome are constructed along simi ìar

lines; with absolute limits to deductions which are fixed percentages of

income at lower income levels. RH0SPs appear to derive their progressiv-

ity primari ly from their restriction to tenants. The concentration of

the tenant population -- and therefore of tax filers eligibìe for this

deduction -- decrease rapidìy with income.

regressive among tenants) .

(The deduction may well be

58 The remaining category -- tax adjustments -- pertains to medical ex-
penses cìaimed w¡th respect to non-dependents. This item occurs too
sporadical ly to develop meaningful measurements.



CATEGORY

DEDUCTIONS:

RPP CONTRIBUTIONS

RRSP CONTRIBUTIONS

DEDUCTIONS FROM
EMPLOYMENT INCOME

RHOSP CONTRIBUTIONS

EXCLUSION OF ONE-
HALF CAPITAL GAINS

SPECIAL TREATMENT OF
DIVIDEND INCOME

OTHER DEDUCTIONS FROM
NET INCOME

$1OOO DEDUCTION FOR
INTEREST & PENSION
I NCOME

STANDARD, MEDICAL &
CHARITABLE DEDUCÏIONS

OTHER DEDUCTIONS
BEFORE TAXABLE INCOME

MURBS, DRILLING FUNDS &
CANADIAN FILMS

DEDUCTIONS FROM
TAX PAYABLE:

COMPARISON OF PROGRESSIVITY OF 13 TAX ËXPENDITURE
CATEGORIES: MANITOBA 1979

VALUE OF
TÂX EXPENDITURE

( $ooo )

30, 379

32,',t44

67, 554

3, 557

UNI,iE I GHTED
,E,

INDEX

+o. 29

+o.43

-o.ol
-o. 04

+o.68

+o.54

+o. 57

+o. 04

+o. 09

+o. l5

+o.82

18, r63

20,730

26 , O85

28,646

19,391

3,175

6,830

RANK
( 1 =MoST

PROG. )

7

a

FEDERAL TAX REDUCTION 87,O.I 1 .0.16

INVESTMENT AND
EMPLOYMENT TAX CREDITS IO,172 +0.6I

For the'E' index, a positive sign denotes regnesslvity
and a negative sign pnogressivity (see p.68).

l',8 I GHT ED

INDEX

+o. o25

+o. o39

-o. oo2

-o. ooo4

o. o35

J

2

::tl tt:tl: t :iai:ll::i:flt :/þ

RANK
( 1 =MoST
PROG. )

I

12

12

I

10

4

5

6

13

+o. o32

+o.o42

+o. oo3

+o. oo5

+o. oo I

+o.o16

2

J

11

to

'I 3

ll

-o. o39

+o. oo5
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The Table aìso indicates that regressive tax expenditures display a

Iarge variation in the degree of regressivity. Relatively low absoìute

limits on the deductions contribute to their progressivity. The prog-

ressivity of preferences which depend on the source of income is deter-

mined -- in the largest part -- by the d i str i but i on of i ncome from

these sources. (Features in the treatment of income from different

sources can be added which alter the progressivity somewhat). Other

pref erences, primarily deductions with respect to l,lURBs, êxploration and

dri I I ing funds, Canadian feature fi lms, and interest on funds borrowed

for investment, are highly dependent on the potent¡al user's access to

credit or leveì of discretionary income and capacity to absorb risk.

These deduction are effectively limited to higher income or wealthy tax-

payer s .

Among the regressive expenditure categories, RPPs and RRSPs are situ-

ated roughly in the middle. This appears to be due primarily to their

generous contribution I imi ts; S3500 and 55500 respectively. I n con-

trast, the 1979 limits for items in those categories which are less re-

gressive are virtualìy aìl SIOOO or ìessse. Tax expenditures which are

most regressive generalìy have unlimited contribution limits. Another

factor which adds to the regressivity of RPPs is that contributions are

made only by employees of firms with employer sponsored pension plans.

These are, for the most part, employees of larger and better-paying

firms.

Employment Expense Deduction; 5500, CPP Contributions; Sl9ì, Ul pre-
miums; $186, Childcare expenses; SIOOO, lnterest lncome Deduction;
SiOOO, Pension lncome Deduction; SIOOO, Standard Deduction; SIOO

59
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;-l-,ì.'. nnsp contributions reduce the liquidity of the resulting savings as

iiit;',ifr" f unds wi thdrawn f rom the plan must be inc luded i n income f or tax

lìurpo."r. Accordingly, many individuals wil I not contribute unless they

fìi*" interest income in excess of S1000 and are inel igible for or have

already contributed the al ìowable I imit to RH0SPs. Although RRSPs do

not entaiì a great deal of risk, some income available for discretion-

ary use is generaìly perceived to be a prerequisite for RRSP use. These

factors contribute to a low rate of use among lower income groups. The

absolute ìimits on both RPPs and RRSPs do not usualìy come into effect

for any except the two highest vingti les of tax fi lers.

The importance of both these programs to the regressivity of the tax

expenditure system is magnified by the relatively large proportion of

tax filers who use these deductions in comparison to the number who use

other, more regress i ve, preferences. To show the true contr i but i on of

the various tax expenditures to the progressivity or regressivity of

the tax system, the indices shouìd be weighted by the proportion that

each item is to the total tax expenditures. lf the indices are weighted

-- as in Tabìe 12 -- by the proportion that each category is of the to-

tal tax expenditures, the importance of RPPs and particuìarly RRSPs is

considerably higher; RRSPs are less regressive than only one other cat-

egory of tax expenditure.
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There is a large degree of variation in the extent to which taxpayersr

actual income taxes are less than the nominaì orrpre-tax expenditure'

amounts. This variation in effective tax rates is, in many respects,

more i nteresti ng, and, from a tax poì i cy perspective, more important

than than the size of the decrease in effective tax rates and payments.

For the U.S. federal income tax, l,linarik has analyzed the effect of dif-
ferent provisions on the deviation of actual tax rates from the nominal

rates60. HinarÌk developed and tested a series of equations which es-

60 
l'1 inarík, Joseph J. 'Who Doesnrt Bear the Tax Burden?'The Economics
of Taxat i on, eds . Henry J . Aaron and l'1i chae I Bosk i n, n.oãt Ïñ!E-ìi=F
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timated the average and nominal rates for various types of tax fi lers

(single returns, joint returns, etc.) . The taxfi I ing population was di-
,vÍded into groups according to the direction and degree of deviation

from the predicted tax rates; fi lers paying significantly more tax than

thetaverage,r fiìers paying within jZ of the average, tax filers paying

between 
.l00 and 752 of the average, etc. Finally, l'linarik measured the

relative affect of various features of the American individual income

tax system on the deviation from nominal rates for these groups at dif-

ferent i ncome I evel s

ln the present study the comparison between nominal and effective

rates and the contribution of the various tax preferences to this dif-

ference is made more directly. The nominaì or 'adjusted' taxes are cal-

culated for each fiìer and compared with the taxes actually paid. Tax-

filers are then categorized according to the precentage that their

actual income taxes are to the adjusted amounts. The following Table

shows the distribution by income and by tax payment categories (tax pay-

ments are relative toradjusted or nominal taxes) for the sample of 1979

llanitoba tax fi Iers described previously ìn this study.

tution 1980, pp. 55-68.
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TABLE I I

DISTRIBUTION OF TAXFILERS BY CATEGORY OF DEVIATION
FR014 ADJUSTED FEDERAL lNC0l,tE TAXES: t'tANlT0BA 1979

TAX PAYI,TENT CATEGORY
(RcTunI FEDERAL TAXEs AS PERcENT OF NOT4INAL FEDERAL TAXEs)

tNC0t4E
GROUP

I DEC.

2 DEC.

3 DEC.
4 DEC.

5 DEc.
6 DEc.

7 DEC.

I DEc.

9 DEC.
r9 vl NGT.
20 VI NGT.

TOTAL

>75'ó

(z)

0.01
0.03
0 .51
9.31

23.0\
28.80
33.69
32.61
28.\5
26.58

15.57

5o-752

(z)

0.0t
o.75

4\.\5
65.26
7ì.40
61 .56
60.3 r

56 .17
57 .23
62 .84
\9.5\

\7 .\o

z5-5oZ

(z)

0.2\
27 .76
zB .30
t8.95
I1.66
to.z6
7.22
5.73
5.40
\.2\

r4.04

t2.48

1-z5Z

(z)

0.44
2\.23

9 .09
6.\\
3.I I
2.65
1.75
2.\\
2.62
3.o3
7 .70

5.82

NON-TAXABLE

(z)

99.32
\7 .25
r8.l4
8.44
\.5t
2 .l+8
I .95
I '98
2.1\
I .44
2.15

18.73

The Table indicates that, beginning with the lowest income deci le -
in which virtualìy all tax filers are non-taxable -- there is a rapid

shift towards tax payment categories which are over 50 or 752 of the

nominal taxes. This shift is virtually complete by the fifth decile and

continues gradually into the nineteenth vingtile of filers. ln the

highest vingtiìe there is a significant shift back into the lower tax

payment categoríes, particularly into the 1-5OZ range.

The chart on page _ shows the relative importance to the gap between

the actual and nominal taxes of the categories of tax preferences dis-

cussed earl ier. (Additionaì charts showing the comparable contributions

to

A).

this gap in each of the tax payment categories are given in Appendix
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An indication of the importance of Rpps and RRSps tn
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reduc i ng

effective income taxes can be seen in the distribution of tax fi lers

using various tax preferences arranged by tax payment categories shown

in Table 12 on page /6a. Taxfilers using RPPs and RRSPs as deductions

are more concentrated i n the 50-752 tax payment category than are tax

filers taken as a whole. This suggests that while these instruments are

important in reducing effective tax rates, they are not an important

factor for those tax filers who actually pay very smalì percentages of

their nominal taxes. This inference is supported by the fol lowing ta-

bles which show the proportion that RPPs and RRSPs contribute to the to-

taì tax reduction achieved by users of these deductions.



TAX EXPENDITURE CATEGORY

RPP CONTRIBUÏIONS

RRSP CONTRIBUÏIONS

DEDUCTIONS FROM EMPLOYMENT
I NCOME

RHOSP CONTRIBUTIONS

EXCLUSION OF ONE-HALF
CAPITAL GAINS

SPECIAL TREATMENT OF
DIVIDEND INCOME

OTHER DEDUCTIONS FROM
NET INCOME

$lOOO DEDUCTION FOR INTEREST &
PENSION INCOME

SÏANDARD, MEDICAL AND
CHARITABLE DONATIONS

OTHER DEDUCTiONS BEFORE
TAXABLE INCOME

MURBS, DRILLING FUNDS,
CANADIAN FILMS

FEDERAL TAX REDUCTION

INVESTMENT AND EMPLOY-
MENT TAX CREDITS

NOTE: Rottrs MAY NOT ADD TO 1OO7" DUE

TABLE .I 2

DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFICIARIES OF TAX EXPENDITURES
BY TAX PAYMENT CATEGORY: MANIToBA, 1979

TAX PAYMENT CATEGORY

>75% 5o.-75% 25-50% 't-25%(%) (%) (%\ (%)

14.30 70.90

L32 59.84

16. 08 48 .47

5.43 7 I .99

4 .63 45.04

4.44 2A.23

10. 07 57.88

15.59 47 .45

11.37 52.65

8. tI 35.91

13.16 30.35

15.97 49.21

7 .58 28. 10

TO ROUNDING.

.:r,
\t
1t

,!,

t:!:l)!ì,ilt

itaiLtt:
ltltit

9.15

19.20

12 .52.

14.84

2 t. 13

12.94

14.26

12 .49

13.55

14.88

34 .73

12.96

21.38

itìítil|lt{jti:il

2.20

6.71

5.72

3. O1

1t.16

9.24

7.11

5.82

6 .45

9.80

18. 16

6.O4

22.O8

NON-TAXABLE
(%)

3. 4s

4 .93

17 .22

4.73

18.04

45.15

1o. 69

18.64

15.98

31 .23

3 .40

15.63

20. 85
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TABLE I3 (A)

CONTRlBUTl0N 0F RPPs T0 THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ACTUAL
AND ADJUSTED FEDERAL INCOI4E TAXES:

(frANtT0BA, 197g)
(RPP TAX EXPENDITURE AS Z OF TOTAL TAX EXPENDITURE)

tNC0l4E
GROUP

I DEC.
2 DEC.

3 DEC.
4 DEC.

5 DEC.
6 DEc.

7 DEC.
I orc.
9 DEC.
19 vr NGT.
20 VI NGT.

>752

0.44
1.07
4 .05
6.66

t3.78
17 .5\
16.5\

TAX

50-752

-
0.72
3.\\
5.7\

r0.78
r4.04
16.78
r9.44
t9.50
11 .25

25-50?ó

0.5l
2.06
2.89
\.21
4 .03
4.g l
6.70
4.68
3.99
I .93

t-252

0.37

PAYI'IENT CATEGORY

NON-TAXABLE TOTAL

.49

.70

.66
3.6t
0 .82
r .60
1.73
0 .85
0.44

0.32
0.86
1 .67
I .82
1 .67
0.80
0.85
o.55
0.38
0 .88
0.26

0.32
0.62
I .39
2.96
4.6ì
7 .2\
9.79

il.69
1\.52
ì 5.60
6.12
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TABLE I 3 (B)

CONTRIBUTION OF RRSPs TO THE DI FFERENCE BETWEEN ACTUAL
AND ADJUSTED F EDERAL I NCOI'IE TAXES :

(nANtroBA, 1979)
(RRSP TAX EXPENDITURE As U OF TOTAL TAX EXPENDITURE)

TAX PAYI4ENT

rNC0l'1E

GROUP

I DEC.
2 }Ec.
3 DEC.
4 DEC.

5 DEC.
6 DEc.
7 DEC.
I orc.
g DEC.
l9 vr NGT.
20 VI NGT.

>75"4

-

0. 16
0.59
0.62
2.87
1.95

t 6.68

50-752

:
0. l0
0.23
1 .76
3.\6
\.77
8.95

15.3\
17.77
20.8l{

25-5oz

0 .09
I .00
6.98

13.23
19.77
16.59
21 ,16
2\.O7
16.37
1t .65

CATEGORY

1-252

2 .17
t.tl
6.\z
7 .20

il.r7
8.ro

ì0.t6
6.07
6.oo
5.67
3.7 3

0. t0
2.65
5.90
3.13
I.9t
3. t5
2.55
z.zB
2.60 

'

3.51
4.68

NON-TAXABLE TOTAL

0.t2
| .52
2,13
2.76
3.9\
5.86
5.59
7 .81
z.z8
3.39
2.69

The tax savings resulting from RPPs and RRSPs are fairly smal I pro-

portions of the total tax reductions among tax fiìers in the first five

deci les (even among people who report these deductions) . Tax reductions

from RPP contributions are also relatively unimportant among tax fi lers

paying less than 50'ó of their nominal income tax liabil¡ties. |.lithin the

group of tax fi lers reporting RPP contributions there is a significant

reduction in the relative importance of this deduction among highest

vingtile taxpayers paying betureen 50 and 752 of their adjusted income

taxes. Significant tax reductions from RRSPs are more dispersed. Tax

savings resulting from this instrument are quite significant to upper

middle income (sixth through ninth deci Ìe) taxpayers with larger effec-

tive tax reductions (actual taxes fron 2j to jOZ of nominal I iabi I i-
ties).
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lyThe conclusions which flow from these observations are essential

the fol I owi ng:

l. The RPP/RRSP mechanisms have their greatest effect -- in terms of

the diminution of effective tax rates and the progressivity of

the personal income tax -- among upper middle income taxfi lers.

That is, taxpayers in the 6th deci le to lgth vingti le inclusive.

They are less important among taxfi ìers in the highest vingti le.

This conclusion holds even if taxfi lers reporting these instru-

ments are considered in isolation from non-beneficiaries. (lf

non-contributors were taken into account the importance of RPPs

and RRSPs in lower income groups would be much less).

2. The RPP instrument is not an important factor among taxfilers who

achieve very large tax reductions; that is, those paying less

than !02 of their adjusted liabilities. Also, at higher income

levels' this deduction becomes less consequent¡al among taxfi lers

paying less than ljZ of their nominal tax ì iabi I ities.

3. RRSP contributions are significantly more important to fi lers

achieving ìarger tax reductions; between 50 and 75?6 percent of

their nominal taxes. They are relatively unimportant to tax fil-

ers achieving even larger tax reductions.

Any significant effect of RPPs and RRSPs on the vertical equity of

the Canadian PIT appears to be I imited to upper middle income fi ìers.

Hhi ìe the decreases i n effective i ncome tax rates resul ti ng from these

deductions in these income classes is not inconsequential, they are not

extreme. At most they contribute between 20 and 2j',6 to the tax reduc-

tion. RRSPs are general ly more regressive than RPPs. Undoubtedìy, this
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is partial ly due to the lower I imits appl icable to Rpps (S35OO vs.

55500) and to the involuntary nature of RPP contributions. llany taxfi-

,lers who would not otherwise participate -- because their marginal tax

iates are low (or they are non-taxable) irrespective of their RPP con-

tributions -- are tforced', as a condition of employment, to make a con-

tribution.

3.6 TAX PREFERENCES AND HORtZONTAL EQUtTy tN THE ptT

A progressive income tax rate, appl ied to a comprehensive definition

of income, wouìd result in income being more equally distributed without

resulting in any changes in the relative position or ranking of taxfi-
lers. The range of after-tax incomes wouìd be rcompressedr relative to

the range of pre-tax incomes; urith relatively greater changes occuring

at higher income ìevels. The previous section discussed how tax expen-

ditures in the PIT reduce the extent by which after-tax incomes are made

more equal Large variations in the reduction of nominal income taxes

were also observed. lmpl icit in this observation is the possibi I ity
that a significant degree of re-ranking in the positions of taxfi ìers

can also occur as a result of tax expenditures. This effect is illus-
trated by the example shown below:
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TABLE 14

RE-DISTRIBUTION AND RE-RANKING A¡4ONG TAXFILERS
DUE TO SELECTED TAX CONCESSIONS

Zor
PRE-TAX RRSP
rNcor4E usE (s)

3l 0

33 5500

360
t00

PERSONAL Z OT

I NCOHE AFTER-TAX AFTER-TAX
rAX (S) tNcor4g (S) rNcor4e

2go2 25098 16

6\07 23593 33

9806 2219\ 3r

70885 too

IVI DUAL ADJUSTED

SOURCE PRE-TAX

I

I

(ltanitoba), and Employment expense, CPP, Ul

is Employment lncome.
j4Z provincial tax rate,
and standard deductions

;!¡i1ere appl icable.

Horizontaì equity is concerned with the equal treatment of individu-

als in the same economic circumstances. lf the tax system does not af-

fect such taxfi lers equal ly, changes in thei r before-tax and after-tax

rankings occur in the manner illustrated above. The horizontal equity

of different tax systems -- and of various provisions within a tax

structure -- can be measured and compared by determining the degree of

re-ranking which occurs as the resuìt of a tax or its individual compo-

nents. ln practice this is a fairly compì icated undertaking. The fol-
lowing sections discuss some of the problems involved and assess the

contributions of the RPP,/RRSP provisions to horizontal inequities in the

personaì income tax.

lNC0l4E

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

AL

tNcotlE (s)

28000

30000

32000

90000

i-!m ttre above table CG is Capital Gains, El
il,tÀ,lso, the table assumes a single taxf iler,

ìiir.,

,:t1ì

i.
!..::.

l:.

l:
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E â ^1 CONCEPTUAL AND I4EASUREI4ENT PROBLE''1S).--

3.6.t.t DEFINING EQUAL EcON0l4lC cIRCUI4STANcES

To determine that taxfiìers are, in fact, in thersame economic cir-

cumstancesr involves more than a consideration of their incomes. The

tax system makes allowances for a number of factors: famiìy size, medi-

cal and disabi I ity requirements, fluctuations ín income flows, and age.

Such adjustments are widely regarded as necessary, though their form,

and in some instances, thei r di rection, are more controversiaì .

The definition of tax expenditures used in the present study excludes

a number of non-income differences in taxpayersr ability to pay income

taxes. These are primari ly personal exemptions, which reflect fami ly

size, and income averaging schemes, which adjust for fluctuating in-

comes. (The inclusions and excìusions in tax expenditure were discussed

.'l::aìltl¡

'].:i::l

.t...t.1:

in jdetail in Secrion 3.3).

expenditures included in the

ered.

0nly the re-ranking resulting from the tax

discussion of verticaì equity is consid-

It might be argued that the re-ranking of taxfi lers which results

from some of the items in these tax expenditure categories should also

be excluded. Among deductions, the most apparent of these are probably

medical expenses6r, moving expenses, chi ldcare expenses, and al imony

payments. llore controversial are differences in the income tax treat-

ment of income from different sources. Although the l166 Royal Commis-

To the extent that they are medicaì expenses required for heaìth rea-
sons deductions for these expenses clearly reflect taxpayers' rela-
tive ability to pay taxes. ln a setting where most necessary medical
expenses are covered by a free medicare program (as is the case for
tax fiìers used in this study), a significant portion of the deduc-
tions claimed may wel I reflect a considerable degree of discretion:
payments for private hospital rooms, nursing care, cosmetic surgery,
etc.

6l
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sion recommended that income from al I sources be treated equally, there

are some persausive reasons for some adjustments in the case of income

from property or capitaì. For the purposes of this study no attempt to

remove rjustifiabìer sources of taxfi ler re-ranking -- beyond the exclu-

sions already noted (Section 3.3) is made.

The base case -- from which the re-ranking produced by tax expendi-

tures is calculated in the present study is disposable income after

adjusted or nominal income taxes. These are the income taxes caìculated

after tax expenditures have been removed. Taxfi lers are ranked first by

these hypothetical disposable incomes and then re-ranked by their actual

disposable incomes. Finally, their position in the two rankings is com-

pared.

3.6.1.2 DtSAGGREcATt0N OF TAXFTLERS

The re-ranking of taxfi lers has a direct bearing on the measurement

of income equality. lf the redistribution of income resulting from a

different tax system, or from different features of a given tax struc-

ture, is calculated from grouped data, measures of income inequaìity are

d i storted. For exampl e, i f taxf i I ers are grouped by pre-tax i ncome, a

comparison of Gini coefficients (or other indices of income inequality)

of pre-tax and after-tax income wil I overstate the degree by which in-

comes have become more equa I .

This can be seen by caìculating the Gini coefficients for the taxpay-

ers shown in Table .l5. The Gini ratio for the pre-tax distribution of

income is 0.03. without re-ranking the Gini ratio becomes -0.03; the

new Lorenz curve has moved above the diagonal line of complete equality.
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ln fact' the distribution of after-tax income remains virtual ly un-

changed from the pre-tax distribution; the highest and lobrest income

taxfi lers have mereìy exchanged positions. After these taxfi ìers are

re-ordered the Gini ratio remains at 0.03. (0f course, when using actu_

al taxation data the extent of such re-ranking is never complete and

the effect on measures of inequa'lity is considerabry smaller).

Atkinson has analyzed the effect of re-ranking (horizontal inequi-
ty) on the caìculated G¡n¡ ratios for American income and tax data62.

(Atkinson's paper considered the re-ranking occuring under different in-
c i dence assumpt i ons) . Atk i nson further suggested that the d i fferences
in the Gini ratios calculated for after-tax incomes before and after
re-ordering could serve as a useful indicator of horizontal equity.

The procedure suggested by Atkinson has been appìied to the sampre of
taxfilers used in the present study. In order to measure the effect of
tax expenditures on the ranking of taxfilers, the individuals in the

sample have been ranked on the basis of their disposable income after
radjusted income taxes' (before tax expenditures) and disposabìe income

af ter actua I i ncome taxes .

Atkinson, A.B. 'Horizontal Equity and
Burdenr i n The Econom i.cs of Taxatìon,
lgSo, Aaron

the D i str i but i on of the Tax
The Brookings lnsti tution,

62
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TABLE I5

col4PARrsoN 0F THE EQUTTy 0F THE ptT USTNG
VAR IOUS I4EASURES OF INCOI4E AND

TAXF I LER ORDER I NGS

TAXF I LERS

D I SPOSABLE I NCO¡lE AFTER
AJUSTED INCOI,IE TAXES

GlNl RATI0: 0.3001

RANKED BY

D I SPOSABLE I NCOT1E AFTER
ACTUAL INCOI4E TAXES

I'lEASURE OF

rNc0l4E

D ISPOSABLE INCOT4E

AFTER ADJUSTED

INCOI4E TAXES

D ISPOSABLE INCO¡/lE

AFTER ACTUAL
INCOI4E TAXES

N.A

GlNl RATI0: 0.3153 GlNl RATI0:0.3158

The Gini coefficients given in Tabìe l5 are calcuìated from taxfilers

grouped into vingti les. The table indicates that the adjusted tax sys-

tem would clearly result in a more equaì distribution of after-tax in-

come than the actual tax system, regardless of whether taxfi lers are

re-ordered prior to calculating the Gini ratios. The effect on the Gini

coefficients of isolating the effect of re-ordering due to tax expendi-

tures is very small.

Atkinson recognized that changes in the Gini ratios resulting from

changes in the rankings of taxfilers under different incidence assump-

tions hrere quite small. He argued, however, that these differences were

significant in relation to the changes in the Gini ratios due to chang-

ing the incidence assumptions themselves. Even by this criterion, how-

ever, the change in the Gini ratios due to the re-ordering of taxfilers

in the sample of taxfilers used in the present study is extremeìy smalì.

(n Aitterence of only O.0OO5 compared to a difference of 0.0152 between
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The doubtful significance of

,the change in the Gini coefficient as a result of the re-ranking pro-

duced by tax expenditures as a whole, indicates that this measure is un-

likely to be useful as an index of the'horizontal inequityrcharacter-

istics of individual tax expenditures. Therefore, the present study

does not attempt to develop a single index to compare the importance of

different tax expenditures to horizontal inequities produced by the per-

sonal income tax system.

Atkinsonrs discussion of horizontal equity revolved around a 'tax mo-

bility matrix' constructed to indicate the changes in before and after

tax rankings caused by using different incidence assumptions. ln the

present study, taxfi lers are ordered by two measures of disposable in-

come; after adjusted (or nominal) taxes and after actual taxes. Fi lers

are divided into vingti les on each basis and coded to reflect changes

in ranking. This procedure isolates the effect of tax expenditures (as

defined in previous sections) on the horizontal re-ranking of taxfilers.

The tax mobility matrix is shown on page 86a. The columns show the

ranking by the hypothetical disposable incomes if none of the tax expen-

ditures were in effect. The rows show the distribution of tax fi lers

ranked by their actual disposable income, which includes the effects of

tax expenditures. lf tax expenditures had no horizontal equity effects

-- al I tax fi lers retaining their pre-expenditure ranks -- aì ì the en-

tries would be on the main diagonal. The re-ranking produced by the tax

expenditures is seen in the distribution of the ror^,s. lndividuals who

have improved their ranking are on the right of the main diagonal, while

those whose ranking has deteriorated are to the left of the diagonal.
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Grouping taxfi lers means that a significant degree of re-ranking is

not captured by constructing 'tax expenditure mobility matrixr of the

kínd shown. lf the groups are too ìarge -- say quintiles -- a large

amount of re-ranking can occur without being reflected in the matrix.

0n the other hand, relatively small changes near the income limits of a

group can move a taxfiler from one group to another. ldealìy, taxfilers

should be completely disaggregated. ln practice' the ideal must be com-

prom i sed.

3.6,2 RESULTS: HORIZONTAL EQUITY EFFECTS OF RPPS AND RRSPS

The 'tax expenditure mobility matrix' provides an indication of the

degree to which taxfilers can improve or fall behind in their relative

position (in comparison to other taxfi lers) in terms of after-tax dispo-

sable income by tak¡ng advantage of certain preferences or concessions

in the income tax system. The degree to which such movements are creat-

ed by a specific preference depends on two factors:

l. The distribut¡on of taxfi lers el igible for preferential treat-

ment. For exampìe, the proportion of taxfilers in a given income

group with capitaì gains income as well as the amount of capital

gains income (relative to other forms of income) wi I I determine

the amount of variation in the tax I iabi I ities of that income

group. Simi ìarly, the amount and distribution of earned income

will determine (in part) the tax variation due to the RPP/RRSP

concess i ons .

2. The degree to which concessions are rautomaticr or universal as

opposed to being discretionary. ln principle' the federal tax
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reduct¡on, or the Sl0O standard deduction in I ieu of itemized

charitable donations can create no horizontaì inequities, since

they are completely universal. ln similar fashion, deductions

wi th respect to Canada Pension PIan contributions and Unemploy-

ment I nsurance premiums are automatical ly appl ied. Vi rtual ly al I

employees (and in the case of CPP contributions also the self-em-

ployed) are compel led to make these payments and wi I I receive a

deduction that is approximateìy the same as other taxfi lers in

that income group.

RPP contributions are usually compulsory for all employees of

firms with pension plans and will automatically be taken into ac-

count in determining their tax liabilities. ln this case, how-

ever, the amount of contributions may vary considerably between

firms and consequently a larger var¡ance in income taxes mighi. be

expected frorn this concession. RRSP contributions are entirely

voluntary as taxpayers may determine whether and how much to con-

tribute and accordingly the variance in income taxes resuìt¡ng

from this concession should be even greater.

0ther total ly discretionary (from the taxpayers point of view)

concess ions such as I'IURBS, Canad ian f i I ms, i nvestment i nterest

deductions,etc. should have effects which are simi lar to the RRSP

concess i on.

ln total, ìess than 1Z of taxfilers faìl behind or improve their reì-

ative position by more than a single vingtile. The matrix also indi-

cates that the degree of re-ranking induced by tax expenditures varies

substiantiaì ly in different parts of the income distribution. This is

summarized in the fol lowing Table:
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TABLE I6

EXTENT OF HORIZONTAL RE-RANKING INDUCED BY TAX EXPENDITURES:
QUART I LES 0F TAXF I LERS By D I SposABLE I NC0¡1E

AFTER ADJUSTED INCOI'IE TAXES

T ISPOSABLE I NCOT4E

AFTER ADJUSTED

INCOI'IE TAXES

lsr QUART I LE (z)

2ND QUARTILE (Z)

,'

3RD QUARr r LE (z)

4TH QUARTILE (Z)

TOTAL

-2 OR ¡1ORE

DISTRIBUTION OF TAXFILERS BY
I i4PRoVE¡ilENT (+) 0R DETER I ORAT I ON (-) I N RANK I NG By

D I SPOSABLE I NCOI4E AFTER ACTUAL I NCOI4E TAXES (V I NGT I LES)
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4.0

13.2

15.\

I 3.3

I1.5

0

89.6

7\.5

70.2

76.9

77 .8

+t

6.4

I t.7

1 3.0

9.2

10. l

+2 0R I'I0RE

0.6

ì.4

0.5

0.6

It should be noted that because the highest vingtiìe is ropen-endedl

the results near the upper end of the income distribution are distorted.

Nevertheless, it is apparent that horizontal inequities created by tax

expenditures increase as incomes (after nominal income taxes) rise untiì
approximately the highest three vingti les, where the extent of re-rank-

ing begins to decìine. undoubtedly this effect is due, in part, to the

larger size of the income limits in the upper income groupsi the dispro-

port¡onately larger 'income distances¡ between taxfi lers require rela-
tiveìy greater changes in disposabìe income. This impì ies ¡t is much

more difficuìt to 'pass' higher income taxfi lers. The difficulty is in-

creased as many of the discretionary and infrequentìy used tax prefer-

ences are concentrated among these higher income taxfilers. 0nìy taxfi-
I ers us i ng tax preferences to an extraord i nary degree or the
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relatively smaì ì number using virtual ly no tax reducing provisions --

are likely to experience significant changes in their pre-tax expendi-

ture rank i ng.

The Tabte above aìso suggests how the horizontal equity effects of

various tax expenditures items might be compared. lf the beneficiaries

of the various types of tax expenditures are isolated, their distribu-

tion within the rcel ls' of the tax expenditure mobi I ity matrix can be

compared. The fol lowing tables show this distribution of beneficiaries

for the RPP and RRSP Provisions.

TABLE I7 (A)

D I STR I BUT I ON OF RPP CONTR I BUTORS BY

HOR I ZONTAL RE-RANK I NG CATEGOR I ES

B ISPOSABLE INCOT'IE

AFTER ADJUSTED
INCOI'IE TAXES

rsr QUARTTLE (z)

2ND QUART I LE (Z)

3RD QUART I LE (z)

4rH QUART I LE (Z)

TOTAL

-2 0R tloRE

I I'IPROVEI'IENT (+) OR DETER I ORAT I ON (-) I N RANK I NG BY

D I SPOSABLE I NCOI'IE AFTER ACTUAL I NCOI'1E TAXES (V I ruCT I ITS)

-l

6.3

6.2

7.8

9.4

8.2

0

8r.z

77 .2

76.7

79.9

78.\

+l

12.5

16.2

14.3

10.3

t2.8

1.2

Jc

:t

+2 0R tloRE

A comparison of these groups of taxfilers w¡th all taxfilers as shown

in Table l6 indicates that RPP, and more significantly RRSP, users are

relatively more concentrated in positive re-ranking categories. Fewer

of the beneficiaries of the preferences appì icable to these instruments
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TABLE I 7 (B)

DISTRIBUTION OF RRSP CONTRIBUTORS BY

HOR I ZONTAL RE-RANK I NG CATEGOR I ES

il'lpRoVEt4ENT (+) 0R DETER I oRAT I 0N (-) I N RANK I NG BY

DISPOSABLE INCO¡lE AFTER ACTUAL INCOI4E TAXES (VINGTILES)
DISPOSABLE INCOI4E

AFTER ADJUSTED

INCOI4E TAXES

tsT QUARTI LE (?)

2ND QUARTI LE (z)

3RD QUARTILE (z)

4TH QUARTI LE (?6)

TOTAL

-2 0R t40Rt -l

fc

0

59.3

57.6

52.5

78.7

68 .5

+l

40.0

37 .3

39.2

16.6

26.1

+2 0R t'10RE

t.8

4.0

't 
.4

3.3

\.2

4.4

4.t

l

:¡

experience a deterioration in their position due to the difference be-

tween their nominal and actual income taxes.

The net effect of tax expenditures is to reduce tax ìiabil¡t¡es.

Thus, it seems reasonable to surmise that those individuals whose rank-

ing deteriorates does so because they do not (or are unable to) take ad-

vantage of these preferences to the usual extent. Those taxfi lers who

have empìoyer sponsored pensions plans find that the deductibil¡ty of

their contributions will prevent them from falling behind other taxfi-

ìers. ln fact, RPP users are more concentrated in the lno-shiftr cat-

egory than aì ì taxf i ìers, especial ly in the middle and upper-middle i n-

come groups.

The same conclusions do not hold for RRSP users, as the tax reduc-

tions achieved by individuals using these instruments -- except in the

highest income decile -- result in a more significant degree of re-rank-



ing. RRSP users are significantly more concentrated in the

re-ranking categories. This suggests quite strongly that RRSps

ute significantly to horizontal inequities in the plT.
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positive

contr i b-

The tables above also suggest another index which couìd be used to

compare the horizontaì inequity effects of different types of tax expen-

ditures. Taxfilers could be grouped by whether a particular type of tax

expenditure is used. The average shift, i.e. the average of -2, -.l, o,

+1, +2 can be calculated. This figure can then be compared to the av-

erage shift for taxfilers who do not use that tax expenditure and tested

for significance. Given that the use of many types of tax expenditures

is concentrated in the highest vingtile (see section 3.6.2), this meth-

od will not yieìd useful results as positive movement from this vingtile
is impossible. ln order for this index to be meaningful, the taxfiìers
would have to be disaggregated to a much larger extent.
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Chapter I V

[.] INTRODUCTI0N: THE ISSUES

Compared with the equity considerations discussed ín the previous

chapter' the behavioural responses to the RPP/RRSP deductions -- or of

other measures related to savings -- are more difficult to assess. The

primary objective of these measures bras, and apparently continues to be,

encouraging more personaì saving; thereby, reducing rel iance on publ ic

pensions. (nìthough other rationales have occasionally been suggested).

From the previous discussion of the origin and development of these in-

struments, it is also apparent that a significant degree of doubt has

persisted in their efficacy in achieving their stated objectives. Any

thorough evaìuation of these incentives must, therefore, include consid-

erat¡on of thei r effect on personal savi ng.

This chapter addresses two guestions central to the issue of the ef-
ficiency of the RPP/RRSP incentives63:

l. How do RRSPs affect the aggregate personal savings rate?

63 Although these questions are reìevant to both the RPP and RRSp mecha-
nisms the remainder of this study focuses primari ly on RRSps. ln
many respects the RRSP is the more interesting of these mechanisms
since the contributions are completely voluntary. Accordingly, indi-
viduals are able to make any adjustment to their non-RRSP savings
more directly. The interpretation of the empirical results is there-
fore likely to be more straightforward than in the case of Rpps. F¡-nally, it also seems that any results obtained for RRSPs are also ap-plicable -- in direction, if not in degree -- to Rpps.

.:,ììl
al

':ììli

-93-
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ln the 1953 Par I iamentary debate on RRSp pensions, the then I'lin-

i ster of F i nance expressed concern that the proposed measure

would not necessarily result in increased saving but rather in
shifting of assets from unsheltered to tax sheltered forms (pp.l7

G' l8). when RRSPs were introduced in 1957, this question was

not addressed. Subsequent literature has usually assumed that

RRSPs (and RPPs) have increased the rate of personal savings. ln

most cases, however, the empirical work on this topic is anci l-
lary to the author's primary purpose.

The impl ications of a higher-than-otherwise personal savings rate

bear primari ly on macroeconomic issues; unemployment, growth, and

stabi lization pol icy. ln the Keynesian model an increased sav-

i ngs rate wi I I I ower the mul t i pl i er and decrease the effect ive-

ness of fiscal policy64z

ln the latter case, where the marginal propensity to
consume is low, employment may be less variable but I i-
able to settle down at a low level and to prove recal-
c¡trant to any but the most drastic remedies.

Furthermore, Keynes appears to suggest that deferring consumption

to satisfy future requirements may well be futile, if the prac-

tice is conducted on a large scale6s:

Consumption -- to repeat the obvious -- is the soìe end
and object of all economic activity. Opportunities for
employment are necessariìy limited by the extent of ag-
gregate demand. Aggregate demand can be derived only
from present consumption or from present provision for
future consumption. The consumption for which we can
prof i tab I y prov i de i n advance cannot be pushed

64
["yng:t i.¡1. The General Jheorv of Emplovment. Interest, and Honey
lt1acl,li I Ian (Papert4ac Edi tion) t97O, p-iE-

Keynes, J.1,1. ibid, pp. 104-10555
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indefinitely into the future. We cannot, as a communi-
ty, provide for future consumption by financiaì expedi-
ents but only by current physical output. ln so far as
our social and business organization separates finan-
cial provision for the future from physical provision
for the future so that efforts to secure the former do
not necessari ly carry the latter with them, financial
prudence wi I I be I iable to diminish aggregate demand
and thus impair well-being, as there are many exampìes
to testify. The greater, moreover, the consumption for
which we have provided in advance, the more difficuìt
it is to find something further to provide for in ad-
vance, and the greater our dependence on present con-
sumption as a source of demand.

0f course, these scenarios are not universal ly accepted. The

classical economists, and the more recent ,suppìy-sidet theorists

argue that higher savings rates are desirable, at least in some

c i rcumstances.

critical role

grobrth.. The d i spute as to whether a h i gher

sirable or not wilì not be addressed here.

both from the cross-sectional data used

and from aggregated time series studies,

ln al I cases, however, the savings rate plays a

i n determi n i ng aggregate i ncome and economi c

centre on whether the RPP/RRSP mechanism has

on the savings rate. Several theories of individual consumption-

saving behaviour are reviewed in this chapter, and their impl ica-

tions for the affect of RRSPs on aggregate personal saving are

discussed. The I iterature on the effect of these or simi lar pro-

vi s i ons on personal savi ngs is not extensive. Nevertheless,

severaì studies have given some attention to this issue and their

contributions are cri ticaì ìy reviewed. Empirical evidence, drawn

savings rate is de-

The discussion will

a significant affect

the previous chapter

al so presented.

tn

IS
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2. lf RPP/RRSPs do increase personal savings, do they

ficiently less reliance on public pensions to

cos ts?

96

result in suf-

justify their

It is wide.ly acknowredged that, in any given year, Rpps and espe-

cial ly RRSPs are significantly concentrated among higher income

taxfi ìers. Since these individuals are the most I ikely to save

more in any case (regardress of the actuar effect of the provi-
sions on their savings behaviour), it is sometimes aileged that
these individuals would not require publ ic assistance ín their
retirement years in any case. Again, using cross-sectionar data,
these quest i ons are exam i ned i n greater deta i I .

The answers to both questions depend on the kind of considerations
which impel people to refrain from spending their income as they receive
¡t' since the RRSP mechanism operates by increasing the rate of return
on those savings which are put into these instruments, the focus of the
inquiry can be narrowed to two specific issues:

l' The resÞonsiveness of household savinqs to chanoes in the r"t" of
return. The question of the effect of RRSps on aggregate savings

is concerned with the direction and strength of therrate of re_

turnreffect. That is, in order for the incentive to increase

savings, individuals must respond positively to a change in the
reìative prices between present and future consumpt¡on.

2. The effect of RRSps on the marqinal rate of return. lf a house_

hold intends to save sro,ooo from its current income -- for pur-
poses to which RRSps are amenable -- a subsidy paid on the first
s55oo or saving is less r ikely to increase the amount actuaì ly

:::ìi,Ì!!l

::r:'r:i.iLlll

i::i:ì:.:lt

'ìr ììi:.it:l

::ìì.:r.s

iìr:ìra:15
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set as i de than a subs ¡ dy on the amount saved i n excess of

SIO,OOO. ln other words, it is the effect of RRSPs on the margi-

naì rate of return which will determine the impact of the incen-

tive on saving behaviour. The aggregate amount vrhich each house-

hoìd i ntends to save out of i ts current i ncome, and the

rsubstitutabi I ity' of RRSPs for other forms of saving are also

central to this issue.

These questions are addressed in three parts. ln the first section

of this chapter, those aspects of the theoretical literature which bear

on these issues are examined and appìied to the RRSP mechanism. Where

possible, empirical evidence regarding the issues in this section is

also presented. The second section deals critical ly with the ì imited

empirical work which has been done on the effect of RRSPs or similar

mechanisms on aggregate saving behaviour. Finaì ly, the last section

draws from the discussion in the first two sections and presents a brief

analysis of the cost-effectiveness of the RRSP provisions in the PlT.

\.2 PERSONAL SAVING BEHAVIOUR: THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

The I iterature on the theory of individual consumption and savings

behaviour is very extensive. There are also numerous empirical studies

related to the validity of the contending views66. Unfortunately, the

empirical work conducted to date has been less than conclusive, mainly

due to the constraints imposed by the data available. Those features of

the theories and empiricaì resuìts which bear directly on the questions

l'layer , T. Permanent I alth and Co ion: A Criti of
e Permanent l ncorne T¡,eorv, the L ! f e-Cyc l e Hypothes ithe Permanent l ncome Theorv. the L i le-t vc l e nvpo

66

Theor i es. Univers i ty of Cal i forni a Press , 1972.
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at hand are reviewed below.

The fol lowing review fol lows theoretical developments roughly in

chronological order. S¡nce none of this I iterature specifical ly consid-

ers the effects of tax incentives on additional saving, the discussion

attempts to draw out the impl ications of the various theories for the

effect of the RRSP provisions on consumption and saving behaviour.

l,lhere it is possibìe and useful to the discussion, empirical results are

al so presented.

\.2.1 ABS0LUTE lNC0l'1E THEORY: CURRENT tNC0È,tE AND SAVTNG

I n rThe Genera I Theory of Emp I oyment, I nterest and l'loney, Keynes de-

veloped a theory to determine I'the amount that the community spends on

consumpt¡on6?.rr For Keynes, consumption was paramount; savings were a

residual, which -- at ìeast in aggregate -- were determined by consump-

tion behaviour6s:

A decision to consume or not to consume truly lies within the
power of the individual; so does the decision to invest or not
to invest. The amounts of aggregate income and of aggregate
savings are the results of the free choices of individuals
whether or not to consume and whether or not to invest; but
they are neither of them capable of assuming an independent
value resulting from a separate set of decisions taken irre-
spective of the decisions concerning consumption and invest-
ment. ln accordance with this principle, the conception of
the propensi ty to consume wi I I , i n what fol lows, take the
place of the propensity or disposition to save. (Emphasis in
original).

Although saving might be a purposeful activity at the individual leveì,

such decisions are likeìy to be frustrated by second-order effects if

5? Keynes, op. cit, p.90

68 Keynes, ibid, p,65.
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prudence becomes pervasive within the community.t. lndividual consump-

tion-saving decisions, in Keynes'view, were determined by three types

of factors?o:

l. The amount of income.

2. The rrobjective attendant circumstances."

3. The 'rSubjective needs and psychologicaì propensities and the hab-

its of the individuals comprising [the community] and the princi-

ples on which income is divided between them.rl

It is important to remember that Keynes was primari ly concerned with

the short-run responses to changes in income, consumption, and fiscal

policies, and with the aggregate effects of these changes. ln this con-

text Keynes felt confident that "the propensity to consume is a fairly

stable function?r" and that, for hi s purposes, he could concentrate on

the marginal propens¡ty to consume or the incremental change in consump-

tion associated with a smal I increase in income. Furthermore, owing to

the stabi I ity (in Keynes' opinion) of the consumption function, in the

short-run the marginal propensity to consume could be treated as a con-

stant.

Despite this focus in Keynes'analysis it is useful to enumerate the

factors which Keynes felt determined or affected the overall form of the

consumpt ion f unct ion. I'tany of these f actors ant ic ipate the key compo-

nents of newer theories of consumption-saving behaviour, and several el-

ements of Keynesr theory have direct relevance to the present concerns.

6 e Keynes,

? o Keynes,

? r Keynes,

ibid, pp. 83-84

ibid, pp. 90-91

i b id, p.96



g¡¿nges in the difference between income and net income?2.

t00

By this,

Keynes seems to have meant non-proportional changes between income and

the expenses (including depreciation of capital) of earning income. The

same argument can also be applied to the influence of taxes and provi-

s ions such as RRSPs on the re I at i onsh i p between i ncome and after-tax

disposable income. The Iatter is presumabìy a more important determi-

nant of consumption and saving.

Essential ly this factor concerns only the budget constraint facing an

individual. ln the following diagram income (Y) and current consumpt¡on

[C(t)] are shown on the vertical axis. Saving, or deferred consumption

[C(t+ì)] is shown on the horizontal axis.

FrcuRE 3

tNcoME / coNSUMPTtoN ( r+t ) 
Yd Yd'

zo
t-È
l
Øzoo
t¡J

=o
L)z

?2 Keynes, ibìd, p.92
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The I ine YY shows the consumption-saving possibi I ities in a situation
where there are no taxes. ln a situation where a tax (say on gross ín-

come) is imposed without any concessions for saving, the possibi I ities
are reduced equaìly as shown by the new constraint y(d)y(d). tf, as in
the case of the RPP/RRSP provisions the tax is imposed on income net of

saving, the consumption-saving possibi I ities are changed -- reìative to
the pre- tax situation -- but not by equal amounts as shown by the budg-

er constra int Y (d) Y (d') .

The budget constra i nt dep i cted as y (d) y (d ,) shows the effect of a

provision which restricts the amount of deductible savings (as in the

RPP/ RRSP provisions). The 'kinkr in the budget constraint occurs at
the point where the limit (zoZ or income or S55oo) is encountered. ln a

situation where there is no I imit on the deductible saving, the appl ica_

ble constraint wourd be y(d)y (represented by the dashed ì ine). rt
might also be noted that, with a progressive plT, disposable income will
not increase as quickìy as pre-tax income. conversely, the value of the

deductibi I ¡ty of savings wi I I increase more quickly than pre-tax income.

ln the figure above, this vrould be reflected in the slope of the segment

of the budget constrainr [yy(d')] wnich connects y(d) and K (or y(d) and

Y in the case of an unl imited incentíve). Therefore, the rpricer of
saving relative to consumption is ìower at higher income levels. lt is
important to remember, however, that the lower rprice, appl ies onry to
saving up to the statutory I imits of the incentive; ie. 2oZ of earned

income' 55500' or even lower I imits depending on the circumstances of
the individual.
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The portion of the budget constraint relevant to a specific individu-

al will depend on the nature of that individualrs preferences. lf the

indifference curve (assumed to be of the usual concave sort) is tangent

to the budget constraint at a point above K, both income and price ef-

fects will determine the amount of the increase. in saving. lf tangency

occurs at or below K, only the income effect will be relevant. ln this
case, assuming the marginal propensity to save is less than one, the in-

crease in saving will be less than the income tax revenue foregone as a

result of the RRSP incentive, since the tax saving is responsible for

the ent¡re increase in disposable income. This observation suggests

that the relationship between the location of K at different leveìs of

income and the income eìasticity of the consumption-saving function has

important impl ications for the effect of the RRSp mechanism on saving

behav i our .

The precise path of tK' through various

pend on a number of factors relating to each

sources of i ncome, dependents, deduct i ons

path shown beìow is specific to an extreme

without dependents, aì ì income is earned,

RRSPs are uti I ized.

budget constra i nts wi I I de-

i ndividual I s ci rcumstances,

other than RRSPs, etc. The

case; a single individual

and no deductions other than
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FIGURE 4
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Under any other assumptions the path of K

I eft of the path i I ì us trated.
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$ zs,soo

would I ie above and to the

<¡-

ln order for both the price and income effects to apply with respect

to the RRSP mechanism, the income elasticity of saving must be such that
the relevant income-saving curves (or the path of the tangencies between

the consumpt i on-sav i ng i nd i fference curves and the budget constra i nts)

lie above and to the left of the applicabìe path of K. ln general,. the

path of K as depicted above is consistent with an inferior good, that
is, one with an income eìasticity of ìess than unity.

Both the theoretical and empirical work, beginning with Fisher,

strongìy suggest (explicitìy or implicitly) that the income eìasticity
of saving is at least unity and most I ikely greater than one?3. (r¡re

73 Fisher, l. in The Rate of lnterest, (l,lacHilìan, New york 1go7, pp
9\-9Ð argued ffi may be said that the smaller theincome, the higher the preference for present over future income.

$ 44oo
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impl ications of the ì ife-cycle hypothesis of savingr pâFticuìarly in its

simplest form, are more complex and are discussed in a later section).

lf the conjecture of a greater than unity income elasticity of saving is

correct, some portion or all of the relevant income-saving curves will

be beløw or to the right of the K path as shown in the figure below:

FIGURE 5

()

E

Yd / ChT

Regardless of the exact shape of the income-saving

that the effectiveness of RRSPs in generating addi

inversely related to the strength of an individual

curves, it is clear

tional saving will be

rs desire to save out

Poverty... enhances the uti I i ty of immediate income ...because
of the importance of supplying present goods.... .,'
Dusenberry, J.S. in 'lncome Consumption Relations' (Printed in ln-
come, Employment and Publ ic Pol icy, Norton, New York; .l948, pp.
54-8.l) argued on empirical and psychological grounds that the propor-
tion of income saved is a rising function of the rpercenti le posi-
tion' in the income distribution (p.78).
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of his or her current income. This does not mean that individuals in

situations such as the one represented by 'cr in the figure above (in

whích the income-saving curve is completely to the right of the relevant

K path) wi I I not utl i I ize RRSPs. ln fact, such an individual may be

more I ikely to use RRSPs than others. The important consideration. is

that these individuals wi I I attempt to save in excess of the amount

whích they are able to aì locate to RRSPs. The only additional saving

generated among these individuaìs wiìl be due solely to the increase in

their disposable income attributable to the deductibi I ity of part of

their saving.

Changes in the rate of time-discountinq, (the ratio of exchanqe between

present and future goods?a).

Whi le Keynes felt that the rate of interest is a good approximation

of a community¡s subjective preference in the timing of consumption, he

cìearìy recognized that this is not aìways the case. Specifical ìy, an-

ticipated changes in purchasing power and various risksr pâFticularly

those appl icable to certain individuals or households, ffiight not be re-

flected in the interest rate.

Unl ike the factor discussed previously, individual time preferences

concern the relative uti I ¡ties connected with immediate consumption or

saving. These in turn are closely ìinked to various motives for saving.

}lhile many such motives have been identified and discussed, in both the

ìiterature preceding and following 'The General Theoryr; the list below

i s der i ved from Keynes ? s :

Keynesr 9Þ. cit.

Keynes, ibid. pp

p.93

r07-t08
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'1. To build reserves for unanticipated future contingencies.

2. To provide for future needs; dependents, education, oìd age, etc.

3, Acquiring a reserve torrcarry out speculative or business pro-

j ects . I'

4. To provide bequests.

5. To r¡sat i sf y pure m i ser I i ness .rl

The list is not exhaustive -- even of the motives suggested by Keynes --
and not all individuals will act on all or any of these motives. lt
seems reasonable, however, to assume that individuals will -- regardless

of the reasons which mot¡vate them -- have a hierarchy or priority among

the varying purposes for which they save. To some extent, the nature of

their saving goals wilì also determine the form of saving. For example,

reserves for emergencies would I ikely be kept in very I iquid assets,

whi le savings for bequests or retirement are more I ikely to consist of

assets which are less easi ly converted into cash. lt is also I ikely

that there will be a high degree of subst¡tutability between the forms

in which savings are held and the purposes for which they are held.

The prevailing rate of interest (or other types of return) on various

types of assets represent the compensation or reward an individual re-

ceives for deferring consumption to the future. An individual wi I I ac-

cept lower compensation for savings intended to satisfy the most urgent

priorities, and wi I ì require successiveìy h¡gher rewards for savings

with lower priorities. ln effect, a subjective schedule can be attr¡b-
uted to individuaìs which show the rates of return required to induce

various levels of saving. ln general, individuals will attempt to save

up to the point where the compensation required for additional saving is

equal to the prevai I ing market rates of interest.

ì
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The shape of the schedule is determined -- in rarge measure -- by

influences which are highly subjective. lt is not at aìl clear, given

the forces wh i ch Keynes I i sted as affect i ng consumpt i on and savi ng be-

haviour, why the consumption function should, even in the short-run, be

fai rly stable. At the individual or househoìd leveì i t seems I ikely

that the schedule described above could be highly volatile. lf some of

the causes of rapid and large changes in these schedules are felt by

large segments of the community, the effects may not cancel, and the

volatiìity can be transmitted to aggregate consumption. ln fact, the

unpredictable nature of consumption led directly to the development of

alternative theories of consumption and saving behaviour in the late

1950s. Exampìes of systemic causes of changes in consumption and saving

include phenomena related to the business cycle, as well as institut¡on-
al and demographic factors. Some of these will be examined in more de-

tai I when the newer theories of saving are discussed.

Before 'ìeaving th¡s discussion of the influence of (subjective)

time-discounting on saving behaviour, it is useful to consider the im-

pl ications of these observations on the the effect of the Rpp/RRSp

mechanisms. lt should be noted that RRSPs do not directly influence the

schedules discussed above. (npps, orì the other hand, may influence

these schedules by reducing the need for additional saving for retire-
ment purposes). The effect of RRSPs is an increase in the compensation

received for saving. The initial period magnitude of the advantage (a)

conferred by the use of RRSPs is given by the following expression?ó:

This expression wouìd more accurately reflect the advantage of RRSp
saving if a factor for the advantage of subsequent tax sheltering of
earnings (s) were added and a factor for the eventual tax I iabil ity
deferred (l) were subtracted. Note that for any discount rate -- not

15
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a = (r+r)_(r_rt)

ln the expression above r is the market rate of return on a simiìar sav-

ings ¡nstrument, t is the individualrs marginal tax rate, (r+t) is the
initial return on an investment in an RRSP, and (r_rt) is the after_tax
return on an investment outside of an RRSp. lt is readily apparent that
the advantage of saving in an RRSp can be very significant; eg. 44 per-
centage poínts if r is 0.lo and t is 0.40. lt should also be noted that
advantage depends directly and solely on t.

ln order for the RRSP mechanism to have the maximum effect on indi-
vidual saving, the incentive shou.ld apply onìy at the margin. That is,
RRSP savings shourd begin at the point where the after-tax rate of in_
terest is equal to the individual,s subjective time-discounting rate.

necessarily r -- s
i ng and consumpt i on

decreases and I increases as the time between sav_
i ncreases.
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This is ilìustrated in the Figure below:

FIGURE 6

so=

P=
o

S:Í
RL=

"OTHERWISE'' SAVING

INITIAL RRSP SAVING

SAVING WITH R RSP

STATUTORI RRSP LIMIT
SAVING
SCHEDULE

SAVIN G (S) so Ro S,

ln fact, the RRSP nechanism wi ì I begin at this point only by coinci-

dence. lt would be exceedingly d¡fficult to design a mechanism which

r,vould be truly marginaì because; (a) the 'savings schedules' of individ-

uaìs cannot easiìy be measured, and (b) they would vary greatly between

individuals) There are no provisions which prevent RRSPs from being

substituted for types of savings on which an individuaì would be willing

to accept a much ìower rate of return. As a result of the statutory

ì imi tations on RRSP savi ngs,

saving to precede S(0).

¡t is quite possible for the entire RRSP

UJt-
É.

l-
U)
UJ
É.
L¡l
f-z

Rt
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centiver for

the marg i na I and

additional saving

lt0

therefore the operational amount of in-

is r(t); the after-tax interest rate:

FTGURE 7
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Given the current I imitatìons on RRSP contributions, the effect shown

above appears more likeìy to occur at higher income ìeveìs. At all in-

come ìevels, however, the only apparent consideration which prevents

R(o) from being situated at S=0, are individuals' liquidity require-

ments. RRSPs are probabìy perceived to be less liquid than other forms

of savings such as bank account, government savings, etc?7. This sug-

l,lany institutions offer RRSPs which permit withdrawals at any time
w¡th negl igible or no penalties. 0ther institutional options include
fixed term investments in Gauranteed lnvestment Certificates, mort-
gages, government and corporate bonds' mutual funds, etc. 'Seìf-ad-
ministered RRSPs may also consist of any mix of these instruments
(subject to the restrictions outl ined in Section 2.2. l) . According-
ly, RRSP savings need not be significantly less I iquid than saving
accounts in banks. lt may wel I be, however, that many individuals
bel i eve that RRSP savi ngs cannot be accessed before retÎ rement. I t

71
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gests that in many instances the RRSP mechanism will increase only the

average rate of return in a savings portfol io rather than the marginal

(and thereby, the actual amount of saving). For individuals where this

is the case, the saving rate is more likely to be increased by eliminat-

íng the RRSP provisions and reducing marginal tax rates. This wouìd in-

crease the after-tax rate of return [r'(t)] and increase saving [S,(O)]

by an amount dependent on the interest rate elasticity of savings?8.

\.2.2 EI'lPIRICAL EVIDENCE

The discussion in each of the previous sections implies that in some

cases, the entire amount.of an RRSP contribution will be infra-marginal

saving. That is, some individuals wi I I attempt to save amounts consid-

erably in excess of their RRSP contributions, despite receiving a lower

rate of return on these non-RRSP savings. This suggests a fairly simple

test to estimate the extent to which RRSPs:

l. influence annual personal saving solely as a result of the added

disposable income from the RRSP deduction or

2. do not affect the individualrs rate of return received on margi-

nal savings.

is likely that the more familiar
the more I ikely they are to use
tives.

peopìe are with the RRSP mechanism,
RRSPs for a variety of savings mo-

?8 lt might well be noted that eliminating the RRSP provisions and re-
ducing marginal tax rates wi ì ì have a simi lar effect in situations
such as those depicted in Figure V. Thus the additional saving due
to the RRSP mechanism is somewhat less than S(r) - S(0).
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The fol lowing chart shows how individual.s using RRSPs might be clas-

sified and the inferences which might be drawn about each subcategory:

¡lllaximum extent is def ined as taxf ilers whose RRSP contribution is with-in the lesser of 5Z or S5o of their statutory limit. (There are penat-ties for over-contributing so contributors tend to sl ightly underesti-mate their maximum allowable contributionr pãFticuiarly when therelevant I imitation is 20% of earned income).

It is ímportant to define discretionary savings careful ly. Some

items which normaì ly, and properly, enter personal savings both in
cross-sectional and aggregate time series caìculations, are clearly not

the result of short-run savings-consumption decisions. These include

amounts which result from autonomous deveìopments (increases in the val-
ue of privateìy owned dwellings or other real assets)r oF as the result
of contractual commi tments (mortgage payments or i nvestment i ncome

earned in i I I iquid pension funds) . Obviously, these savings wi I ì influ_



ence the total amount of desired

time. However, since annual RRSps

above should relate contr ibutions

saving.

I t3

discretionary saving at a particuìar

are ent i rel y d i scret i onary, the Chart

to similarly discretionary forms of

Unfortunately, the data by which individuals could be classified

along the I ines suggested by the chart are not avai ìable. subject to

several important I imitations, the sample of individuals described in

Chapter I I I may be used to draw some inferences from categories analo-

gous to those in Chart lV. The major shortcoming of this data is that

the records do not contain a direct measure of annuaì non-RRSp saving.

Thus' whi le the columns in the Chart can be obtained quite accurately,

the rows are cannot be derived as readi ly.

The records do, however, contain information on the annual income de-

rived from the major non-RRSP discretionary forms of saving; interest
income from savings accounts and bondsr ârìd dividend and capital gains

income. Since ì974 the Canadian PIT excludes from taxable income -- by

means of an investment income deduction -- the first Sì0OO of (Canadian)

income from these sources. This means there are three after-tax rates

of return appl icable to annual savings (where 'rr is the pre-tax rate of

return and 't' is the marginal tax rate).

I . RRSP sav i ngs: r*t .

2. Non-RRSP savings ¡f investment income is under Slooo: r.

3. Non-RRSP savings if investment income is over $looo: r-rt.
The investment income shown on tax returns reflects past rather than

current saving decisions. ln order to interpret the categories suggest-

ed by the marginaì after-tax rates of return as analogous to the rows in
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the Chart, a crucial assumption is required: Past non-RRSp savinq, as

reflected in the level of investment income, i

current savi no.

lf this assumption is tentatively accepted, the distribution of RRSp

contributions is as fol lows:

TABLE I8 (A)

INCOI.IE FROT4 INVESTT4ENT AND RRSP USAGE
(fln¡lrroen, 1979)

CONTR I BUT I ONS BY
I ND I VI DUALS US I NG

¡lAX t¡tul4 RRSpSrc

(å or RRSP coNTRtBUT|oNs)

CONTR I BUT I ONS BY
I ND I VI DUALS US I NG

PARTI AL RRSPS

(U oF RRsp coNTR I BUT I oNS)

TNVEST|IENT tNCof4E l. 3O.7 t. 2t.7ovER Slooo z. 40.6 z. 23.2

INVESTIIENT tNC0ttE ì. 12.3 t. 22.1UNDER slOoo 2. t4.o 2.13.6
N0 INVESTI'IENT t. 4.1 ì. g.zlNCOl'lE 2. t+.2 2. h.\
ttl. reports results for all RRSp users, and 2. refers to users in theh i ghest dec i r e, who make 4/.oz of tota r RRSp contr i but i ons.

Table l8(A) crearry shows that the rargest singre group of RRSp contrib_
utors are concentrated where the likelihood of the incentive having a

marginal price effect is the lowest. This distribution is even more
pronounced among the tax fi ìers in the highest income deci le. Given
the progressive nature of the Canadian plT, the value of the tax saving
(or foregone revenues) resulting from these contributions would be even

more concentrated in this category.
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Since the capital gains and dividend income components of investment

income are probably more tenuously related to discretionary savings lev-

els -- past or current -- than interest income, the distribution of RRSP

contributions in the relevant categories have also been tabulated for

the ¡nterest income component alone.

TABLE I8 (B)

I NTEREST I NCOHE AND RRSP USAGE
(t'tANtroBA, 1979)

CONTR I BUT I ONS BY
INDIVIDUALS USING

l'1AX lt'lUl'1 RRSPStc

G¿ oT RRSP coNTRIBUTIoNS)

CONTR I BUT I ONS BY

INDIVIDUALS USING
PARTI AL RRSPS

(% or RRSP coNTRtBUTtoNs)

TNTEREST rNCot'lE ì. 28.1 t. 20.6
ovER srooo 2.37.1 2.21.7

TNTEREST rNCor4E l. 13.5 i. 22.1
UNDER srOOO 2.16.2 2. ì3.6

N0 TNTEREST t. 5.3 1. t0.3
r Ncor4E 2. 5.6 2. 5.7

¡tl. reports results for all RRSP users, and 2. refers to users in the
highest deci le, who make 47.O2 of total RRSP contributions.

Although the concentration of contributions in the first category is

less pronounced in this case, the general pattern observed earl ier con-

tinues to hold. These results are not inconsistent with the conjecture

that a significant portion (perhaps over one-half) of the tax incentive

from RRSPs is'infra-marginal'. That is, any additional savings result-

ing from the incentive are entireìy due to the increase in disposable

income resulting from the deduct¡b¡lity of RRSPs. The effect of the
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RRSP provision in these cases would be identical to an equal-revenue re-
duction in the tax rates.

\.2.3

During the earìy post-war period, the absolute income theory of sav_

ing and consumption -- that changes in current income governed the level
of consumption and therefore, of saving -- began to be questioned. A

ll4! paper by Hodigl iani showed that changes in current income did not
satisfactori ly predict changes in consumpt¡on?e. nodigl iani, Dusenber-

rY, Brady, and R. Friedman developed modifications which drew from ob-

servations that savings rates seemed to be related to the business cy-
cle80' lt was argued that individuals and households would relate their
current consumption levels to the highest previous levels or, in some

versions, that individuals would attempt to emuìate the consumption of
people with simi lar sociaì status. lndividuals experiencing temporary

income losses would attempt to mainta¡n their standard of living through

dissaving until their incomes recovered.

0f course, this conclusion would be

available which contained annual savings

ies of annual saving to be calculated.

371-402, t+27-\31 .

llodigìiani, F. I'Fluctuations in the Saving-lncome Ratio:
Economic Forecasting.'¡ studies in rncomã and tJeaìth.

strengthed greatly if data were

figures, äl lowing better prox-

A Problem in
vol. I l, pp.

the lncome Distribution,rl
National Bureau of Eco-

79

Brady, D.S. and Friedman, R. ilsavings and
StuCieg in lncome and l,Jealth, X, (Ne; york;
nomic Research, l9\7), pr. Z\r-265.
Dusenberry, J.S. lncome, Savinq, and the

D LIFE-CYCLE HY

ofC

80

iour, (Cambridge, l,1à s,
rB
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It was quickly recognized that these modifications still did not ade-

quately explain either the time series or the cross-sectionaì budget

data which had accumulated. Studies by Kuznets indicated that for the

United States, the personal savings rate had remained fairly constant

between 1899 and ì948et. Cross-sectionaì studies of family budgets con-

ducted over a number of years also appeared to confirm that the savings

rate had not changed signif icantìy. l'lodigliani has pointed out the

problems that remained after these developmentss2:

At the aggregate level, when account is taken of the secuìar
growth of income, the I inear saving function impì ied negative
saving for all years preceding the date at which income, in
the course of its growth, first reached the break-even level.
Now for the US these years would clearly include al I those
earl ier than, sãy, the fi rst decade of the current century,
raising some interesting questions as to how the ìarge stock
of capital already then in existence could have been accumu-
lated, let alone the question of how a country couìd dissave
unless it had saved before.

Similarily, with reference to budget data, it should have been
obvious that the average dissaving associated with low levels
of current income could not possibly describe the behaviour of
the permanently poor because in our society few are ever al-
lowed to accumulate a significantly negative net worth. Hence
the average dissaving must reflect the inclusion among the
currently poor of transiently poor who had managed to save in
the past and/or would save in the future. And this observa-
tion should have raised questions as to whether the high sav-
ing ratios in the high income brackets could not aìso be sig-
nificantly affected by the high saving of transiently rich
househo I ds .

Kuznets, Simon'rProportion of Capital Formation to National Product,rr
Americân Eqq¡omic Review, Papers and Proceedinqs, XLI I (t4ay 1952),W
llodigl iani, F. "The Life Cycle Hypothesis of Saving Twenty Years
Later,rrContemporary lssues in Economics, edited by ltl .Parkin, p.3.
Hanchester University Press, 1975.

8t
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These problems were addressed both by Friedmanrs permanent income hy-

pothesis and by l'lodiglianirs life-cycle hypothesis of consumption and

saving' Both theories argue that individual consumption behaviour is
governed by longer term expectations of income. Specifical ly, individu-
aìs and households attempt to smooth their levels of consumption over a

number of years.

Fr iedman suggested that current income cons ists of tr^ro parts. ,per_

manent income' is the component which individuals expect to receive con-
tinuously over an extended period of time. Friedman bel ieved this com-

ponent of income determined individuals' consumption behaviour.

'Transitory incomer consists of elements attributable to chance or to
events which are unlikely to recur. The responses to these forms of ín_

come rece i pt are very d i fferents 3:

0n our interpretation of the evidence, the transitory compo-nents of a consumer unitrs income have no effect on his con-sumpt i on except as they are trans '| ated i nto effects r ast i ngbeyond his horizon. His consumption is determined by ronger-range income considerations p.lus transitory factors åtru.iingconsumption directry. The transitory components of incomeshow up primariry in changes in the.on.rr",. unit,s assets andI iabi I ities, that is, in his measured savings.

Although the permanent income hypothesis has very significant impì i_
cations for saving behaviour general ly, its impl ications for the effects
of RRSPs or similar saving incentives appear to be rather limited. lt
can be observed that if transitory income is received and saved in an

RRSP' a larger permanent income component will result than ¡f it is
saved in currently taxable form. This could impìy that the rate of con_

sumption from unsheltered income sources might increase as savings in

83 Fr iedman,l'l . 
^ pr inceton Univer_s i ty Press, t9S7 , p iZl .-
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RRSPs accumu I ate.

The permanent income hypothesis basically asserts that transitory in-
come is (almost) entirely saved and that permanent income is (almost)

entirely consumed. ln this context it is difficult to see how any sav-

ing incentive could affect the aggregate rate of saving.

The I ife-cycle hypothesis of savings4 (LCH) is predicated on the ob_

servat i on that consumpt i on requ i rements and i ncome do not correspond

over a typical I ifetime. rn genera'l, if income is p'lotted against age,

the resulting curve is rhump'shaped, reflecting the effects of increas-
ing ability, skills, and seniority during the earìier portions of a per-
son's working years; and declining abilities and finally retirement in
later I ife. consumption patterns, however, Rây be entirely independent;

in particular the costs of obtaining education or skills and fínancing
retirement may impose requirements that are in excess of current income

ìevels' ln this model saving and dissaving behaviour are purposeful;

individuals typical ly wi I I seek to smooth their I ifetime consumption

path by dissaving (borrowing) during the earl iest phase of the ì ife_cy_
cle, savi ng dur i ng the middle years, and di ssavi ng i n reti rement. r n

its simplest form, the LCH assumes no uncertainty (with respect to
length of I ife, future income, contingencies, etc.) and no bequest mo-

tive. Under these assumptions, the savings in the mid_portions of the
ìife-cycle wiìl be exactly matched by dissaving in the earlier and later
phases of the I i fe-cyc I e.

8a The discussion of the life-cycle hypothesis is drawn from severaì ar-ticles in "The Life-cycle Hypothesis of saving", Vol.2 in the col_
I ected Papers of F ranco l,lod iq I i an i
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The impl ications for this version of the I ife-cycle hypothesis for

the present quest i on are fa i r I y stra i ght-forward.

l. lf it is assumed that additional savings are generated by the

RRSP provisions' one impl ication is that the higher saving lev-

els in one period will be exactly offset by higher rates of dis-

saving in a later phase. The dissaving could be accompl ished by

higher ìevels of consumption after retirement, or by earl ier re-

t i rement.

At the aggregate level, the effect on the savings rate will be

determined by demographic factors; the proportions of people in

the saving and dissaving phases of their I ife-cycle.

2. The simple version of the LCH aìso suggests that individuals will

be'target'savers. Since they know their post-retirement needs,

they can determine the level of saving required to finance this

level of consumption.

Devices such as the RRSP provisions wi I I make these ¡targetst

easier to attain. lndividuaìs may, therefore, adjust their plan-

ned retirement consumption upward, or decrease their saving rate,

or arrive at some combination of these responses.

lf the restrictive assumptions regarding uncertainty and bequests are

relaxed' it becomes possible for I ifetime saving to be systematical ly

higher than I ifetime dissaving. A considerable body of evidence has

been accumulated which indicates that dissaving by the eìderly is much

less than might be anticipated. ln fact, several studies -- incìuding

some using Canad¡an data -- have shown that retired individuaìs continue

to save at significant rates albeit, lower than during their working
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years85. Using Wisconsin income tax and estate tax records, l,lenchik and

David have shown that individuals at all income levels appear to have

significant propensities to leave bequestss6. lnterestingly, the pro-

pensities appear to have a rur shaped pattern with respect to income;

the highest bequest rate occuring at the ìowest and highest income lev-

els. Again, this provides a strong indication that the restrictive ver-

sion of the LCH is likely to be invalid for large numbers of people in

aìl income groups.

The existence of significant savings in excess of those required to

liquidate borrowing in the early life-cycle phase and to provide for

retirement needs, has several further impì ications for the ì ikely effect

of RRSPs on saving behaviour. The budget constraint and indifference

curves used to analyze the RRSP provisions and saving behaviour in a

current period context, can also be: extended to a I ife-cycle model in

which saving is not arbitrariìy limited.

l. People for whom the motives which cause¡excessiver saving rates

(leaving large bequests, miserì iness, etc.) are strongest are

also the most likely to be aware of the advantages of saving in

an RRSP, and to have persistent annual savings above the'kink'
described in the previous section. Thus, as these individuaìsl

8s Danziger, van der Gaag, smol insky and raussig, The Life-cvcle Hv-
pothesi s and the Consumption Behaviour of the Elderlv, Universi ty of
I,Iisconsin lnstitute for Research on Poverty, Discussion paper, 1982.
Kotì ikof f , L.D. and spivak,A. rrThe Family as an lncompìete Annuities
l,larketrr, Journal of Pol itical Economy, 8l: 372-391 .
Foot, D.K. and rrefler, D. I'Life-cycle Saving and population Aging.,'
Department of Economics and lnstitute for Pol icy Analysis, Workinq
Paper s Ser i es (8:OB) , l,larch , I 983 .

I 6 l'lench i k , P. L. and Dav id, 1,1 . rrThe lncidence of a Lifetime Consumption
1982, pp. t 89-zol+.Taxrr National Tax Journal. June,



incomes increase, their income-saving path is the

remain below and to the right of the path of ¡Kr.
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most I ikely to

Among these individuals the income effect will therefore predomi-

nate. By the same token the size of the income effect can arso
' be expected to be larger than among other groups. This is due

not onìy to the higher propensity to save from increased disposa-
ble income' but arso to the greater r ike,l ihood that these indi_
viduals wir r make the maximum use of the RRSp provisions. This
suggests that the degree of RRSp usage -- ful r or partiar is
also likery to be a usefur indicator of the strength of the mo-

tives to save in a I ife-cycle context. These individuals are

more likely to have rarge non-RRSp savings, aìthough the size and

direction of the RRSp effect cannot be inferred from the discus_

sion. lf 'target-savingr -- even though the targets are very
high -- predominates, the effect of RRSps wi r ì be rower than if
'savings-maximizing' behaviour predominates. (rnis may not, how-

ever, be observable at very high income ìevels).
2. Factors which increase uncerta¡nty about future income prospect.s,

contingencies, length of I ife, etc. may induce other persons __

who derive greater utirity from current consumption -- to revise
their saving ¡targets' upward. r.Jhire increasing their margin for
uncertainty, these individuars do not wish to ìeave large be-

quests. RRSPs may be attractive to these peopre as a more effi-
cient means of attaining thei r revi sed targets.
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The relevant portions of these individuarsr income-saving 
""rl::are rikely to be in the zone above the rK, path in their budget

constraints. These individua.|s are therefore less rikery to make
the maximum use of RRSps on a year_by_year basis. Whíle the to_
taì accumulated savings in other forms is I ikely
for the'obsessive¡savers, â larger portion of

be lower than

RRSP contr i -
bution is l ikely to be margínal savings.

These conjectures were tested on the cross-sectional sampìe of tax
. records used earìier, with investment income used as a proxy for finan_

cial wearth. r^rhiìe numerous quarif ications might be cited on using ín_
vestment income as a proxy for financial wealth, it does not seem unrea_
sonab''e that the interest, dividends and capita,, gains received by
individuals in a given year wírì be proportionar to their holdings of
financial assets which give rise to these forms of income. (nlthough
both the income and price effects of RRSp usage courd be refrected in
non-financia'' forms of wearth, it is more pìausible that the rargest ef_
fects wiil be observed among assets simirar to those commonry heìd in
RRSPs) ' Again, since the relationship between the accumulated amount of
past saving and the income derived is r ikeìy to be stronger for interest
bearing assets than those y¡erding dividend or capitar gains income,
both totar investment income and interest income arone are used as de_
pendent variables.

To distínguish between the groups whose consumption-saving preferenc_
es are such that the relevant portions of their uti l ity functions r ie
persistently beìow the path of ,Kr and those who functions rie above the
path of 'K" records are divided into maximum RRSp users and partiar

to

the
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RRSP users. The crucial assumption required is that the pattern of RRSp

Drev r ous years.

The eguations tested used l5 variables indicating individuals'ages,

incomes, sources of income, fami ly type, tenancy, and Rpp contributions.

(A compìete listing of the variables used and the regression results is
given in Appendix B.) ttre regression was highìy significant and ex-

plained about 24? of the variation in both total investment income and

in interest income. This is probably not surprising since a significant
amount of the varíation in investment income undoubtedìy is explained by

differences in the average rates of .return among individual portfol ios.

This effect cannot be captured due to the nature of the data. Thus, the

equation would I ikely expìain a higher proportion of the variance in

holdings of financial assets if these could be observed directìy.
To test whether ful I users of RRSPs have significantly more non-RRSp

savings the equation initiaì ly used a dummy variable which indicated

whether the RRSP contribution was the maximum possible. The coefficient
of this variable proved to be large, positive, and highly significant.
The resuìt implies that there are significant differences in the behav-

iour of ful ì and partiaì users of RRSps.

ln order to invest¡gate the effect of RRSPs on savings held in other

forms, the equations were re-estimated for ful I and partial RRSp users

separately. For these regressions, the amount of RRSP contribution was

used as the dependent variable in both cases. The results for these re-

gressions are summarized in the Table below. The Table shows only those

variables which are relevant to the fol lowing discussion. Al I the coef-

ical of these individual's R
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ficients are significant at the 0.0! level unless otherwise noted. (The

full results are shown in Appendix B).

TABLE I9

INFLUENCES 0N N0N-RRSP SAVINcS (PR0XY:T0TAL INVEST¡1ENT lNc0t'1E)
(t4AN I T0BA RRS P US ERS , 1g7g)

DEPENDENT VAR I ABLE

AGE

FARt'l I NC0''1E (DUt4¡4Y)

BUS rNESS rNC0r4E (DUr4t,lY)

RENTAL rNC0r'1E (DUH|4Y)

PROF ESS I ONAL I NCOHE (DUT4I,IY)

RRP (LOG)

RRSP (Loc)

EARNED INCOI.lE (LOG)

oTHER tNC0t'1E (Loc)
H0t'1E ol^,NERSH tP (DUtlt4Y)

OTHER COI'IPAR I SONS

AVERAGE AGE

AVERAGE EARNED INCOI4E
AVERAGE TOTAL INCOI4E
AVERAGE INVESTI4ENT INCOI4E

ADJUSTED R'

¡'. Not s ign i f i cant at the .05

COEFF I C I ENTS OF SELECTED VAR I ABLES

FULL USERS PARTIAL USERS

0.073 0.08t
o.gg2 t .282
0.312 0.281
0.6¡8 I . t4o

-0.04/:t 0.753

-0.015 0.044
0.093 0.945

-0.ìr4 -0.454
0.01 2¡t 0.01 2
-0.597 -0.203

\7 .5
Sr8,3r7
Sr9,564

s93 1

0.r24

level.

\2.5
$16,287
Sr6,8o7

slll
o.250

The inferences drawn from these results must, of course, be tempered

by the recognition that; (a) investment income is an imperfect proxy of

financial holdings and, (b)that current RRSP use does not necessarily

represent a history of RRSP use. Bearing these caveats in mind, the re-

sults, nevertheless, suggest a number of observations.
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Among the most striking differences in the characteristics of the two

groups are the relative size of investment income and the average age.

Full RRSP users are on average ! years older and have accumulated about

8'5 times the non-RRSP investment income of partial users. lt is also
interesting to note that the independent variabìes used in the regres-
sion explain only about one-half the variance in investment ¡ncome that
the same variables explain for partial users.

The age difference suggests that the two groups may be in different
phases of their life-cycle saving behaviour. This may indicate that
RRSPs are widely regarded as tretirementrsaving and that individuals
tend to use these instruments almost exclusively for this purpose. This
inference is supported by the observation that the average age of non-

RRSP users i s approx imate ly 35 years. Both the i nc i dence and i ntens i ty
of RRSP use increases with age. (See Appendix B). Since the retirement
motive for saving would seem to be positively related to age, th¡s would

explain the increasing porportion of ful I RRSp users as age increases.
The diffence in the variance explained by the regressions suggests that
these phases are characterized by significantly different kinds of be-

havioural i nfìuencess ?.

The coefficient for the RRsp variable among ful r users is quite low

and if only the interest component of investment income is considered,
the coefficient is negative (-O.O7g). This may suggest that by the time

RRSP users are able or inclined to make full use of the RRSp mechanism,

87 Another factor which may help explain the differences in the adjustedR2 values across the groups is that the investment portfolios held byful I RRSP users are, 'l ike their owners, somewhat older. rn view ofthe changes in the rates of return which occured throughout the1970s, this may impry a rarger variance in the average earnings ofthese portfol ios.
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the effect of the incentive on their total saving effort decreases. As

these users grow older, they may even dissave in some forms; perhaps to

f i nance the i r RRSP contr i but i ons.

For partial users, the coefficient of RRSP contributions is strongly

positive. However, with the exception of earned income, every variable

has a stronger positive influence than for full users. The sign and size

of the coefficient of earned income is surprising and may suggest a

strong relative income effect. lt may be that individuals whose earn-

ings are high relative to their expectations, or to others in their eco-

nomic 'classr, lllâY be ìess incl ined to save than their counterparts with

relatively low earnings. Obviously, further work is required to explain

the apparently negative relationship between earned income and savings.

The fairly consistent diminution of the influence of the other vari-
ables among full users may indicate that the range of saving objectives

and the intensity of saving effort declines as RRSP users become older.

The ability to save, however, probably increases with age. It may

therefore be the case that for partiaì users a large proportion of the

RRSP contributions are marginal. The smal I proportion of the totaì var-

iance explained by the equation in either group, however, does not allow

this inference to be made too strongly.

\.I QUANT I TAT I VE sTUD I Es

ln view of the rapid growth and size of annual RRSP contributions, ¡t
is perhaps surprising that very few econometric studies have addressed

the degree to which RRSPs affect the personal savings rate. ln most of

the work that has been done, the primary focus has been on the large
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divergence between Canadian and American personal savings rates which

developed during the early l97os. since RRSp usage also increased very

rapidìy during this period, there has been a tendency to attribute a

causaì role to these provisions.

Before reviewing these studies it is important to note that the d.e-

termination of personal savings in the National Accounts invoìves a num-

ber of eìements which create difficulties in interpreting the behaviour-

al meaning of the personal savings rate. Essential Iyr pe¡Sorìâl savings

are a residual; their amount is determined as folìows:

PERSONAL INCOI,IE

ì ess: D I RECT TAXES

eguals: PERS0NAL DtSp0SABLE tNCOI,IE

less: PERSONAL C0NSUt4pTt0N

equals: PERSONAL SAVTNG

Personal income includes a number of items which flow through the calcu-
lation into personal saving which do not appear to reflect conscious

saving decisions by individuals and householdsss:

ì. The gross imputed rental varue of owner-occupied housing is in-
cluded in personal income. The expenditure side also incìudes
I'space costsrr; mortgage interest, depreciation, insurance, prop-

erty taxes, etc.. These components do not necessar i I y balance

The fol lowing discussion draws on cawdery J. and prefontaine R. Theb^^--¡ õ-L-- .

88

RecgDt Behaviggr of The personal Savinqs Rate in Canada, Oepartmäl
:l^'::Conce of Pens i
of Fínance,1979.

National Account Depar tment

Also see, webb R.H. rrA D¡fficulty in lnterpreting the personal saving
Rate, I' Rev i ew of r ncome and r.Jea r lh vo r . 26', oec.'- r 9gó, pp. +¡7-,-¡b
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and the net imputed rents flow through into personal saving.

This amount is strongly dependent on the equity that has accumu-

lated in owner- occupied housing.

This component of personal saving is difficult to interpret in
terms of individual saving behaviour. lt is not clear whether a

homeowner would regard a positive result (remaining after appl i-
cable costs were subtracted from the gross rental vaìue of his

house) as either income or saving. lf the result was due to an

i ncrease i n the market vaì ue of the home, the react i on woul d

probabìy depend on whether this increase is regarded as extraor-
dinary relative to comparable properties. lf the increase was

general, the individuaì could not readi ly convert this increase

into other forms of wealth without reducing his standard of hous-

ing. ln such cases the increase would probabìy be completeìy

d i sregarded.

2. lncreases in the assets held by trusteed pension funds are aìso

attributed to the income of the personal sector. The increases

in the interest rates during the l97os, as wel I as rapidly in-
creasing contributions by both empìoyers and employees, and RRSp

contributions, combined to produce a very fast rate of growth in

this portion of personal income.

(rne) share of disposable income of the sum of the em-ployer contributions and the investment income (of
trusteed pension prans) has increased by more than r.g
percentage points since .l970, an increase that shows updirectly in the measured savings rate. This was almost
three times the increase recorded in the previous lo
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years 8 e .

Again, whi le this factor contributed strongly to the increase in
the measured Canadian personal savings rate, the extent to which

this increase reflects behavioural changes by individuals is un-

certai n. wi th the exception of RRSp funds, the savi ngs i n pen-

sion funds are not easi ly accessible. Typical ly, most individual

employees will not be aware of the income earned in their pension

plans, let alone the amount properly attributed to a particular
emp I oyee.

It might also be noted that this inaccessibility -- whether real,
as in the case of RPPs, or perceived as is sometimes the case for
RRSP funds -- can lead to a considerable degree of'stickinessl
in the measured annuaì savings rate.

Thisrstickinessrcan be shown by a simple example. consider an in-
dividual earning $3oooo in year I and contributing S55oo to an RRSp in

th i s and each subsequent year. Assume also that income increases by

!Z annually, the interest earned in the RRSp is al so j?e, and the savings

in the RRSP are allowed to accumulate. This situation would result in

the fol lowing savings rates.

8e Cawdery J. and prefontaine R. op. cit. pp. 20-21
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EARNED rNC0¡1E (S)

RRSP ($)

SAVING Rs Z or
EARNED INCOI'1E

ANNUAL I NTEREST
EARNED IN RRSP (S)

EARNED PLUS
TNTEREST tNc0t4E (S)

sRvtrue ¡s Z
OF TOTAL INCOI,IE
(NAT. AccTs.) 18.3 r8.2 t8.0 t7 .9

Although one cannot be certain, it is quite plausible that most indi_
viduals in situations such as the one depicted above would significantly
over-estimate the decrine in their savings rate. rn the case of empìoy_
er-sponsored pension prans, it wou'ld be a'lmost impossibìe to determine
the annua'l earnings on an individuaì basis.0n an aggregate Nationar Ac_
counts basis, however, the measured personal savings rate wou.¡d ref.¡ect
these earnings. These considerations strongry impry a significant com_
ponent of runintentionar¡ savings in the measured savings rate.

ln order to determine the effect of annual RRsp contributions to the
aggregate personal savings rate -- as the studies reviewed beìow attempt
to do -- a more appropriate measure of saving would be preferableeo.
I nternationa.l compar i sons of trends i n the personar savi ngs rate have
been shown to be quite sensitive to various kinds of adjustmentser. Ir

YEAR I

30,000

5500

t 8.3

0

30,000

YEAR 2

3 l ,500

5500

17 .5

275

31,725

YEAR 3

33,O75

5500

t6.6

56t

33,636

YEAR 4

34,729

5500

15.8

864

35,593

90 Howery E.P. and Hymans s.H. r'The r,reasurement and Determination ofLoanable Funds Saving' ¡n W¡,at SfroufA ge i;x;j:ture? J.A. pecfrman iEd.i,'
BIades D'r'J' and sturm p.H. 'The concept and Èleasurement of savings;,

9t
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also seems probable that the results of some of the studies discussed

below would also be quite sensitive to the measure of saving used.

4.3.r JARRETT (lqBl)

ln a study prepared under the auspices of the conference Board of
canada, Jarrett sought to exprain why the canadian personar savings
rates surpassed the u.s.rs during the mid-r97gsr'. Jarrett hypothesized
that among other institutional differences between the two countries,
the RRSP provisions provided a strong stimulus to canadian personal sav-
ings rates during this period. An econometric model based on the Life-
cycle Hypothesis was used to estimate the effect of RRsps on the meas-

ured personal savings rate. Jarrett used the RRSp participation rate as

the explanatory var iable.

Although Jarrett found that her proxies for expected and unexpected

inflation rates had a stronger positive effect, the RRSp participation
rate also had a significant influence on the measured personal savings

rate' Jarrettrs estimates imply that each percentage point increase in
the participation rate resulted in a o.l6 percentage point increase in
the savings rate.

This result, if ¡t is interpreted in terms of individual behavioural
terms' impl ies an extremely strong response to the RRSp mechanism. For

1979, Jarrett's coefficient wourd attribute 2.g percentage points of the

The united states and Other lndustrial ized countries' in savinq andGovgrlment Polícy (Proceedings of a confer"n." rponsore¿"uñne rea-eral Reserve Bank of Boston) lgg2, pp. l_30.Steindl J. "The Role of Household Saving in the l,lodern Economy,'ouar-
flarch 198t, pp.-äõ:be.

e2 Jarrett, J. 14. personaì Sa"¡1qs,l! .ganada , ATrends Conference , lggl 

-
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Personal savings rate to RRSP participation. This translates into about

$4.75 b.; aproximately l60? more than the total RRSP contributions, and

about 3652 larger than the tax reductions resulting from RRSp contribu-

tions (S3.0 b. and Sl.¡ O. respectively). This responsiveness is far

in excess of any publ ished estimates of either income or interest rate

eìasticities of saving. The cumulative annual additional savings at-

tributed to RRSPs by Jarrettrs modeì imply that each $l or RRSp contri-

butions induced by increases in the participation rate have resulted in

approximateìy s3.!o of additional personal savings. clearly these re-

sults merit closer scrutiny.

Jarrettrs results for the RRSP participation rate may simply reflect
any number of factors which rose concurrently with the personal savings

rate during the period covered by her observations (1965-78). For in-

stance, Jarrett notes that RRSP and RHoSP participation rates are highly

inter-correlated. Accordingly, she estimated the equations using the

part¡cipation rates for these incentives separately. Using the RHSSP

participation rate resulted in a sìightly higher R2 than using the RRSP

participation rate. lt is also interesting to note that the coefficient

for the RHOsP participation rate was stronger; o.30 vs. o.ì6 for

RRSPs.e3 This resuìt is counter-intuitive since RHoSP contributions are

limited to tenants and peaked at approximately 2O?4 of the level of RRSP

contr i but i ons .

It was not possible to dupl icate the other series used in Jarrettrs

equations and re-estimate the results using other variables in place of

the RRSP and RH0SP participation rates. However, based on the previous

e3 Jarrett, J.1,1. ¡b¡d, p.87.
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discussion, employer contributions to RPP funds as wel I as investment

earnings of these and RRSP funds (which flow through the National Ac-

counts into the measured personal savings rate) appear to have been a

significant factor in the rapid increase of the personaì savings rate

durings the 1970s. The sum of empìoyer contributions to RPps and in-

vestment earnings in RPPsea is highly correlated brith the RRSP partici-
pation rate (r=.!40, p ( .OOO) . Thus, this variable would also have

performed very well in Jarrettrs equations. It is therefore highìy

probable that the increase in the RRSP participation rate reflected

rather than caused Canadians' increased desire to save.

The interpretive value of Jarrettrs results are not clear since the

equations were estimated for a period in which the basic trends in the

measured personal savings rate, interest rates, cpl, and numerous other

indicators were al I in an upward direction. Forjany time-series resuìts

to be meaningful in terms of assigning a causal effect to a particu-

lar variable -- the equation would have to perform wel I over a cycle

which included a significant downward trend as wel l.
Finally' Jarrett¡s results appear to be questionable in that they are

compìetely different from the U.S. experience. The United States income

tax system contains lndividual Retirement Account and Keogh Plan provi-

sions which are almost identical to RRSPs (contribution I imits are l5Z

of earned income anO S75OO). These programs ì^,ere extensively ì iberal-

ized in 'l974 along lines explicitly borrowed from the Canadian RRSP pro-

visionses. These provisions have not resulted in marked increases in

e4 lt was not possible to obtain comparable figures for RRSps.

e5 Hal I J.H. rrlndividual Retirement Accounttr Natjp¡el_laX .JpUfnal, Sep-
tember, 197\, pp. \59-\60.
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the personal sav¡ngs rate in that country

\.3.2 JUr4P (r982)

Jumprs paper specifically addresses the issue of whether the tax in-

centives in the. Canadian tax system can explain the differences in the

U.S. and Canadian personal savings rates which emerged after j973"".

Unlike Jarrett, Jump developed a theoretical model and attempted to ap-

ply the inferences he derived in some relatively simple numerical calcu-

lations of the additional savings induced in 1979 by RRSP contributions,

tax-free earnings in RRSP funds, and the SIOOO interest income deduc-

t ion.

Jump's model suggests that only the income effect -- the vaìue of the

tax savings obtained from these measures -- would actually have any ef-

fect on the saving rate. His analysis also attempted to take into ac-

count the effect of the tax free earnings accumulated in RRSP funds.

The calculations, which attempted to place an upper bound on the effect

of the three incentives considered produced a totaì of 52.32 b. for

1979; SO.9O ¡. from the i nterest i ncome deduction, S0.95 b. from the

non-taxation of accumulated RRSP earnings, and so.t+7 ¡. from the lgTg

RRSP contr i but i ons .

Unfortunately, the assumptions underlying Jumpr s calculations contain

severaì errors of fact. F i rst, Jump's figure for RRSP contributions

also contains employee contributions to RPPs. Second, Jump mistakenly

believed that the RRSP contribution timits were raised to 55500 in ì974

e6 Jump G.V. ¡rTax

Exper ience¡r i n
ence sponsored
pp.46-64

lncentives to Promote Personal Saving: Recent Canadian
Savinq and Government Policy (Proceedings of a Confer-
by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston) October, 1982,
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rather than in 1976 as was actuaily the case. Finaily, he assumed a 332

average tax rate to caìculate the tax savings resulting from RRSpsi the
actual rate in 1979 (applicable to RRSP contributors) was about ìo per-
centage poi nts h i gher.

The first two of these errors each significantry infrate Jump,s car-
culated effect, the third deflates the estimate somewhat. correcting
for the first and third errors is fairly simple and would reduce Jump,s

estimate of the effect of annual RRSP contributions on measured personal

savings from s0.\7 ø. to so.l¡ u.. r.rhire it is not possibre to repri-
cate the effect of advancing Jumprs base year from .l97!+ to 1976, it is
clear that the effect would be to significantly lower the estimate. ln
short, Jump's calculation -- particularly after it is corrected -- sug_

gests a negligibìe impact on the measured personal savings rate for the
1976 increases in the RRSp contribution I imits.

The revised resuìts are consistent with Jumprs conclusions regarding
the effectiveness of tax incentives to stimulate additionaì personal

savingseT:

Recent canadian experience with tax incentives provides a use-fuì exampre of how focus on saving behaviour can be misread-ing. our anarysis suggests that these actions were by andlarge lumpsum transfers to middre and higher income taxpayers.The pol icies not only provide I ittìe inãentíve for increasedinvestment but may actuar ry have perverse effects insofar asthey have been financed by increases in distortionary taxes.Furthermore, thei r effects on persona.l saving are ambiguous.

The tax incentives may actuaììy have caused a decrine in themeasured personaì saving rate in canada. At most, they mayhave added something in the neighbourhood of r.l percentagepoints to the measured personar saving rate over the tgTs-glinterval. This increment far rs wer r short of expìainiÁg-the
average 4.4 percentage point relative increase in the Canadian

e? Jump G.V. ibid. p. 64.
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versus u.s. rates of personar saving that have arisen overthis time period. canadian tax pol icies do not appear to becapable of explaining this discrepancy.

\.3.3 orHER srup I Es

There do not appear to be any other studies from which quantitative
resul ts on the quest i on of the i nf I uence of the RRSp contr i but i ons on

the savings rate can be derived. l.Jhile Daly et. al. have conducted

several empirical investigations of various effects related to RRSps,

the results cannot be appried to the issues presentry under scrutinyrr.
ln their study of canadian personal saving behaviour in the r970s

cawdery and Prefontaine made no estimate of the effect of the annual

RRSP contributions on the saving rate. Their general conclusion appears

to be that the major positive effect of RRSps is derived from the accu-
mulated and almost entire.ly saved earnings in RRSp fundsee.

ln an lllF study of savings incentives in various countries, Byrne has

catalogued a wide variety of simi lar schemes in various countriesroo.
Paying cìoser attention to the particular mechanisms in place in France,

west Germany, and Japan, Byrne reports -- but does not elaborate on the
resul ts -- that econometr i c stud i es of these programs have i nd i cated

that the provisions used in these countries have not been instrumental

e8 Daly ft'J' I'The Effect of the canada Pension Plan on personal Retire-ment Saving: Some New Evidence From Cross-Section Tax Datar EconomicCounci I of Canada, Discussion paper 206, l9gl.DaìyÈ1.J.andWrageffiunãd"|s0ldAgeSecurityPro-
gram on Retirement Saving, Labour Supply and Retirementu EconomicCounci I of Canada, Discussion paper 203,' lbAl.

ee Cawdery J. and prefontaine R. op. cit. pp.37_3g

r0o Byrne W.J. rrFiscal lncentives for Household Saving" lnternationalI'lonetary Fund, Staff papers (vol. 23) 1976, pp.455_lõ4
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in increasing the aggregate personal saving rates

F inal ly, Becker and Ful lerton have simulated the (al locative) effi-
ciency gains to the u.s. economy of various types of saving incen-

tivesr0l. 0f the six reforms simulated, the I iberalization of deduc-

tions for pension savings yielded the lowest efficiency gains. Al though

Becker and Fullerton's analysis does not specifically address the pres-

ent issues, the results do provide indirect evidence that these types of
savings incentives have relatively smal I effects on saving behaviour.

4.4 THE COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF THE RRSP DEDUCTIONS

Both the theoretical considerations and the empiricaì evidence dis-
cussed in the previous sections, cast some doubt on the proposition that
the RRSP mechanism generates ìarge amounts of additional pre-retirement

saving (other than through the effect of accumulating earnings in pen-

sion funds). A final question considered in this study concerns the ex-

tent to which the RRSP deduction is targetted to produce the largest re-
duction in publ ic pension requirements. Although the preceding

investigations imply a marginal effect, the issue does merit further at-
tent i on.

The Old Age Security pension (OAS) is a universal programr âñd whiìe
canada Pension Plan (cPP) benefits are determined by pre-ret¡rement

earnings, they are also unaffected by the income derived from personal

savings' The major pubì ic pension reductions wi I I occur with respect to

ror Becker, c. and Fullerton, D. lncome Tax lncentives to promote Sav-i,nqs Nat iona l Bureau of Econom i
(The reforms simulated were; extensive inflation in¿exiné, inrlat¡onindexing of capitaì gains, exclusion of dividends, exclulion of cap-ital gains' exclusion of interest income, and the I iberal ization ofpension saving deductions.)
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payments from the Guaranteed lncome Supplement (GlS) and to a lesser de-

gree' comparable provincial programs. The description of these programs

in Chapter ll showed that retired individuals receiving maximum Cpp ben-

efits wi I I sti ì I be el igibìe for significant GIS payments unless they

have some income from other sources, presently about $2oo monthly. peo-

ple with significant CPP benefits will not generaìly qualify for income-

tested provincial income support programs. There are also some income

or means-tested publ ic services for the elderly, part¡cularly in hous-

ing. The reductions in the cost of these programs of any additional in-

come generated by the RRSP provisions is more diff¡cult to assess.

The structure of publ ic retirement income support leads to the fol-
lowing form of income tax and transfer reduction rate schedule:

2.

3.

4.

I NCOI,IE LEVE L

Post-ret i rement i ncome bel ow
provi nc i aì i ncome transfer
cutof f levels (see pp.22 e B) .

Post-ret i rement i ncome above
(l) and below GIS cut-off
levels.

Post-retirement income above (Z)
not sufficient to be income taxable
(Due to tire $ I OOO i nterest i ncome
deduction, the S1000 pension income
deduction, age exemption, and spousaì
transferabi ì ity of these provisions
this zone can cover a wide range of income)

Post-retirement income suff icient
to be income taxable. (lbout JO?ó of
taxfi ìers over age 6! were taxable
in 1979 compared to 662 of fi lers
under age 65)

RATE

r 002
Q5Z in
Alta.)

502

22-692
(i n 1979)

oz
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It is immediately apparent that this schedule is virtuaì ly the in-
verse of the pre-retirement schedule of benefits received from using the

RRSP provisions. The highest post-retirement marginaì rtax' rates wi I I

generally apply to those people for whom the deductibility of RRSps of-
fers the smal lest pre-retirement tax savings.

Wolfsonr'02 has developed a numerical model in which the effects of

tax and transfer program provisions can be simulated over typical ìife-
t imes, for d i fferent i ncome groups, and for var i ous savi ng strateg i es.

The fol lowing Chart shows the effects on I ifetime consumption of seven

saving strategies for people at different points of the I ifetime income

distribution. (lt should be noted that Wolfsonrs model does not include

provincial programsr prêSUttìably because they vary widely among provinc-

es) .

102 urolfson, ltl . 'rThe Lifetime lmpact of the Retirement lncome system: A
Quantitative Analysis" in Tlæ_Re.ilfe¡e_nt t@
PrgÞlems and tlternative poffi Vol.2, Appendix 5, pp.
5-32.
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l'lolfson's calculations show that investment in an owner-occupied home

and RRSPs are the most effective forms of saving for the upper half of
the income distribution. (Homes are also the most effective savings de-

vice in the lower half as wel l) . The relative effectiveness of RRSps

improves continuously as income increases, but ¡t is not until the high-
est vingti le that RRSPs are unambiguously the most effective saving al-
ternative.

The calculations are somewhat styì ized; Wolfson uses average I ifetime
income patterns and demographic characteristics. Nevertheless, they

strongìy suggest that RRSP savings are likely to be ìess beneficial for
the group of peopìe who are the most I ikely to require publ ic retire-
ment support. Woìfson's analysis shows that the advantages -- in terms

of maximizing lifetime consumption -- are unambiguously superior to all
other strategies only for the highest vingti le of I ifetime income earn-

ers. These are the peopre who are the reast 'l ikery to require pubr ic
retirement income support. This is especial ly true of self-employed in-
dividuals whose ordinary incomes are more ì ikely to be maintained even

after they reach retírement age. For people in the lowest l0z of the

I ifetime income distribution, RRSP savings do not have significant ad-

vantages even over ordinary bank account savings.

l¡Jolfson's analysis assumes certain I ifetimes and contains no adjust-
ments for other risks; incorporating more real istic contingencies would

favour strategies emphasizing more liquid forms of saving. The bias in-
troduced by perfect certa¡nty is probably stronger for lower and middle

income groups whose access to borrowing is more restricted. since these

are the peopìe most likely to require public support in retirement, the

RRSP mechanism does not appear to be appropriate.

iiì
iit
!-!.i

:;ì
l',iì

iì:.
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ln summary, the design of the RRSP program makes this instrument most

beneficial to people who are not I ikely to receive significant pubì ic
retirement support (in forms which can be reduced by pre-retirement sav-
ins) in any case. A welì designed incentive with the stated purposes of
the RRSP program would have a profi le approximateìy the inverse of the
one described by Wolfsonrs anaìysis.

The usage patterns observed earl ier suggest that Wolfsonrs resuìts
predict the actual behaviour of the popuìation fairly accurately. The

foìlowing Table shows the portion of the RRSP tax expenditure which ac-
crued to pre-retirement individuals who:

l. do not contribute to Rpps, that is, they are not participants in
employer-sponsored pension plans, and

2. do not appear to have significant other savings (ress than srooo

of i nvestment i ncome) .
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These individuars are the group which is the most rikery to require ad-

ditional income-related retirement support.

TABLE 20

RRSP TAX EXPEND ITURES AI,IONG TAXF I LERS I,JITHOUT EI,lPLOYI1ENTpENSt0NS AND þ/tTH LOW TNTEREST tNC0¡1E (finNlroeA, 197g)

TOTAL RRSP TAX
RRSP EXPEND I TURES

I NCOÈlE TAX I N TARGET Z TO T¡RC¡TGROUP EXPEND I TURES GROUP GROUP(Sr4) (S,,1) &)

ì DEC. 3.0 1.5 50.02 DEc. 178.9 t6l.t %.\3 DEc . 228.1 139.9 le .g4 DEc. 488.0 zqg. I 5o.B5 DEc. 8t3.9 lj2.o fi.l6 o¡c. t!38.9 soa.3 35.g7 DEc. I Q68.1 808.ã 48.[8o¡c. ?829.1 Bu6.j 2g.99 DEc. 6t02.8 t56g.i 25.7t9 vrNcr. \617.8 ls1 .tr le .ó20 vtNGT. tz72t .1 3163., z\.9
rorAL 3il60.3 g619.6 27.7

This Table shows that only 27.7% of RRSP tax expenditures accrued to
these individuals in llanitoba in 1979. Regardless of whether the RRSp

provision efficientìy stimulates aggregate savings, it is fairly certain
that the costs of the program -- i n terms of the revenues foregone --
far outweigh any savings generated through lower requirements in publ ic
post-ret i rement i ncome support.



Chapter V

SU¡lI,lARY AND CONCLUS IONS

The preceding study has examined the origin and purposes, the verti-
cal and hor izontaì equi ty effects, the behavioural effects on personaì

saving, and the cost effectiveness of the RRSP and to some extent the

RPP provisions in the Canadian Personal lncome Tax. lt was found that

from the first, these provisions were intended to encourage self-rel i-
ance among Canadians in providing for their retirement income. This ob-

jective has been re-emphasized at virtual ly every occasion when these

prov i s i ons v,,ere rev i ewed or changed .

Another factor influencing publ ic pol icy was the conviction that many

Canadians wouìd not be able to accumulate their own sources of retire-
ment i ncome regardless of the i nducements provided. Universal and

means-tested i ncome support, as wel I as publ i cl y subs id i zed servi ces

have become important components of the system. The system has become

extremely complex and it is difficult to ascertain whether its objec-

tives are being attained. Seemingly unrelated functions of government,

such as revenue-raising, have provided vehicìes to pursue the objective

of adequate retirement incomes. The secondary effects of the savings

incentives on the taxation structure must also be studied when the RPP

and RRSP mechanisms are considered.

The category of indices developed by Suits and Kienzle appear to have

useful appl ications in examining the progressivity of various features

-r/15-
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in the income tax system. They appear to be particularly useful in com-

paring specific features of the tax system, and tracing changes in their
progressivity over time. The interpretation of the calculated indices

is supplemented -- and in the case of the Rpp/RRSp mechanisms, supported

-- by graphical techniques similar to those used by l'linarik to analyze

tax expenditures in the U.S. individual income tax.

The vertical equity effects of the Rpp/RRSp in the plT are ambiguous

at best. The analysis in Chapter I I I shows that, while a number of oth-

er features in the PIT are more regressive, because of their size these

two programs contribute very significantly to the overall regressivity

of the present PIT-related tax expenditures.

larger and more regressive than that of Rpps.

The effect of RRSPs is

These programs -- and particularly RPPs --do not appear to contribute

as significantly to horizontal inequities, or re-ranking among otherwise

simi lar individuals. The present study attempted to apply a measure of

horizontal equity developed by Atkinson (for' somewhat different purpos-

es) to examine these issues. RPP users show somewhat less re-ranking in

before and after-tax ranking than taxfilers as a whole, and RRSP users

slightìy more. The sensitivity of the measures is not as great as might

be desired, however, and further work might be useful.

The impl ications of the existing theoretical work on saving behaviour

throw considerable doubt on the proposition that RRSPs result in signif-
icant incentives for individuaìs to save more than they otherwise would.

This conclusion is particularìy appl icable to the effect of annual con-

tr¡butions. The bulk of any additional saving is ìikely to be attributa-

ble to the income effect of the RRSP deduction. These additional sav-
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ings could I ikely be obtained with an equaì revenue tax cut. lt may,

however, âlso be the case that the RRSP provisions concentrate the re-

duction among whom the marginal propensity to save out of additional in-
come is the strongest. The empiricaì tests of these conjectures, per-

formed with a sampìe of .l979 ittanitoba taxf ilers, appear to be consistent

with these hypotheses. Admittedly, the nature of the data is imperfect-

ly suited for these tests and they should be repeated with more suitable
data.

Although guantitative studies of these specific issues are few, with

one exception they appear to confirm a relatively small effect of the

RRSP deduction on the aggregate personal savings rate. The study which

shows contrary results impl ies an excessively large effect for the RRSP

contribution influence on the personal saving rate. There are several

reasons to beì ieve that the variable constructed to capture this effect
is misspecified.

Final ly, an examination of the characteristics of the RRSp deduction

and reìated parts of the pubì ic retirement income system strongly sug-

gest that even if RRSPs are effective in stimulating additional saving,

they are not particularly useful for those individuals who are most

I ikeìy to reguire post-retirement income support. An examination of the

rel evant character i st i cs of RRSP users seems to conf i rm that onl y a

smaìl proportion of the tax expenditures associated with RRSps accrue to

these peopìe.

The thrust of these observations is that the RRSP provisions are

likely to have a minimaì impact on public post-ret¡rement income support

payments. lt appears probabìe that the foregone income tax revenues, as



urell as the inequities created in the PIT out-weigh

efits of these measures. The policy implications of

they are confirmed by further study, seem to support

least, the RRSP deduction.

t48
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Append i x A

This appendix shows the contribution of different categories of tax

expenditures to the total reductions achieved. by various categories of

taxfilers in .l979. The data from which the charts were derived are the

sample of l,lanitoba taxf ilers described in Section 3.3. The def initions

of the tax expenditure categoríes are discussed in Section 3.4.

Tax fi lers are arranged by income group (deci les and vingti les for

the highest deci le) and by five tax reduction categories. The Chart

showing the combined groups is found on p.75a in the text.

ON ALL CHARTS THE VERTICAL SCALE REFERS TO PERCENTAGES. THE ABSOLUTE

SIZE OF THE REDUCTIONS VARIES SIGNIFICANTLY AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 2 ON

P.73.

- l49 -



CHART A1

CONTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS TAX EXPENDITURES TO
TAXFILERS PAYING MORE THAN 75%

TOTAL TAX
OF NOMINAL

REDUCTIONS ACHIEVED:
TAXES

1 DEC. 2 DEC. 3 DEC. 4 DEC. 5 DEC. 6 DEC. 7 DEC. 8 DEC. I DEC. 19 V. 20 V.

DIVIDEND
PRE F ERENCE

MURBS, FILMS, AND
DRILLING DEDUCTIONS

RRSP

EMPLOYMENT
RELATED
DEDUCTI ONS

CAPITAL GAINS
PREFERENCE

OTHER FEDERAL
CREDITS

ALL OTHER
DEDUCT I ONS

ffiPIB;-,,.?i"Yi¿åfl!' få:B5ã+i"r^-

STANDARD,
CHARTTABLE,
AND MEDICAL

INTEREST AND
PENSION INCOME
D EDUCT I ON

t50



CHART A2

CONTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS TAX EXPENDITURES TO TOTAL
TAXFILERS PAYING BETIJEEN 50 AND 75% OF

TAX REDUCTIONS ACHIEVED:
NOMINAL TAXES

1 DEC. 2 DEC. 3 DEC. 4 DEC. 5 DEC. 6 DEC. 7 DEC. I DEC. I DEC. 19 V. 20 V.

ffi

m

RRSP

EMPLOYMENT
R E LATED
DEDUCTI ONS

CAPITAL GAINS
PREFERENCE

DIVIDEND
PRE F E RENCE

OTHER DEDUCTIONS
FROM NET INCOME

STANDARD.
CHARITABLE,
AND MEDICAL

INTEREST AND
PENSTON TNCOME
DEDUCTI ON

l5t

MURBS, FILMS, AND
DRILLING DEDUCTIONS

FEDERAL TAX
R EDUCT T ON

ALL OTHER
D EDUCT I ONS



CHART A3

CONTRIBUTTON OF VARIOUS TAX EXPENDITURES TO TOTAL
TAXFILERS PAYING BETWEEN 25 AND 50% OF

TAX REDUCTIONS ACHIEVED:
NOMINAL TAXES

ilïlïl .,,

2 DEC. 3 DEC, 4 DEC. 5 DEC. 6 DEC,

DIVIDEND
PRE F ER ENCE

OTHER DEDUCTIONS
FROM NET INCOME

STANDÄRD,
CHARITABLE.
AND MEDICAL

INTEREST AND
PENSTON INCOME
DEDUCT I ON

152

7 DEC. I DEC. I DEC. 19 V.

MURBS, FILMS, AND
DRILLING DEDUCTIONS

FEDERAL TAX
REDUCTION

OTHER FEDERAL
CREDITS

ALL OTHER
DEDUCTI ONS

EMPLOYMENT
RE LATED
DEDUCTIONS

CAPTTAL GAINS
PRE F ERENCE



CHART A4

coNTRIBUTION 0F VARIOUS TAX EXPENDITURES TO TOÏAL
TAXFILERS PAYING BETI,JEEN 1 AND 257" OF

TAX REDUCTIONS ACHIEVED:
NOMINAL TAXES

1 DEC. 2 DEC. 3 DEC, 4 DEC. 5 DEC. 6 DEC.

D]VIDEND
PRE F ERENCE

7 DEC. I DEC. I DEC. 19 V. 20 v.

MURBS, FILMS, AND
DRILLING DEDUCTIONS

FEDERAL TAX
R EDUCT I ON

OTHER FEDERAL
CRED ITS

ALL OTHER
D EDUCT I ONS

EMPLOYMENT
RELATED
DEDUCTIONS

CAPITAL GAINS
PR E F ERENCE

OTHER DEDUCTIONS
FROM NET INCOME

STANDARD,
CHARITABLE,
AND MEDICAL

INTEREST AND
PENSION INCOME
DEDUCT I ON

153



CHART A5

IBUTION OF VARIOUS TAX EXPENDITURES TO TOTAL TAX REDUCTIONS ACHIEVED: NON-TAXABLE FILERS

1 DEC. 2 DEC. 3 DEC. 4 DEC. 5 DEC. 6 DEC. 7 DEC. I DEC. I DEC. 19 V. 20 V.

EMPLOYMENT
RELATED
DEDUCT ] ONS

CAPITAL GAINS
PREFERENCE

DIVIDEND
PREFERENCE

OTHER DEDUCTIONS
FROM NET INCOME

STANDARD.
CHARITABLE,
AND MEDICAL

INTEREST AND
PENSION INCOME
DEDUCT I ON

ì 5l+

MURBS, FILMS, AND
DRILLING DEDUCTIONS

FEDERAL TAX
REDUCT ION

OTHER FEDERAL
CREDITS

ALL OTHER
D EDUCT I ONS



Append i x B

This appendix reports the fuìl results of 6 regressions.

l. lnfluences on investment income -- aì I RRSP users.

2. lnfluences on interest income -- all RRSP users.

3. lnfluences on investment income -- full RRSP users.

4. Influences on interest income -- ful I RRSP users.

5. lnfluences on investment income -- partial RRSP users.

6. lnfluences on interest income -- partial RRSP users.

The i ndependent

AGE

FNET

BUSNET

RENTNET

PROF N ET

RRF UL L

LRRSP

t4s I

r4s2

r4s 3

r4s4

HOI,IE

TENANT

variables are as fol lows:

Age of user.

Farmi ng E F i sh i ng I ncome (dummy) .

Bus i ness I ncome (dummy) .

Rental lncome (dummy).

Professional lncome (dummy) .

Fuìl use of RRSP (dummy). Used in Regressions 1 E 2.

Log of RRSP contributions. Used in Regressions 3-6.

Single fi lers (dummy) .

Harried with no spouse or dependents claimed (aummy)

l,lar r i ed, c I a im spouse but no dependents (dummy) .

Itlar r i ed , c I a im spouse and dependents (aummy) .

Homeowner lndicator (aummy) .

Tenant lndicator (dummy) .

-156-
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LEARN

LRPP

LOTH ]

LOTH2

Log of Earned lncome.

Log of RPP Contr i but i ons.

Log of 0ther I ncome.

Defined as: Total lncome - lnvestment lncome

Used in lnvestment lncome regressions.

Log of 0ther lncome.

Defined as: Total lncome - lnterest lncome -

Used in lnterest lncome regressions.

- Earned lncome.

Earned I ncome.

The regress i on results are shown on the following pages.
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Dependent Var i abl e:

R2 = .2\1, t (15,7202Ð =

RE.GRESS ION 1 (NII RRSP USERS)

Log of I nvestment I ncome.

1526.1, p < .000.

VAR I ABLE

AGE

FNET
BUSNET
RENTNET
PROFNET
RRFULL
r4s I
l'ls2
r4s 3
rls4
HO14E

TENANT
LEARN

LRPP

LOTH I
CONSTANT

Variables in the Equation.

COEFF I CI ENT

.093
1.439
.37\

t.08l
.357

r.5r0
.65t
.448
.213
.48 ì

-.387
-.216

. 144
-.151

.251
-1.122

F-RATIO

9378.'l¡ z'cfc:t

1173./ :'cfcz'c

93 .4 :trc¡t

794 .8 ¡trrr'
\2.7 tntzt

3958.Q :tfcr's

386 . o 't,trt2ì0.J ltrclc

21.! :t:ltt
lQQ. | :t*cc

2!4. J fcrtrc

9.4 ¡tfr

!.|./ tt*:t
20.1 :t*rc
ì 8.2 f(rt¡t

** $ignificant at the.Ol level

:t*:'c $ i gn i f i cant at the .001 ì eve l
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Dependent Var i abl e:

R2 = .2\3, F(15,7202Ð =

REGRESS I ON 2 (ntl nRsp usERs)

Log of lnterest lncome.

l5l+0.9, p < .ooo.

VAR I ABLE

AGE

FNET
BUSN ET
RENTNET
PROFNET
RRFULL
r,ls l
t4s2
l,ls 3
r,ls4
HOI4E

TENANT
LEARN

LRPP
LOTH2
CONSTANT

Variables in the Equation.

COEFFICIENT

.o92
| .553
.\87

1.066
.6tz

1 .321
r.003

.77 \

.609

.561
-.133

.567

.066

.0tg

.120
-1.688

F-RATIO

9731. | :trt:'c

1572 .9 :t:kfr
I /6.8 :t*rt
862 . I ¡!¡t¡'c

1 J6.l :t:'c:'c

3211. I rt:'c:t

)Jj.j rcz\rc

661.4 *c:trc

ì 8/ .la :t:t:t
289.5 *¡t¡t
J6.l :trtt'c

69 .1 ¡t¡t¡t
I l.l+ tt¡tlt
35.4 :t¡trc

!l+0 . ! rt:trc

*frtt $ ign if icant at the .00.l level
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Dependent Variable:

R2 = .12\, F (.t5,20137) =

REGRESS I ON 3 (rull RRSP USERS)

Log of lnvestment lncome.

190.5, p < .00.l.

VAR I ABLE

AGE

FNET
BUSN ET

RENTNET
PROF N ET
LRRSP

¡1S r

r4s 2

r4s3 -
r4s4
HO14E

TENANT
LTARN
LRPP
LOTH 1

CONSTANT

tc Signif icant at

rt¡t Signif icant at

:'c:tr'< gignif icant at

Variables in the Equation.

COEFFICIENT

.073
oot. JJL

.312

.638
-.0\7

.093

.56t+
- .058

.233

.033
-.597
- .864
-. il4
-.t50

.012
3.796

F-RATIO

1937 .S rc>t:t

241 .l rc*:t
24 . ! rcrtrc

'¡29.$ rcrtfc

0.! n.s
5.8 rc

95 .1 :t:tfc

1.2 n.s
I 0.8 fclc

0.3 n.s
24!. 3 :t:t*<

39.6 ¡'s¡t¡t

l0 . I :t:t:t
4.9 ¡t.l.8 n.s

the .O5 level .

the.0l level

the .00ì leveì
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Dependent Variable:

R2 =.159, F(15,20137)

REGRESS I ON 4 (FULL RRSP USERS)

Log of lnterest lncome.

= 253,8, p < .ool.

VAR I ABLE

AGE

FNET
BUSN ET
RENTNET
PROF N ET

LRRSP
t4s I

I'1S 2

r4s 3
r4s4
HOI,lE

TENANT
LEARN
LRPP
LOTH2
CONSTANT

¡k S ign if icant at

fcfc $ignif icant at

:t:tJr $ignif icant at

Variables in the Equation.

COEFFICIENT

.08 I
t.183

.390

.793

.\21
-.079
1.284

.517

.\37

.430
-.363
-.40r
-.8s9

.015

.096
2.689

F-RATIO

2\l).5 zuxtt

393 .6 ¡t¡t¡t
40 .7 rttt:t

20J . ! fcfcfc

20J.1 fctt:t
\.3 :r

510.0 tc¡t¡t

95 . I ¡tfrfc

l8 .9 rcrrr.

53 .1 ¡'cJc¡t

155 .1 ¡t¡t¡t
I .6 :t¡t

6.5 ¡t

5.3 ¡r

155 .1 cc¡t:t

the .05 ìevel

the.0l level

the.00l level
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REGRESSION 5 (PARTIAL RRSP USERS)

Dependent Var i abì e:

R2 = .250, F (t5,51872) =

Log of lnvestment lncome.

1153.6, p < .000.

VAR I ABL E

AGE

FNET
BUSN ET

RENTNET
PROFN ET

LRRS P

t'ls I
t'ls2
tts 3
t4s4
HOHE

TENANT
L EARN

LRPP
LOTH ]
CONSTANT

Variables in the Equation.

COEFFICIENT

.081
| .282

.287
r.r40

.7 53

.9t+5

.531

.\25

.280

.72\
'.203

.903
-.45\

.044

.0t2
- 1 .431

F-RATIO

507 \ .,la :'c:'c:'r

6O8.2 ¡kJcfc

l8 .8 *:trc

590 . I ¡tfc:t

16. / r,rcr,

l+3\6. | :tr'rfr

ì 8! .0 rcrt:t

139.1 :tfc¡t

ll¡. $ **fi
J40 . J rttt:t

51.6 fcfi¡k

lJ0.! *tt,'r
222.J z\tcz\

121.4 f.t(¡t
2.6 n.s

fc:tcc $ i gn i f i cant at the .001 I eve I
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REGRESS I ON 6 (PARTIAL RRSP USERS)

Dependent Var i abl e: Log of I nterest I ncome.

R2 = .2\7, F(15,51872) = 1137.9, p < .000.

VAR I ABLE

AGE

FNET
BUSN ET
RENTN ET

PROFNET
LRRSP

tts I
l'1S2

r'ls 3
r'ls4
HO14E

TENANT
LEARN

LRPP
LOTH2
CONSTANT

F-RATIO

5006 . Q rt:'c:k

8ì9.7 
",r',r,

94 .0 tc¡trt

i6i.5 *trzt
12).J t<t\x

416ì.! :'c:t:'r

\25.7 xtct,

Jl0 . ! rt*fc
ì l !.1 :'cfc:'c

338 .7 ¡l¡t¡'c

2.4 n.s
2JJ.) xxtc

300 .4 :t¡ttt

326.7 xxzr
2$g . $ rcrc:t

Variables in the Equation.

COEFFICIENT

.078
I .387
.\21

1.06r
.814
.8gl
.772
.687
.583
.700

-.01+0
r.r7r
-.512

.070

. r08
-r.69l

fotf< g ign if icant at the .001 level
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To show the reìationship between RRSP usage and age, users were spl it

into three usage groups: non-users, partiaì users, and fuì I users. They

were also aggregated in three age groups: age younger than 35, age

35-\9, and age !0 and older. This resulted in the following 3 by 3 ta-

ble. Each cell contains the gross number and the percentage this number

i s of the total .

AGE

<35

PART I AL
NON-USERS USERS FULL USERS

16,165
13.82)

1 9, 303
(\.62)

16,240
13.8?)

3,623
(0.92)

6,3t8
(1.52)

10,212
(2.42)

35-\9

50+

I 99,038
(47.12)

86,\75
(20.5?6)

6\,965
( I 5.42)

The chi-square statistic is very large.

not surprising. A more meaningful way

tÌ^,een RRSP usage and age is to I ook at

of the tabìe.

However, given the N, this is

to interpret the relationship be-

the elements on the main diagonal

Reading from the upper left to the loh,er right, the elements are:

199,038 19,303 10,212

lf age and RRSP usage were independent' the elements wouìd

l8t,4o7 13,788 \,397
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Thus, if age and RRSP usage were independent, \7.22 of the fiìers would

have been on the main diagonaì. There are actually j\.22, an increase

of 14.89. However, this increase is not evenly distributed along the

díagonal. The ceìl in the upper left-hand has the most weight and shows

a 9.92 increase. The central cell shows a \0?6 increase while the lower

right-hand cell has shows a huge increase of 1322.
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INDIVIDUALS USING RRSPS TO
THE MAXIMUM EXTENT POSSIBLE*

INDIVIDUALS USING LESS THAN
THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE RRSP

SIGNiFICANT NON-RRSP
DISCRETIONARY SAVINGS

A HIGH PROPORTION OF NON-
RRSP SAVINGS ARE LIKELY
TO BE NON-MARGINAL (A).

UNCERTAIN (D )

SOME NON-RRSP
DiSCRETIONARY SAVlNG

SOME RRSP SAVING IS
LIKELY TO BE NON-MARGlNAL,
BUT I¡JITH LESS CERTAINTY
THAN CATEGORY ABOVE (B).

UNCERTAIN ( E )

NO DISCRETIONARY
SAVTNGS OTHER THAN
RRSP S

IT IS LTKELY THAT AT
LEAST SOME OF THE RRSP

SAVING IS MARGINAL (C).

HIGHEST LIKELIHOOD OF
RRSP AFFECTING

MARGINAL RATE OF RETURN (F)




